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Boston Community Information System

1986 Experimental Test Data

This report describes the first year of an experimental test of the Boston Community
Information System (Boston CommInS). The experiment implements new ideas of data
communication and database design in the transmission and reception of data. The system
offers the Associated Press and New York Times to participants and is provided in exchange for
their monthly feedback.

During the first year of the experiment, over 200 homes and businesses in the Boston area
used and evaluated our system. This report contains all the data we have compiled and
analyzed, in addition to a full discussion of several hypotheses and design goals. Among the
conclusions drawn, we found the Boston Community Information System provides a useful
complement to existing media forms and has proved valuable to the many users in the test
population.

Keywords: database system, electronic newspaper, distributed information system



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Section 1 - Executive Summary

1.1 - Background

In December 1985, culminating two years of design, prototyping, and preparation, we launched an
experimental test of the Boston Community Information System in Boston area homes and businesses.
The Boston CommlnS represents a new type of large scale distributed database system architecture. The
test documented in this report was designed to explore the usefulness of this new architecture.

The Boston CommInS delivers information to personal computers via digital broadcast and telephone.
During the period of this test, the Boston CommlnS provided its users access to the full-text of news and
features from the New York Times (NYT) and the Associated Press (AP), including reviews, columns,
business news, editorials, commentaries, and weather forecasts.

Starting in December 1985, 56 people within a fifteen mile radius of the Prudential Building in Boston's
Back Bay began using the system. In February 1986, we distributed the system to more people, bringing
the total user population to about 145. In September 1986, we distributed new software to current and
new users, increasing the number to 175 total participants. This new software automatically accesses a
central server at MIT, if a user's personal comptuer does not have the data necessary to process a user
request. The delivery of data via broadcast is called the simplex part of the system, and the delivery of
data via modem is called the duple part of the system.

Focusing on the responses to the monthly questionnaires, this report summarizes, interprets, and presents
the full responses of the participants for the first 14 months of the experiment (December 1985 through
January 1987). Section 2 of this report is an overview of the experiment. Section 3 analyzes the data
collected from the monthly questionnaires, and Section 4 presents all the primary data from the 12
questionnaires from the period under review.

1.2 - The Users

Most of the participants male, ranging in age from 20 to 50 years old. Most have several years experience
with personal computers, and most are or were affiliated with MIT. Thus, even with efforts to broaden
the experimental population to include people from many segments of our society, the self-selected
participants have a strong technical orientation and high educational achievement. In addition, five
visually impaired people use the CommlnS system regularly.

1.3 - SysteM use

On average, participants run the CommlnS software on their computers 7 hours per day, with some
reporting 24 hour use. Of this time, a typical participant sits at the keyboard 20 to 30 minutes per day,
but some report that they sit at the keyboard more than 90 minutes pe- day.

While the statistics on system use are detailed in Section 4, Section 3 illustrates that these numbers and
results lead to conclusions on larger issues. First, the participants prefer highly polished news stories (as
commonly distributed over the NYT wire) over up-to-the-minute, unformatted, incremental articles (as
commonly distributed over the AP wire). Second, our participants prefer to invoke commands by
keystrokes rather than from menus, even though the CommlnS software supports both options. Third,
the participants like the kernel of the user interface since it uses "filter listsO. These "filter lists" identify
stories for capture to the local database.
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1.4 - Changes In Participants' News Habits

Seventy-five percent of the participants feel they are better informed with the CommInS system.
However, at this time, most users see electronic publishing as a supplement to regular newspapers, not a
substitute. More specifically, many of the participants prefer to browse or read a newspaper for general
information; while concurrently, they rely heavily on the CommlaS for the capture of specific
information. Thus, the participants use the CommlnS in a sophisticated way to supplement and extend

terprevious news habits.

1.5 - Desired Types of Iformation

Most people do not object to the text-only service the system offers. Few report that they greatly miss
the graphics or the photographs a regular newspaper offers. Most have expressed an interest in having
more financial information on the system, including data on stock prices, and participants most
frequently recommended the addition of the Wall Street Journal to the service. In keeping with their
technical orientation, users also suggested the addition of professional journals or at least their tables of
contents.

1.8 - Business vs. Consumer Use

Teresponses to the questions on business vs. consumer use yielded unexpected results. Contrary to
parvtiat mhzdpronal widmanoemoetsrey than plrosinalise.mfrinania information were ta
opvrtional wimand psoel maret survey forn elrosinc disemIatioe ofia information ewoudrha

addd t th sytem ths stuaionmaychange.

1.7 - Value of the Simplex and Duplex Modes

Almost 75 percent of the users feel that the system is extremely valuable to them. Undoubtedly, users
find their ability to filter and scan news stories the most attractive feature of the system. For the period
of this report, the simplex mode of the system is more useful than the duplex mode, especially for
personal use. However, the duplex mode has value for business and academic research.

1L.6 - Feelings Toward Commercial Extension

When participants were asked if they would be interested in subscribing to a commercial service using the
same technology, slightly over half expressed great interest. The participants stated that both the
simplex and duplex modes are necessary for commercial success. They were concerned that the CommInS
requires some degree of computer literacy, and they suggested changes in the user interface. At the
present time, most users do not see the system having mass market a7'peal. Most importantly, the users
sepriou commterca osmsltiesuexistnoeoc the takrunnechnologi-tsn atatng cetabem lee ane
srport thatmterca sysmsltie runst ineroc the bakruntnehnalmulti-tsn opatng sysetabem eoe anye
factor must be taken into account: the cost-effective delivery of services to people. Ultimately,
commercial success of the CommlnS rests more on the information available than the technology per se.

On a willingness-to-pay basis, most users think that a successful commercial extension of the CommInS
depends on proper pricing. Users insist the cost of the service must be comparable to the cost of a
conventional newspaper subscription or the cost of one additional cable TV channel. For the simplex

2
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mode alone, some 02 percent would pay no more than $10 per month, while the addition of the duplex
mode mode does not change their willingness to pay.

1.9 - Suggestions for Improvements

Six suggestions for improvements arise repeatedly from the users. First and foremost, users want the
ComminS to run as a background task under a multi-tasking operating system. Some people using
Double-DOS or DesqView with their computers have succeeded in this desire. Second, users want the PC
software to detect and eliminate all but the most recent copy of a particular article, because the AP wire
frequently repeats stories with incremental changes. Third, users do not like to have their computers
running long hours due to noise, heat, or fear of damage to a hard disk, so many have suggested that the
system have a usmall black box* to accumulate stories instead of their PC. Fourth, many users think
that the system needs to run on non-IB3M or compatible computers for commercial acceptance. Fifth,
users of the duplex mode want to access stories in the NYT database over 00 days old. Sixth, many users
want to have longer filter lines or the ability to set "global* filter lines to include or to exclude certain
types of information with a few keystrokes.

1.10 - Reasons for Lass of Interest

In March 1987, we sent 9exit questionnaires* to approximately 90 former participants to discover why
they lost interest in the system. About 50 percent of the former participants sent in responses to this
special questionnaire, and the results show no apparent differences between the population of continuing
users and the former participants. Three reasons account for most of the decisions to stop participating
in the ComminS experiment. First, some people enrolled in the experiment realised that they live or
work beyond the radius of effective reception; these people returned the equipment almost immediately.
Second, some users balked at having to dedicate their PC to this purpose, and they returned the
equipment after a period of trial and eventual decision. Third, quite a few participants have moved from
the Boston area, so they returned the equipment before departing.

1.11 - Overview

At the end of the period of this report, over 170 people had the CommlnS system in regular use. Over 75
percent of the respondents report that they feel better informed with the system, and some - especially
researchers and visually impaired users -- have made the system an integral part of their daily lives.

Finally, the participants have demonstrated continuing commitment to the experiment by returning
monthly questionnaires. We salute and thank the many people who have contributed their time, energy,
and good ideas to make this CommInS experiment a success!

3
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Section 2 - Experimental Overview

This report describes the first 14 months of a two year experimental test of the Boston Community
Information System. The experimental period covered by this report is from December 1985 to January
1987. A subsequent report will cover the test period February 1987 to January 1988.

In this section, we provide an overview of the history and technology of the Boston Community
Information System to put the experimental data in the rest of the report in perspective. We also discuss
the factors we designed this experiment to test, and the limits of the experimental controls we could apply
to guard against external factors.

We have tried to present the experimental data in a way that invokes the interest of both computer
system designers and non-expert readers. We hope computer system designers will gain from this report
an understanding of the strengths and limitations of the technology we have developed, and we hope
non-expert readers will see in the data we present the potential for a new type of information service.

2.1 - A New Information System Technology

The overall goal of the Boston Community Information System project is to explore a new type of
computer system architecture capable of providing sophisticated information services to every home and
office in a city of perhaps a million people. As part of the project we have designed and implemented a
system that addresses this goal, and tested it on a snample population in the Boston area.

We are interested in metropolitan area information systems because we believe, in the future, computers
will be the basis of a new mass communication medium far more powerful and important than the
telephone. Computers have the intrinsic ability to autonomously react to incoming information, which
will permit computers to become an active medium as opposed to a passive medium, such as the
telephone. For example, computers will be prepared to inform us of important external events, or to take
direct action based upon such events according to our preprogrammed instructions.

In order to explore the potential of computers as a communication medium, we started the Boston
ComminS project in September of 1982. The central focus of the project was the idea to use both digital
broadcast for mass data communication and duplex communication in a single, unified framework. The
thought was that this single framework would integrate the cost advantages of digital broadcast with the
flexibility of c .,iaex communication.

During late 1982 and early 1983, we worked out the design of an initial system; and once the design was
completed in early 1983, we implemented a prototype. This prototype was operational at a site outside of
our own research group in April 1984, and a small initial test population of 15 users was established.

Based upon the experience with this prototype, the system was largely reimplemented during late 1984
and early 1985 to prepare it for a larger scale user test. The initial digital radio channel was replaced
with a more reliable design, and the software was enhanced to provide new services.

In 1985, we formulated a plan for a two year test of the Boston Community Information System at
approximately 200 local area homes and businesses. This report describes the results of the first 14
months of the resulting experimental test. The test started on December 17th, 1985 with Version 6.0 of
the system distributing data, via broadcast at 4.8Kbit/sec, to personal databases. On October 7, 1986,
users received Version 8.17 of the system. In Version 8.17, queries that cannot be processed at a user's
personal computer are automatically forwarded, via modem, to MIT for processing.

4



EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

2.2 - The Baston ConunlnS Technology

The Boston Community Information System technology is based upon the idea of building a single large
system out of a loose confederation of independent, smaller systems. Within this framework, we provide
each user with a personal database system that can locally process the user's most frequent requests.
These personal databases are kept up to date by transmitting new data to the personal systems via a
broadcast channel. Each personal database system listens to all of the data transmitted, and based upon
a user specified filter, it saves certain parts of the broadcast transmissions. If a query cannot be processed
by a personal database system, the request is automnatically routed to a central database that can process
the query. Database content labels are used to identify the contents of a database and to properly route a
request to a database capable of processing it.

Figure 2-1 shows a schematic diagram of the Boston Community Information System. The shared servers
in the figure are located at the Laboratory for Computer Science at MIT. Each server contains one or
more independent databases, unified by a query routing module. Some databases are replicated on more
than one server in order to improve reliability and performance. When the shared servers receive new
information, that information is immediately scheduled for transmission to the personal systems via a
broadcast packet radio system. The database item's type dictates the number of times the item is
transmitted, and the way that item is protected. The personal systems receive the broadcast
transmissions and a background task uses these transmissions to update a local database. A user specified
filter selects from the broadcast transmissions the data to be saved in a personal computer's database.
When a request can not be processed at the personal computer's database, a connection is automatically
established to an appropriate shared server.

The reader interested in the design of the system should consult [Gifford85a) and [Cifford85bl. The user
reference manual for Version 6.0 of the system is fLucassen86]; for Version 8.17 it is [Segs.lB61.

2.3 - Experimental Design

The experimental test of the Boston CommlnS was primarily designed to answer the fundamental
question, Is the information system technology that we have developed useful?. In order to address this
question, we performed a longitudinal study on the use of the system by 200 people who were outside of
our own research group.

The experimental test of the system was performed on a self-selected population of computer literate
volunteers. In order to simplify the test, subjects were required to own or have access to an IBM Personal
Computer. Test participants were drawn from three major populations: MIT affiliates, Boston
Computer Society members, and miscellaneous people. Participants were recruited via advertisements in
the MIT paper Tech Talk, a mailing to all MIT computer science professors, announcements at the IBM
PC users group of the Boston Computer Society, notices in Boston Computer Society publications, and by
asking existing participants to recruit new participants.

Participants were given the system for free. However, each participant was obligated to complete and
return a two page questionnaire that we mailed out each month. With the questionnaire, we sent a one
page newsletter and a postage paid return envelope. At the onset of the experiment, we told participants
that they would have to return the Boston CommlnS system loaned to them if they failed to complete
and return their questionnaire each month. To reinforce this stipulation, each participant signed a legal
agreement to this end when they joined the experiment, along with a statement that they would not
redistribute information received via the experiment. Every month, telephone calls were made to
participants that had not sent in their questionnaires for the prior two months. As the experimental data
show, some of these users returned their systems and some began to mail in the questionnaires again.
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Monthly questionnaires consisted of short answer questions and an essay topic. The short answer
questions were designed to focus on particular content, technology, or overall system issues. The essay
topics were designed for evaluations and opinions on a wide variety of qualitative issues. All questionnare
responses are confidential.

We designed the questionnaires to separate participants' reactions to the information provided via the
system from their reactions to the technology we have developed. Our experimental results show that
people were largely pleased with the information provided via the system. Therefore, we believe that the
experimental results on the technology aspects of the system do not reflect unhappiness with the content
the system provides.

In summary, we have tried to produce, within certain constraints, a fair test of the technology we have
developed. The next section presents an overview of the major conclusions we have reached based upon
data from the experimental test.

2.4 - References

tLucamen86l Lucassen, J., et. al, "Boston Community Information System User's Manual (Version 6.0)0,
MIT/LCS/TR-352, IT Laboratory for Computer Science, April 1986.

[ciffords5a] Gifford, D., et. al, The Application of Digital Broadcast Communication to Large Scale
Information Systems, IEEE Trans. on Selected Areas in Comm. SAC-3, 3 (May 1985), pp. 457-467.

IGifford85b] Gifford, D., et. al, An Architecture for Large Scale Information Systems, Proc. of the 10th
ACM Symp. on Operating System Principles, ACM Operating Systems Review 19, 5, pp. 161-170.

(Sega861 Segal, D., et. al, "Boston Community Information System User's Manual (Version 8.17)",
MIT/LCS/TR-373, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science, September 1986.
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Figure 2-1: Boston CommlnS System Block Diagram
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

Section 3 - Analysis of Data

Questionnaires were distributed on a monthly basis to all participants in the Boston CommInS
experimental est. Certain question were asked several times throughout the year to explore variations
in time. The majority of the responses received, however, did not depend on how long the participant
had been using the system. This section focuses on eleven major themes in the experimental data:

o the user profile population

* statistics on system us

* changes in participants' news habits

* types of information participants want and do not want

e businem vs. consumer use

* how valuable participants rmd the broadcast and two-way parts

* participants' feelings toward commercial extension

e how much participants are willing to pay for the system

* suggestions for changes and extensions to the Boston CommlnS

* why some participants lose interest in the system

a profile of people who lose interest in the system

3.1 - User Population Profile

Figure 3-1, at the end of this chapter, shows the number of participants in the Boston CommlnS project
on a monthly basis.

The individuals currently using the system are predominantly male, ranging in age from twenty to forty.
Over half of the participants in the project are affiliated in some manner with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. The vast majority of system users have some experience with personal computers, with

* only 10% of the population considered computer novices with lem than one year of PC experience.

Statistics on the User Population (N==148)

Sex:

0 85% male

* 15% female

Age:
A 4% under twenty
e 28% in twenties

0 39% in thirties

* 19% in forties

0 10% over fifty

PC Experience:
0 10% les than 1 year

* 61% 1 to 5 years
* 29% over 5 years

The professional range of the users is diverse. The groups represented the strongest are students and
professors. The profemional profile of the current participants of the Boston CommlnS is as follows:

IS
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* 22% students
e 21% professors
o 15% hardware or software engineers
*9% administrators
o 6% research scientists
. 4% physicians
* 3% librarians

The remaining 20% of the population is comprised of teachers, physicists, information specialists, a
television producer, a consultant, an army officer, a landlord, a publisher, an architect, a mathematician,
a journalist, a political scientist, a psychologist, and an archeologist.

While the responses the participants have given on the monthly questionnaires have proven to be an
invaluable source of information for researching the trends and needs of information system users, it must
be remembered the sample population we have chosen represents a specific group of individuals, not the
mass populace. As mentioned before, our users tend to be professionally trained, computer literate males.
Over 50% of the participants are affiliated with MUT, which implies some degree of technical orientation.
The responses these individuals give may differ vastly from responses that would be given by broader
segments of the population.

3.2 - Daily Systoem Urn

Figures 3-2 and 3-3, at the end of this chapter, illustrate that the participants, on the average, use the
system for 20 to 30 minutes per day, 10 minutes of which is spent carefully reading news articles. Figure
3-4 shows that participants have the Boston CommlnS running, on average, about 7 hours per day with a
median use of about 5 hours. The following conclusions have been drawn based on the responses from the
questionnaires.

Individuals prefer highly polished, edited news stories
to up-to-the-minute, unformatted articles

Results from the questionnaires indicate that although both the New York Times and the Associated
Press wire services are widely utilized, users perceive the New York Times as the more valuable service.
On the average, users read more full articles from the NYT than from the Associated Press.

As stated in the Boston Community Information System User's Manual: *The New York Times and AP
databases are founded on different philosophies. The New York Times provides highly polished and
readable news stories, corresponding to the printed version of the New York Times '. Developing news
stories are usually updated once a day by their editors. The AP service, on the other hand, provides
up-to-the-minute reports on breaking news stories, as well as-corrections, updates, and occasional
retractions of previous stories.

Individuals prefer keystroke processing to menu driven technique.

Slightly over two-thirds of the participants found the software easy to use. Less than 10% found it
difficult. The system offers the option of using menus or keystroke equivalents. Many might expect the
participants to use menus until they become acclimated to the system, at which time they would switch to
the keystroke equivalents. This, however, was not the case. The vast majority of the participants
preferred using keystroke equivalents right from the start.

9



ANALYSIS OF DATA

Filter liet. provide users with a fleribility that
permits them to access a wide ramp of interests.

On the average, a user's filter contains approximately thirty-two lines. During the months when new
systems were distributed, this number dropped slightly, probably due to the time it takes a participant to
become accustomed to the system. Participants altered the lines in their filters on an average of once a
week.

The variety in rdter lists reflects the wide range of interests of the participants in the Boston CommnS.
The questionnaire results showed a large interest in major corporations such as IBM, Digital Equipment,
Data General, Wang, Honeywell, TRW, Raytheon, Data General, and Atari. Another major focus was on
international news concerning the Soviet Union, the Middle East, Central America, South Africa, and the
Philippines. In February 1986, entries such as "space shuttle", "challengers, and "nasa" dominated the
fdter lists, and in April 1986, there was wide interest in Libya and Khadafi.

The Onewsaummary" and entries concerning computing, the Strategic Defense Initiative, Wall Street,
weather, movie reviews, MIT, Harvard, and the disesase aids are commonly found on filter lists. Not as
common of an entry, but commanding at least some interest is "subject: sex/romance/dating."

3.2 - Changes In Participants' News Habits

Electronic publishing is not a substitute for the newspaper;
it isa supplement.

Approximately 75% of the participants feel that as users of the Boston Community Information System
they are better informed now than before they had access to the system. The remainder of the user
population reported that they felt no change in their breadth of knowledge due to the use of the system.

The average user liked to use the newspaper and the Boston CommInS to supplement one another,
thereby supporting the belief that electronic newspaper publishing will not be a substitute for the
conventional newspaper. Reasons for this hypothesis are that newspapers have browsing capabilities not
shared by systems such as the Boston CommlnS and, in addition, newspapers are very transportable.
They have headlines and page placements to aid the reader. Newspapers are also passive unlike their
electronic counterparts. For the general population with modest needs, there is not an overwhelming
desire to switch from paper to screen. Just as television complemented radio, electronic news will
probably complement the conventional newspaper.

Electronic services are preferred to newspapers for gathering specific
information. However, the conventional newspaper is still the
predominant information source when it comes to browsing or

looking for general information. ,

When looking for specific information, the majority of the participants, as expected, preferred using the

system to the newspaper. The reasons for this are apparent: the system offers a way of filtering out

unwanted information and hones in on relevant articles that apply to a specified topic. This eliminates

the need to peruse an entire newspaper in search of a specific topic. On the other hand, our results
showed that the newspaper is still the predominant information source when it comes to browsing or

looking for general information. One reason for this is that a participant, when looking for general

10
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information, may not have a predefined filter list in his/her mind. With the filter list, on which the
individual's system is operating, the participant may feel as if he/she is missing out on something. For
example, when the Challenger Space Shuttle exploded in early 1986, few participants probably had "the
challengerm as an item in their filter until after the disaster occurred.

As the statistical data below show, the distinction between use of the Boston CommlnS or newspaper for
general information is not as great as the distinction between the two for specific information. This may
be due to the fact that the Boston CommlnS does have the ability to browse through articles captured by
the filter list. However, the browsing capabilities are more limited than those in a conventional
newspaper because miscellaneous items of interest not captured by the filter list cannot be scanned by the
user. Having the unewssummaryn in the filter list captures important general information which, as in
the case of the Challenger disaster, can be further specified after it has been identified.

Statistics on Participants' News Habits

* 50%6 use newspaper and Boston CommlnS as supplements

S30W6 prefer Boston CommlnS as the predominant information source
20% prefer conventional newspaper as the predominant information source

When looking for specific information:

* 63% prefer Boston CommlnS to newspapers
* 11% prefer conventional newspaper to Boston ComminS

* 26% express no preference

When looking for general information:

* 28% prefer Boston CommlnS to newspapers

* 41% prefer conventional newspaper to Boston CommlnS

* 31% express no preference

3.4 - Types of Information Participants Want and Do Not Want

A major concern of electronic publishing systems such as the Boston CommlnS is discovering the amount
of importance the public places on graphics and photographs. Historically, systems that have tried to
implement these features have failed because the participants did not want to pay the additional cost to
have these features on-line. Text-only systems are significantly cheaper, but the question remains as to
whether the general population will be satisified with such systems.

The results from our questionnaires seem to indicate that the majority of the participants do not deem
photographs or graphics as an absolute necessity. Only 22% of all participants said that they greatly
missed the graphics, and only 12% of all participants greatly missed the photographs.

The participants expressed substantial interest in having more financial news and information on stocks
made available on the system as well as schedules for movies, concerts, and plays in the local area. There
was an overwhelming positive response to have the Wall Street Journal added to the system. Other paper
suggestions included the Boston Globe, the Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times. Many
suggested having professional journals or at least their tables of contents available on the Boston
CommlnS. The most requested journals were Byte and a variety of other personal computer magazines
such as the Harvard Business Review, Science, Scientific American, New England Journal of Medicine,
and American Political Science Review. Once again, the profile of the sample population must be
remembered since their requests may not, and probably would not, be indicative of the whole population.

Reactions to adding a classified ads section to the Boston CommInS were mixed. Approximately 40% of
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the participants expressed a strong interest in classified ads, while almost the same number were not
interested. Suggestions for such a section included that participants be able to create and submit their
own advertisements, that an option be made available so that participants could filter out all classified
ads regardless of word matches, and that ads be categorized not only by item but also by selling location.

A portion of the population said that they would like the ability to communicate with other Boston
CommInaS participants. Suggestions included electronic mail or an electronic bulletin board.

3.6 - Buseasns vs. Camsusmer Use

The responses from the questions on business vs. consumer use yielded unexpected results. Market trends
in electronic information systems generally suggest professional users as the target population over
residential users. In the Boston ComminS, however, personal use seemed to be emphasised more than
professional use; 55% of those polled finding the system particularly useful for home or personal
applications and only 45% finding the system useful for business or professional applications. A reason
for this reversal could be that the Boston ComminS is still in its infancy as far as information offerings
go. When the system is expanded to include profit-making news such as financial news and stock
information, or expanded to become an in-depth research tool, professional use is expected to dominate.

Statistical Data on Busnem vs. Consumer Use
* 55% use Boston CommnS for both personal and professional use

* 33% use Boston CommnS primarily for personal use

e 12% use Boston CommnS primarily for professional use

3.6 - How Valuable Participant. Find the Broadcant and Two-Way Parts

The ueers perceive the ability to filter and scan neu stories
to e of great talue.

Almost three-quarters of the participants feel that the system is of great value to them as can be
evidenced by Figure 3-5 at the end of this chapter. On a routine basis, participants reported that the
single most valuable feature of the system was the ability to scan the filter elements and peruse the
summaries to receive the latest breaking news stories.

The broadcast part of the system is more useful than the tuwo-wa part
especially in a personal environment. The two-vay part, however,

takes on an added value in a business or an academic environment.

While the majority of the participants feel that the two-way service is a complement to the system, over
80% of those polled said that they hardly ever used it. A partial explanation for the low utilization of
this service is that almost one-third of the system users do not own the modems necessary for establishing
the communications link. Many of the participants said that they were planning to try the remote
portion sometime in the near future. When Figure 3-6 is compared to Figure 3-2, the dramatic difference
between one-way and two-way use can readily be seen.

Many feel that the broadcast part of the system is more useful than the two-way on a day-to-day basis.
However, remote access is convenient for obtaining specific queries not anticipated when the filter was

12
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created. The users felt that the two-way portion would be more essential in a business or academic
environment, where it could best be utilized as a research tool to gather background information on
specific topics or to track specific stories, rather thani in a personal environment. Interest was expressed
at having a retrieval period greater than 90 days and of possibly extending the two-way system to include
the AP service. There was a fair degree of concern over tying up the telephone line and over the filter
line being too short to narrowly define a topic.

3.7 - Participants' Feelings Toward Commercial Extension

Both the broadcast and the tupo-way portions of the
system are necessa~ry for commercial success.

When participants were asked if they would be interested in subscribing to a commercial service using
this technology at the end of this experiment, slightly over half replied that they would be very interested
in doing so. Approximately 20% expressed little interest, and the remainder of the participants were
undecided. Although the response to buying only a partial subscription was mixed, participants said the
categories they would be most likely to subscribe to would be urgent and major news, weather, and
financial news. A large number said the category they would be least likely to subscribe to would be
sports. Many felt that an offering of both the broadcast and the two-way portions of the system would
be essential for commercial success. They suggested that the remote part be an option at a slightly higher
charge than the broadcast part alone.

Use of the system requires a certain degree of computer literacy.

The participants expresed concern over the need to have a certain degree of computer literacy to be
proficient at using the system. According to the participants, commercial success of the system depends
on the following revisions: improving the user interface, running the system in the background, and
devising a mechanism which saves only the latest version of an article. They felt strongly about keeping
the price of subscribing to such a system comparable to the price of a newspaper subscription. Also,
participants believed additional benefits could be derived by extending the system to non-IBM compatible
computers.

Success of systems such as the Boston CommlnS depends on
identifying market needs and not on the technology itself.

Some participants used phrases such as museful, but not essential,u nice, but a luxury," "not
indispensibie," and ma novelty* to describe the system. These comments reflect the fact that although
the technology has potential, the inform,'ion content must be altered to attract users and to fit a real
need. The system, as it stands now, .not a replacement for e--isting information sources; it is a
supplement. As one user said, OThe Boston CommInnS won't soon displace the newspaper for the average
user, but with an expanded range of services, it might find an expanding niche amongst those with
computers, modems, and the willingness to try something new.'

Thse target population of systems like the Boston ComminS should
bee various segments of the population, not the mass.

13
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The consensu among the participants was that the product should be aimed towards specific interest
groups rather than the masn audience. In general, it was felt that the most promising subscribers would
be profemionals. Suggested factioms worth targeting included groups with high PC literacy, rmancial
markets, school systems, journalists, researchers and industry associates. It was also suggested that the
handicapped, such as those who are visually impaired, might have specific use for a modified version of
the system.

3.3 - How Mueh Participants Are Willing to Pay for the System

Cost of a system euch as the Boston CommInS must be
comparable to that of a conventional neutpaper.

Almost 70% of the participants would opt for paying a flat fee for use of the system as opposed to a
usage sensitive rate. Most felt that the monthly cost of the system would have to be comparable to that
of a conventional newspaper. When asked how much they would be willing to pay for a broadcast or a
combined two-way system, the price differential between the two options was narrow as can be seen in
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 at the end of this chapter.

For the broadcast system only:

* 31% would pay no more than $5 per month
* 32% would pay between $5 and $10 per month

* 30% would pay between $10 and $20 per month
* 7% would pay more than $20 per month

For the combined two-way system:
* 26% would pay no more than $5 per month
* 34% would pay between $5 and $10 per month

e 32% would pay between $10 and *20 per month
* 8% would pay more than $20 per month

For the present system, but with only AP stories, the average subscription fee was reported to be $7.50.
For the present system, but with only the New York Times, participants were willing to pay $9.50. For a
"black box" that would allow the participants to receive the news with their computers turned off, they
were willing to pay a one time price averaging around $100. Most participants would be willing to pay
slightly more, if they could run other programs concurrently with the Boston CommlnS.

3.9 - Suggestions for Changes and Extensions to the Boston CommlnS

There were six major suggestions for improving the Boston Community Information System:
" run system in background mode

" eliminate duplicate articles
" design a *black box* so computer doesn't always have to be running
" expand to more than IBM and IBM compatible computers
e have remote system retrieve further back than 90 days

" increase allowable length of filter lines
Other suggestions include the addition of an Oundelete" key, global filters that would eliminate topics of
no interest to a specific user, an improved user interface, and the addition of an electronic mailbox.

14
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Participants listed the inability to run the system in background mode as a major drawback of the
Boston CommlnS. Many felt they could not afford to dedicate an entire PC to gathering information. A
majority of the participants' perscnal computers are located in their workplaces where they have to use
the Boston CommlnS in conjunction with their daily work activities. Receiving duplicate articles was also
a major complaint about the system. Participants suggested developing a filtering technique at the user's
computer that would flush out duplicate articles and minor variants of the same story, leaving only the
most updated version. Also, users were reluctant to leave the computer on 24 hours a day to receive the
news. They feared the constant accessing of the disk would cause a failure.

3.10 - Why Some Participants Lose Interest In the System

In March 1987, a questionnaire was sent out to participants in the Boston CommlnS project who had
dropped out of the experiment for one reason or another. Approximately 90 questionnaires were sent out
with a return of about 50%. Some reasons participants gave for their lass of interest in the system are
listed below.

There appears to be three major reasons why some participants lose interest and discontinue use of the
Boston CornmInS:

a poor reception of radio signal
*requirement to dedicate the computer during use
*moving from the Boston area

Other reasons include:
" lack of time
" incompatible personal computers
* computer being too noisy to sleep through
" fear that constant accessing of the disk would cause an eventual failure
*not being able to easily avoid capturing minor variants of the same story
*not being able to take the PC where the newspapers are normally read

3.11 - Profile of People Whto Lose Interest In the System

The profile of the former participants does not differ that much from the current user population. A few
apparant distinctions explain why some participants have decided to discontinue use of the system. The
majority of the former users were again predominantly computer literate males, and over 50% of the
former participants were affiliated with MIT. The reasons why people leave the Boston CommInS can
best be seen in the section above rather than by analyzing personal traits for which there seems to be no
direct correlation. Figure 3-9, at the end of this chapter, shows the number of months former
participants used the system prior to returning it.

Statistics on Former User Population

Sex:
0 89% male
e 11% female

Age:
* 2% under twenty
* 38% in twenties
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* 34% in thirties
0 19% in forties
* 9% over fifty

PC Experience:
e 9% less than 1 year

* 67% 1 to 5 years
o 24% over 5 years

Once again, the academic sector represented a large portion of the population. Former participants
categorized themselves as belonging to the following occupational groups:p * 23% students

e 19% hardware or software engineers
* 17% professors
e 13% administrators
0 6% consultants
o4% physicians
9 3% lawyers.
o 3% research scientists
* 3% political scientists

Other occupations represented by the former participants included librarians, financial analysts, chemists,
photographers, accountants, and technical writers.
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This graph shows the total user population of the Boston Community Information System. It also
shows the total number of returned surveys in each given month.

Figure 3-1: The Boston Community Information System User Population
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This graph displays the various percentiles of time users spend at their keyboards

uing the Boston Community Information System. It is based on the responses to
question 61. [Note: This question was fArs asked in April of 1986.1

Figure 3-2: How Much Time Users Spend At Their Keyboard Using the BCIS
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This graph plots the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the amount of minutes
users reported that they carefully spent reading articles in each given month.
This graph is based on the responses to question 47.

Figure 3-3: Number of Minutes Users Spend Carefully Reading Articles
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This graph displays the percentiles of the number of minutes per day that
users have their computers turned on receiving data. It is based on
question 44.

Figure 3-4: Number of Minutes Computer Receives Data via Radio Packet Receiver
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This graph plots the various percentiles of the user perceived value of the

system. They rated the value on a ero (0) to ten (10) scale. The graph is

based on responses to question 70.

Figlure "-s The Value of the System to the Users
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~This plot shows the 75th percentile cut-off of modem usage. The 25th and 50th

percentile marks are sero. The data for this plot is from responses to
question 130. [The duplex option was not available prior to October 19861

~Fllure 3-Gs Use of the Duplex System
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This plot is based on question 87 asked in May 1986. It shows the amount users

would be willing to pay for the service "exactly as it is' per month vs. the percent of

people answering the question with that price.

Figure 3-7: How Much Users Would Pay for One-way Service
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This plot is based on question 87 asked in January 1987. It shows the amount users

would be willing to pay for the service "exactly as it is' per month vs. the percent of

people answering the question with that price.

In October 1986, the software adding the duplex feature was released.

Figure 3- : How Much Users Would Pay for Two-way Service
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PRDMARY &ATA FROM ThE M"S YER

Section 4 - Primary Data from the First Year

This chapter presents the questions posed in the monthly questionnaires along with the responses we
received from each user. To insure privacy each user is identified in this chapter by an unique aerial
number. The chapter is divided by months, starting with February 1966 and ending with January 1987.
Each month is further divided between questions which required a numerical response and questions
which required an may response.

The questions requiring a numerical response are given as a question number and corresponding text.
These questions are numbered so that the same or similar questions from month to month can be easily
compared. The numbering does not correspond to a sequential ordering of each months questions, but
rather a grouping of similar questions thoughout, the year. For instance, the following question appeared
in most of the monthly questionnaires: My system has been operational _ weeks. We can easily
compare how the response to this question has changed over time because this question is numbered the
same for every month. It is question 43. Note that the numbering each month does not necessarily start at
1, nor is it devoid of gaps.

An example of the format of numerical response questions in this chapter is:

43 My system has been operational -weeks
34 1.00 3.00 5.00 6.00 9.00 5.03

As the column headings in the chapter will show, the first column is the number of users who responded
to the question. In this case, 34 users responded to this question this month. The second and sixth
columns are the minimum and maximum responses received, 1.00 and 9.00 respectively in this example.
The middle three columns are the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the reponses, shown here as 3.00,
5.00 and 6.00. The last column is the average response, which in this example is 5.03.

There is a second type of numerical question format. This format is for questions which use numbers to
enumerate valid answers to the question. For instance, a typical question of this form is:

62 To use the commands, I mostly: Use the Menus [0] Use the Keystroke Equivalent. [1) Other [2]
[01 52 [1] 49

The format for these questions list. each valid answer to the question and the number of users responding
with that answer. Here we see that 52 users responded that they use the menus to execute commands and
49 users responded that they use the keystrokes to execute commands.
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February 1986

Question
# Text

Reupouses Minimum 25th %de Wt %tdie MINh %die Maximum Average

43 My system has been operational _ weeks

34 1.00 3.00 5.00 6.00 9.00 6.03

44 Average time spent using Boston ComminS dining last month :Computer Receiving Data from Bostos ComminS _

Minutes/Day

33 7.00 120.00 360.00 720.00 1440.00 556.24

45 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Drowsing Summaries caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day

33 2.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 100.00 22.18

46 Average time spent using Boston CommlsS during l&a mouth D rowsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day

33 5.00 10.00 20.00 20.00 100.00 25.30

47 Average time spent usiag Bostos CommlaS during laot month : Reading Csrefully Articles caught by your Filter: _

Minutes/Day

32 2.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 100.00 22.22

48 Average time spent using Boston ComminSl during last montht : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day

20 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 50.00 4.71

46 Average number of articles found using Boston Commtin during the last mouth : Articles Caught: _Number/Day

33 15.00 30.00 50.00 70.00 500.00 83.39

6 Average number of articles found naing Boston CommlnS during the las month : Summaries Drowsed: - Number/Day

33 2.00 15.0 30.00 70.00 210.00 6.42

51 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Browned: __Number/Day

32 5.00 10.00 20.00 25.00 75.00 21.52

52 Average number of articles found using Boston CommisS during the last mouth : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day

32 .50 4.00 10.00 15.00 70.00 14.20

53 Average member of articles found using Boston CommInS during the la smouth : Articles Printed: __ Number/Day

30 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 78.00 4.52

55 1 find that the Information available is of- litte itntutgra interest

32 3.00 6.00 7.00 8.M' 10.00 7.16

as I use the system for- personal use-hoth-prolesloual we
34 0.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 4.66

S7 For important sews, I rely on the system: mot at all-eome-aexlulvely

32 0.00 2.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 4.79

SIR On the system, I use the summaries: sot at all-some-very much

34 3.00 5.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.35
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50 0. the 3-em. I uhe the Phstogrph not 1a s-esme-ver much
34 oiS o"0 1.0 5.00 8&00 to4

a0 On the Voate.. I Win Ohe adv thmeatgw "o at all-eame-very uch
34 ISM6 0.00 9M0 1.0 ?AD 1.32

of IlMas h saftuare: dUiffles to em-OK-eay to as
u0 2.0 LD0 8.00 9.00 1000 7.0

68On swage, I have aproximately "h member of Uanis..myIMter. _Lses
31 0." 17.00 2.00 30.00 06.0 26.84

65 Coecersiag doSt~e capacity, I find that, the sysem can hold. not enoug artlee-OK-mote than emough
33 0.00 &M0 7.0 8.00 10.00 6.70

UWith the expeimnt uaderway, I an my PC: lees frequesly-the mse-mane frequently
33 4.00 Sao0 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.97

67 Using the system. I feel: awhward-OK-comfartable
34 0.00 7.0 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.0

U0 I M4 the documentation: loadequae-OIC-ecellent
33 0.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.67

M0 I think that ITr provkldes *a enomo support-OK-mate than enough
30 0.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 G"8

To I MWn the system haL no value to me--sae-great value to M
34 3.00 6.AO 7.00 8.00 20.00 7.36

71 1 prefer to reed the sewa in newupaers-mixed-oe the system
34 1.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.76

72 When bloing fot specific Information, I prefer to: read the mewspoper-e the systems
86 0.00 6.00 3.00 9.00 10.00 7.36

73 When reaing fat earal information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-e the systems
31 0.00 2.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 4.46

54 On the system, I read m fail artlees from: New York T~um. M0 Assocate Press wire II
M8is0 111 8.00 TOta MS

03 To e the comominadm, I mostly: Use the Mena 101 Use the Keystroke Equlvaleate !1, Other 12
PIt 6.00 111 27.00 II 1.00

04 0n average. I themge the U..e in my Alter: Never 101 Onto/ Week III One/Day MI Mate-Often IPI
1t7.00 111 22.00 121 8.00 131 1.00
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I find that these two filter lines catch articles of greatest interest to me with
the greatest probability:

newosummay
claiborne or 00 minute gourmet
- 1006

shuttle or oa or 'space shuttle'
ibm or amiga or commadore
- 1l0w

(category: entertainment &ad culture)
(category: news) (priority: aset I bulletin I flash)
-1007

i iawy ead electronics
computer ad software
-1000

(ibm pc) or (personal computer)
(priority: bulletin I flash)
-1011

(opa I obs) ((regul" I leal" I Congresm) I chon" I to')
((chemi I tode') -(SAW* I peo')) * (spil" I releas I acid')
-1016

ibm or compaq or (apple ad computer) or sterl
subject: business diest
-1019

(subject: science watch)
forecat bo nt. vicinty
-102J0

trw or ratbo or telex
wan or OdigJtal equipment* or *prime computer' or adas, generals
-1012

scence I techaology
ibm I in I shtou te I microsoft
-ion

(subject: ru or ovwit or ser)
-105

(subject: briefing) I (subject: diest, briefs)
(subject: space msu"l)
(subject: compuvu)
-1031

videodisc or videodbk

-1082

(sle I challenger) (cranh exploaio) caue (category: -mupe)
ibm
movie
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electrie" and (rates or Pik")
(subject aewsummary) (type: ayt)

110111

(aobjeck comput')
(Ui111 eamput)
-1041

(subject: aewuummary) (type: ayt)
-1045

Uuivesity federal research
Star wer or ad or 'strategc defenses
-1046

ibm or compac or (apple and comsputar)
Wang or 'data geseralO or §digita equlpmeato
-1046

network & computer
(catesory news) (Priority: argeat I bulletin I flash) (type: Syo)
-1046

hazardous wastes
health and (rak* or sifet*)
-1101

im or compaq or (apple ad computer) or Staud
sowftae
-jeaknowai

bout.. (sa categorymporte) not (catc~toy: eeal domestc new)
argetine us sport
--011in a

ibm or interational bums, machines
-101-0,3

(categor: Sports) (subject: track or volleyball)
(category: sports) (Mot 'ladividual sports score)
(category: individusl Sports scoess)
- lunknownl

Additional comments from users.

Ole 6enera, I Am impresse with the system. ... The manual needs to be extensively revumped. The direction for use does not, -fow,
is a logial mnner. ... Better explanation@ awe needed on filter ae, with more examples ... Put major options in a control, usme at
the bottom or top of the ss. ... Have a option to 'blank' the screen after 10 mlnue,. .Multitasking might be possible, so that
I can use the computer while receiving artiles.' - 1003

OIt seems to take very lon sometimes to get info from the System that Should be there every day.' - 1001

Of would be willing to help put out a newsletter of categories that people me. I feel that it would be very interesting to see bow
other people are using the syt. ... Would like to delete by date ... Loots of duplicate articles under different headings ... Would be
nice to have the system Save the directory periodically so that if It hasp, it Is Saved ... Oreat syste - 1007

'Additional commaad/meau item: Primt, curret &Ati them delete.' ... Problem: Print-os-arrival command erased when CIS is
ei..... Note- Receiver Is installed below grade level In Wayland ... few hs'or unframed packets Wre experIenced' - 100
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'I like the idea of this system. Maybe it will solve my frustration with searching through the garbage in newspapers for articles that

I am interested in. ... It is a way to use my computer and learn about the world at the same time. Before all the things I would idol
on my computer were in a sense exercising ,y mind in only a narrow way. it was actually making me into a more shallow person.
Now I am expanding my interests in healthy ways.' - 1011

"1 have found the system very easy to use, after a few hours of experimenting. I found it of great use, and find it very convenient

for everything. I am using the system more than I thought I would. It's nice to be able to access this information so easily. It is
definitely a change from piling up old newspapers, and dirty ink. If I had more time I would probably use it more.' -- 1014

OThe use of certain keys is very different from what I am used to for various commodity software packages. In particular, the ESC
key is usually used to cancel.... A function key, typically F1 is used to bring up the help screen. ... fighlighting the word(s) that

cause the article to be selected is a very helpful technique.' - 1019

ODuplicate articles are a nuisance ... Nice if only the most recent 'write through' was saved and prior version(s) deleted ... The

menu should include return to show summaries in reading articles. ... How about more professionally oriented news like full text of

New England Journal of Medicine, etc.' - 1020

*The ability to print a viewed article immediately upon reading .... I am successfully running Boston CommlnS under DoubleDos ...
but am constantly aggravated by nasty direct screen write ... A 'screen-saver' option ... would be consierate. ... a screen display of

the most recently received article would be very nice.0 - 1022

'Scanning articles on PC/XT is painfully slow while receiver is running. ... The Alt-D, AIt-R and Alt-N command are hard to hit

with one hand.' - 1023

'Your key commands and menu instructions can be made much easer- Your boot procedure is unnecessarily complicated. ... The

software puts data in memory of my PC which messes up other software- users should be warned to boot DOS before running

another program. ... I am located in Weston- have to keep fiddling.' - 1024

'I've been meaning to write a page of my ideas ... I figured I better send this in before you cut me off. I am not a son-respondent,
but an addicted partiipat.' - 1031

'Questions concerning application and cost' - 1032

Of would like to have different background/foreground colors .... I am getting proficient at making filters. ... My (type:cis) has not

put out an article ... Too many junk items are marked urgent.' - 1036

'The menu facility is appreciated, but made awkward by the use of very non-standard keys. ... Sometimes the system does not work

when it starts up. I can toggle to 'Switch Comm. limes' to get it going. ... Surely there is some way to get rid of the multiple copies

of almost identical AP documents. ... The code is incredibly sensitive to the hardware. (Printer) ... You should mention several
possibilities to people (about printingJ 1) DOS PRINT 2) COPY <flilename> PRN: 3)Peruonal File Manager, etc.' - 1038

'It is difficult to devise a truly preeu and effective search query on a single 80.character line. ... the highlighting of matching terms

in the article is often off by a few characters.' - 1041

01 bte one feature. Typing <Return> when browsing a summary brings you to the top or the summaries.' - 1042

'Tbere needs to be some intelligence somewhere that allows the machine to filter out duplicate articles. ... It would be nice it I could

enter DOS commands from inside CIS. ... I would like a feature that takes the current date ... and only traps articles dated that
day.' - 1048

'The AP articles repet too often. It would be nice it there were ways to filter out 'near' matches.' - 1049

8I am legally blind ... I am looking forward with great anticipation to the use of the Boston CommlnS system.' - 1062

• Do 11 find that the system collects duplicate information? AlwaysO - I"?

'Is it possble to Indicate what subdireetory you would want?' - Ml
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March 1986

Question
#Text

Rapome Mnlmum 35th %tU. 50t i %tIe T5th %tile Maximum AvenWe

43 My system has been operational _ weeks
103 0.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 11.00 5.50

44 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during lat month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommlnS
Minutes/Day

103 0.00 120.00 240.00 O.00 1440.00 416.68

45 Average time spent usin Boston CommInS during last month Browsing Summaries caught by your Filter: __ Ainutes/Day
101 0.00 10.00 15.00 80.00 100.00 23.08

46 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month Browsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
101 0.0 10.00 15.0 20.00 125.0 19.99

47 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during lest month : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:

Minutes/Day
102 0.00 5.00 10.0 25.00 120.0 18.16

48 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
10 0.00 0.0 0.00 5.00 120.0 4.47

40 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the last month : Articles Caught: _ Number/Day
97 0.00 80.00 50.0 10.00 270.00 124.14

50 Average number of articles found using Boston CommImS during the last month : Summaries Browsed: - Number/Day

05 0.00 15.00 40.00 70.00 400.00 55.86

51 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Browsed: _ Number/Day

6 0.00 5.00 10.00 25.0 150.00 21.79

52 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day

96 0.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 60.00 10.29

53 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Printed: _ Number/Day

96 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 20.00 i.8

55 1 find that the Information available is of: little interest-gret interest

108 1.00 6.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.27

56 1 we the system for: personal use-both-professional use
104 0.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 4.00

5T For important news, I rely on the system: not at all-some-exclusively

103 0.00 8.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.24

58 On the system, I we the summaries: not at all-some-very much
104 0.00 7.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.36
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59 On the system, I mins the photographs: not at all-some-very much

104 0.00 0.00 2.00 5.00 9.50 2.58

60 On the system, I min the advertisements: not at all--some-very much

104 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 1.20

61 1 find the software: difficult to use--OK-easy to use

105 2.00 6.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 7.06

83 On average, I have approximately this number of lines in my filter: _ Lines

100 5.00 20.00 25.00 36.00 150.00 20.67

86 Concerning storage capacity, I find that the system can hold: not enough articles-OK-more than enough

101 0.00 6.00 5.00 9.00 10.00 6.15

66 With the experiment underway, I use my PC: less frequently-the same--more frequently

103 2.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.95

ST Using the system, I feel: awkward--OK-comfortable

104 0.00 6.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.73

58 1 find the documentation: inadequate-OK-excellent
104 1.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 6.08

69 I think that MIT provides: not enough support-OK-more than enough

87 3.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 6.43

70 I find the system has: no value to me-some-great value to me
105 2.00 7.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 7.43

71 I prefer to read the news: in newspapers-mixed-on the system

105 0.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.89

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system

103 1.00 6.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.28

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system

104 0.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 4.05

54 On the system, I read more full articles from: New York Times 101 Associated Press wire III

101 44.00 l1l 40.00 Total 84

62 To use the commands, I mostly: Use the Menus 10 Use the Keystroke Equivalents III IOTHER-21
101 32.00 Il 71.00 121 0.00

54 On average, I change the lines In my filter: Never 101 Once/Week (11 Once/Day 121 More-Often 131

101 19.00 [11 60.00 121 21.00 131 3.00
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I find that these two filter lines catch articles of greatest interest to me with

the greatest probability:

(subjecC &huttle)
(eategory: sports) (subject: track or volleyball)
-1002

compute
pkwilppises
- IO3

book review
busines digest
-1004

space shuttle
Rib
- 1006

(category: entertainment and culture)
(subject: tv weekend I tv review I tv tonight)
-1007

military and electronics
compute
-1009

(priority: urgentl flash I bulletin)
Us"
- 1010

(priority: bulletin I flash)
(subject: on language) or (subject: words)
- 1011

,south &fric" (not *news digestg) (subject: not newasummary)
airline* or faa or air line' or boeing
shuttle
- 1013

sports
entertainment
- 1014

ibm or compaq or (apple and computer) or utri

subject: patent& or technology
- 1010

shuttle (not (subject: advisories))
computer*
-1020

aids
haley's comet
-1021

(category: financial) and computer
lotus or microsoft or "ashton tate or (software and ,ms-dosu)

-1022

(es agory: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
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*health risk*
- 1024

(text: ugieria)
(text: russia or soviet or ussr) (type: nyt)
- 1026

newssummary
mm digest
- 1028

ibm
software

-- 1030

(subject: shuttle or nm)
(subject: compu*)
-1031

touch screen
videodisc
-1031

halley's comet
chile
- 1037

(subject: compute)
-1041

(category: news) (priority: urgent bulletin I flash)
(category: commentary)
- 1043

(subject: newmummary) (type: nyt)
reston
-1046

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
star wan
challenger
- 1046

(mit or massachussetts institute') & (category: -. sports)
"local area network' or ((network & computer) & -television)
- 1047

(apple and computer) or (macintosh and computer)
ibm or compac
-1048

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash) (type: nyt)
network & computer
- 1049

ibm I apple I atari I data general
-1061

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
ibm I compaq I (apple computer) & Wtai I 'digital equipment' I att
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-1064

aids
blood*
-1060

idi
umios-
- 1000

(category: news)
-1061

(type: myt) (digital or ibm or computer*)
(type: myt) movies or film' or vcr*
-1066

israel or palestimnia or Ibanon
-1066

(category: news)
aide
- 1068

subject msrket
computers
-1069

(asia I africa) & (relief I aid)
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I fluh)
-1070

ibm
foreign exchange
- 1071

(subject: sex* I romance I dating)
(subject: science* I patents)
- 1072

international news (priority: regular urgent)
(type: nyt) (category: commentary)
- 1076

health risk
mortgage
-1077

(category: international news) (priority: urgent)
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I fluh)
-- 1078

(category: news) (priority: urgent)
(category: state and local news)
-1061

space shuttle (not subject: advisories)
robot'
-1083

areaeolog' or archoekO
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dentist or teeth or tooth or periodont* or perlodent'
-1084

international news
movies
- 1086

nutrio
medic*
-108

fin digest
wal street
-109

(category: news)
digest briefs
-1092

ftrontpage
summary
-1093

mets & yankees
bkc
-1004

mit
sids
-1006

(subject: ski)
(subject: economy)
-1007

ns"
(category: news) (priority: urgent (bulletin)
-1008

(type: ap) (category: sports)
(category: financial)
-1099

hasardous wate
woburn
- 1101

('mets' I 'new york mets') (category: sports)
(category: sports) baseball
- 1104

nuclear
aviation
-1106

boston (not sports)
sex or drug
-1107
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.tmts dish
smooth .Mte botha& (subject: satries)
- 1106

- 1110

(prIssiy: urpemt)

*apac shute or ma or 'o-ringe
&!rum*e mot (category: advisories)
- 1112

(subject: newusummaty)
(subject- fin dig"s)
- 1114

(category: gme)
mit or mainacbustts istitute
- 1136

military I Peatason
soviet I mrI gorbscev
- 1117

(type: nyo) (category: entertainment &culture)
(type: gyo)

- 1118

VIP, (subject: lteraatloa relations)

- 1121

(&object: patents or tehnology)
electronics or microelectronics or semnIconductors
- 1124

(soviet now gorbachev) -(category: sports) - (category: advisor')
(defens I defem budget* I pentagon I ilitary) & _-(categaty: sports)
- 1126

'eestral armericam I slcarage I ah* (subject: digest briefs)
-113B

(category: new) (priority: urgent) -(subject: weather I forecastW lottery)
(category: fiacial) I (subject: husi* I flma.' I imdus market)
-1130

(car I autom' I truck) and (theft Ithief Istolen)
dominican republic
-1134

computer or cad or cadcain
honeyweil
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-1130

soviet, union
fee
-113?

(subject: personal Renaaes) efortpage ratess or emortgolle
ibm or Oibms pc &V (subject: compute)
- 1138

(va I *general moo) (no& (csaegory: sports))
(toyota Ihonda I niwssa) ((na (cateory: sports)) (not (golf))
-1130

editoriabs
parents children
aids
-1140

ibm or compaq or (apple ad computer) or atari
(subject: wall street)
- 1142

(category: International sews) (priority: urgent)
(subject: news digest) (type: ap)
- 1144

(ski conditions)
(priority: bulletin I flash)
- 1146

- 1147

technology
- 1150

compete
communicate
- 1151

Onuclear plant' or wnuclear powers or reactor
'tax exempt bond' or Otax exempt bondes
- 1152

Additional comments from users.

*1 feel the software could be better designed ... Also, having to dedicate my computer to it Is a has. Perhaps a IWindows'
compatible version would he good.' - 1003

'Th lag tim seem very grea. It took overnigit, to get say articles after the space shuttle crash. Although the signal strength
meter reads at the top of the scale, above the value written on receiver, sometimes the reception is very bad with many unframed
packets.. - 1006

OIN like to wse my Microsoft mouse ad 'pop-up' meow on the system .... Would prefer that the entire article, not jut page at a
time be dumped Into Iprinterl spooler.' - 1006

'Since we began the experiment we have 1) upgraded to a 30 meg drive 2) Moved the system to an office with bette reception 3)
slightly reconfgued tQ# filter to get more specific informatio ... we wre quickly gettig hooked on our daily Information gathering
via the sir waves.' 1010
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81 was ditremed sok to he able to pickup aything am the shuttl &iar for 6 haer oter the accident. k In assaying to gal
duplicate artelws which happens a lot. I Mii enjoy the system vary much'0 - M01

*Some fltear Items mut he very long to he usefu lldow lougar liar Runs... have a @pecaw 'exclude' liter Use, wit it. ow budget
-the system would eavs up to the budget of the Rtn, but ma include them under other litar Nasm ... 0- 1613

hik the system is peat. rve ote so ued to Kt that th eal tm I read the newspaper, Is loe I find it an the sbway. And
eyes. them most of the Maories I know. At Nutk I didm't reallse the availality of so many difeurea articles. I used to hate thea.
'Late Night' sports guae whom results were mat printed in the mixt days paper, but thee n problem no. Almo It's great for
following the entertainment Isemel in New York' - 1014

01 had so problem is setting up the hardware and sotw. ... It would be mike If yea offered the connector cord is both old and
mew forms. ... rd lik to see the article inserted into a date-ordered list as they arrive. Yea could provide a way to delete &I articles

on a list that cam before a given date and time. ... The keyboard interface mean to require bath hands. ... Occasioally I woud
wee som characters that weren't meant for me to read - come control sequence or suh. ... Arcot there title. supplied with the
articles? rd like to see the articles presented a little more like they would be in a nespe.... You could make mse of COlo for
those who have a color display. ... when I press the PgDs key, the bottom lime becomes the top, and I tend to re-read WO. - 1017

'Wbta using the read summaries optio. I find it fruntratiag sot to be able to read an artil and them retins to same piace in
eumunries (rather than returning to the beginning of the summaries).' - 1010

'A subtle operatioal disruption is sporadic disk accessing. When rending summaries or paging through an article there Is occasioal
delay while the disk drive does sn..... Articles satisfying multiple filter lime can disappear Inadvertealy If they are marked read
and do not seem to contain lasting relevance for the particulr filter category being vd. ... Display burn-la and direct scee
writing is anmoying ... Boston CommmS should allow the user to speify the writing path for every 1118.0 - 1022

'Mdy experience with CIS has generated two software problems. ... 1) the inability to print using a mo-3M printer. 2) There should
be an error message if when you boot CIS ... it has to delete Male ... Aside from this complaint Ocl. I enjoy using the program quit
a bit. I have n" found it to be a replacement for the newspaper, howerver, a I find I ca peruse %he pape is 2040 minutes, reading
the parts I want. On the other hand, CIS doe. provide me access to stories th" I wouldn't find is the paper, thus supplementing my
informatioa accon.' - 1026

'Am trying to tied a multiprocessing system that allows CIS to run in background ... Double Dam ... Deeq~lew Ido not worki.' -

1003

'Thin is actually a nifty system. Already there have been a couple of times when I have followed developing events with It.
However, it has some difficulties which will have to be Aixed before it might become a viable commercial entity. The principal
problem is duplication of stories. ... A seoad problem that I have sotr is that the subject and category headinga of stories
appearing on the air are often iaaccurate.... The pood mews is tha the softaren is easy to ma and not terribly cumbersome.' - 104?

'This has become an indispensable central source of iformation. I consider this type of systm to be a majo breakthrough for
dinableds' acem to the mews Information. The information available has helped me in some ajor deqlslons, fnanacially. rr. totally
blind ad as speech synthesis for access.' - 1051

'The Ailter is curretly a large disjumction of all the filter liam- a lo of small and/or statements- Ailter line. should be able to link
together ... At my home, the reception is very eri. ... I think it would be very useful to have a special warning memsnge -

whenever the percentage of bad packets goes above sme threshold. ... Currently, the aoly way to modify a Ailter lime in to reamv it
and insert a new one. 94a this throws away any articles held under the old filter Bee.. ... I wish there was some way by which I
could run the program Is 'background' mode.' - 1054

'Global queries ... I get too many repeat articles ... The New York Times has stod using categories for the l&a two waeek or so.'
-10on

'.. upgraded to a 2061sg disk, e. Ouggestioms:1 skip to next summary subject, delete unil arrow, lawe mentioned other functions
that euisti WMt time, I may (ad you have It already. If so, the Idocumentotionl doesn' mineas It. Thanks. Systemls fun to sm.
WiNl bring it into office in a week or so.' - 107
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1 "For mn ATy se to coec dts oT a gin subject to estahbi file of imfarstm n elmost completely offset by not being able to

store at lml for me thua 0 dao . Manual is OK for rferee., bet the order for a new user is poor. On. cannot read the
amm-al without refrin to appendices ora ster chaptem - 1071

41 wish the system would not save duplicae articles. ... I would like to Nm the Wail Street Journal ... The manual Is generally good,
except for the section on stig up fUter lies. ... Needs more examples. ... I wish there was a way to chane a filter without losing

the articles in the filter.0 - 1072

0I the software could run in the background It would be mre sef.' - 1078

I am very pleased with the performance and volum of informatio that is provided by the Boston CommM. Uviag jut outside

RoIte 13, in the shadow of the Blue HIlls, it was neceesary to in"tal an outdoor FM eten n ... Escape to execute a command? ...

Remove mes by pressing space bar? ... Enter should execute anl commands. ... Thank you agi for the opportunity to be involved

is tis project.- - last

*We ae about 15 miles north of the 123 Iperimeterl ... the signals apparently come in very s .... n-eesary to togl Alt-v to
get program rnning. ... We live in a noo-wbaind wea, highly rual. The system is a considerable boom us newspapers tend to die

a( old ap before they get to us ad certainly beree they get read. And now to be a bit piggyl Are there any other wire services
which wil be added? And aso sor would be nkle.e - 1064

Our sysem Is a lab computer ehared by 36 people. The greatest interest In Its me has been for news of home' tht never makes it
Into print, especially for foreign sentist. ... We love rending storiee without a the splits from page to page In newspapers. Also,

farewell to newsprint all over the Read ... Topi sIecto hs another adveatage- we don't have to scen columus of dramatic

murders, etc. to fied what we want. The trend toward dramatic sarin gives a cumulative false impression of the news over time.'

-1097

'Wben a filter i modifed, the articles associated with the original filter can% be traNerred to the ew one. The same ben wound
occus with an error as with an Incoming file. 'Deep on Arrival' is not stred when the system Is turned off. - 108

*Not getting any of the specifle colums ... Need a NEC 350 splnwriter print driven??l' - 1002

OIt I as exellent ides which has been developed very wel. ... My friends who have seen it have also been impressed. I have noticed
two minor problems: ...1) Print on Epson FX-80 ... 2) g eot come cold starts that reult in no Incoming articles.... I wish I could edit

eidstlng filer lines. I would like to see a different scrolling algorithm ... when I'm using the down arrow key in the FTERS
WINDOW, I ge the ext screen full when I reach the last ine.' - 1067

'You bad 'Massachusetts' spelled wrong in the sample filter. Beep-on-arrival don not remain on when you re-enter the program.

The program says 'no more articles' even If there re. Flter Mus should not be limited to one line. Adjusting budget on full line
causes easbes.' - 1063

'Capacity not enough ... inability to control t Epaon FX printer, ... replication of the sme material in several places." - 1099

OI would like] a copy of te software that will rum nder DoublelD... - 110

'Add comment to save an article permanently. ... Amy way to filter out duplicate artieles?' - 1107

'Would you be using your computer during this tie if you dhid' have the system?' - 1106

'Overall, I mu amy that I find the system incredibly Interesting and useful. The let erh feature has come in handy many times.

I would like to me a mor flexible deletion system.... I find the key definition very awkward to no. ... I would greatly appreciate
the abity to se diagrams with the tv. ... The documentation could be improved by adding more erou reflereces.' - 1100

'Overall, I am thrilled with the system. I feel ike I can remai in touch with many issues much mor effectively. While looking at

the AP urgent summaries keeps me abrest of what's happening In the world. It's like having an encyclopedia of current new.- you

jot type in what you want to know about. Walt a while, and presto! the latest infomalon.' - 1112

o find that the system is a geat way to keep up with current events. Being an MIT student, I do not read the newspaper
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frtqntly, be Iame mesao prImed for time. With the m retrnevl spstem, I "a mn the artide summarie when I come back
from clams or Jut betoa Iso to bed.e - 1115

*Thi '1u med' pcket count fluctm drmaticlly.. is the & way n you do *ot set 4 orl copies of the sum article ... please
send betartust vemlo IDoubleDs eompebiell - 1111

'Make future vesio of the software interrupt driven sad 'Windon' compatible.' - 1124

Ot would be ke to be able to delete fMes with date before x.xx ... diffiult to edit lifter listings ...An undo control to restore an
easd story might be helpful. ... After reading staory it would be nice to get hack to the summary list at the same point one left

it - 112

*The system is very good, and quite seful .... I have a subscriptioan to the New York Times, and I find that the articles in the
Times that ! find interesting re usunlly caught by the computer system .... The AP material is very useful for fast-breaking
events, and it gives a good alternative set of information. ... Longer filter lines are needed ... There should be some way of changing
filter line without having to delete and imert. .. The ESC key as the 'execute' key is rather clumsy.* - 1126

'Minor errors in the User Manual: p.32 dos limit on double-aided diskettes is 112. p. 35 should be 'CISDR' ... Espe key is highly
unconventional and confusing ... printer support very device dependent and shouldn't be ... the ability to run CIS in the background

is a very important feature.' - 1130

'The filter line i too short ... include UPI and Washington News ... support other printers.' - 1134

0i enjoy using the system and an sxious to see something like this that I can use at home on my Macintoeb." - 1137

'How much have you learned about the way newspapers me the AP wire to put out a newspaper?' - 11 0

'The antenna was very hard to position ... with floppies and two drives the HE file was miming. ... The program fouls up so that
instead of the cursor moving to bighligt a line on the Filter or an article summary, the entire list moves. ... 'We Love it!' The only
thing we mUm us the comics (the literature setion) No more black fingers from news print We keep up a lot better on what's

happening, and It's fun to pick out obecure and interesting topics, or favorite New York Times journalists.' - 1140

'My biggest complaint is that it's too damn muck fun, and is eating up my time When an article is printig, if (from summary
window) ! touch AIt-R the highlighted article is deleted ... In the summary window, carriage return should not be used to send the
pointer back to the first article. An 'undelete' option would be mne ... A file protect feature would be good. The ability to run in
background mode should be the number one priority ... Allow filter nes greater than one line ... a llow editing filter ines ...

duplications are annoling.' - 1141

*The experiment is outstanding. Information is a valuable commodity and to be able to receive Jitj quickly and on radio waves is

phenomenal. I think the system is wonderful.' - 1144

'One thing I would like to see on the system is the addition of the capability to edit a filter lime ... there ue printing problems' -

1146

April 1986

question
# Text

Respones Minimum 25th %tlle 5th %tlle 11th %tile Maximum Averuse

43 My system ha been operational _ weeks
103 0.00 8.00 8.00 12.00 23.00 9.97
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44 Average time spent using Boston CommisS during I"s month :Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommIaS _

Minutes/Day

100 0.00 120.00 300.00 60000 660.00 497.70

45 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Drowsing Summaries caught by your Filter: _Minutes/Day
06 0.00 8.00 10.00 25.00 200.00 21.15

46 Average time spent using Boston ComminSl during last month : Browsing Full Articles caght by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
go 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 200.00 18.77

47 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter: _

Minutes/Day
99 0.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 200.00 10.68

48 Average &ime spent using Boston CommInS during lost month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
g6 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 200.00 6.72

46 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the las month : Articles Caught: _Number/Day
94 0.00 25.00 70.00 130.00 650.00 110.6

50 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the last month :Summaries Drowsed: __Number/Day
97 0.00 15.00 25.10 60.00 400.00 51.20

51 Average number of articles round using Boston CommlnS during the lest month : Articles Browsed: __ Number/Day
go 0.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 400.00 25.83

SS Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS during the lost month : Articles Read Carefully: _Number/Day
of 0.00 3.00 6.00 16.00 80.00 12.18

53 Average number of' articles round using Boston Coml~nS during the lest month :Article Printed:__ Nmber/Day
97 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 30.00 1.78

"3 I find tha the Information available is of: lIl interest-great interest
103 2.00 7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.41

50 I use the system for: personal use-both-proeessonal use
104 0.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 3.8

57 For important. news, I rely on the system: not at sll-esome-exclusively
104 0.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 5.82

58 On the system, I use the summaries not at nil-some-very Much
102 0.00 6.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 7.37

61 1 find the software: difficult to use--OK-eas to see
102 2.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.05

68 On average, I have approximately this number of floes in my filter. _ Uses
go 10.00 20.00 26.00 35.00 100.00 31.27

VAQ~t the experiment underway, I use my PC: less frequently-the same-more frequently
108 0.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.65

70 1 find the system has: no waiue to me-some-great value to me
104 0.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 7.21

71 1 prefer to rend the news: in newspapers-mixed-on the system
104 0.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.77
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12 When oM for spciic Informationo, I Prefer to: read the newspaper-me the system
101 0.00 6.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 6.68

73 Whea reading f- gemeral Informatioa, I r ter to: read the aewspaper-ue the systes
10 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 4.36

74 On the system, I mn be stock pricw not at af-eome-very much
104 0.00 0A0 00 7.0 10.00 8.50

Is On sAstem, I mil the graphs: *o at s-.ome-very much
104 0.00 1.00 3.00 6.00 10.0 3.62

78 Sieal strength sad radio reception are: poor-adequate-excflent
100 0.00 7.00 0.00 10.00 12.00 .12

TO I me the documentatio: never-ome
104 0.00 1.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 3.32

SO I have shown the system to 1 iends.
104 0.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 30.00 7.67

81 J sit at the keyboard and me the Boston Comm!&S system _ minutl/oy on avene.
101 0.00 17.50 30.00 50.00 200.00 30.70

54 On the system, I read more ful articles from: New York Times 101 Associated Pres wire III
101 42.00 j11 46.00 Tot 86

62 To use the commands, I motly: Use the Mean M Use the Keystroke Equivalents IIMI1!-2

101 21.00 j1 77.00 12o 1.00

64 On average, I change the lnes in my filter: Never 101 Once/Week III Once/Day 121 More-Often 131
01 16.00 111 73.00 121 12.00 2.00

76 Os average, my Alter lins com.ta.: <3 words 1013.4 words III >4 words 121
101 30.00 Il 36.00 121 36.00 Total 101

77 I have my system tuned to bald: <50 aridcles 01 60-1N articles III >100 articles 121
101 5.00 Il 40.00 121 44.00 TOlW 101

I find that these two filter lines catch articles of greatest interest to me with
the greatest probability.

(type: myt) (category: flausea)
software or ((Subject- tech*) compete) of (subject: comPut.)
(subject: bka I track) A (sot box)
-1002

(subject: fin digst)
india
them
-100,

libya
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ibm
book review
-1004

Dews digest
briefing
space shuttle
-1006

(subject: newasummary) (type: nyt)
(category: entertainment ad culture)
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin Iflash)
-1007

military ad electronics or avionics
military ad intelligence
(subject: comp')

(priority: bulletin I flash)
boston commuter
raythela or 'state street*
- 1011

libya*
Okb-77' or Okb-120
airlineg at stab or to& or 'asr lime' or boeing
-1013s

(priority: urgent I bulletin I flubh)
chico. -(ca"eOry: sports)
musice
- 1014

gibm peg
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
(subject: movie)
- 1017

ibmn or compaq or (apple ad computer) or atari
(subject: patents ad technology)
(subject: business digest)
- i01e

shuttle notcategory: advisories)
forecast boston vicinity
-1020

halley's comet
marijusan.
drogs
-1021

(subject: mortgage) or (mortgage and interest)
lo"u or 'sabton tate' or microsoft or trw or (software and ms-doe)

(category: finaacial) and computer
-1022

(Priority: flash or urgent)
Nam
(subject: market)
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-1024

(text: mpnera)
(subject: russina or soviet or us.)
(subjct:~ comput*)
- 1025

(subject- movie)
((Subject: edeumua (category: commentary)) -(catgory: sport*)
('public opiaioa I poll I polls I polting I rey*) (sot sport*)

(subject sewasummary)
hrvard (sot sports)
ibm or Compaq

.irocolnpuere
softwsreo
teace ad (sciesce or math)

(subject: mean or shuttle)
(subject: newssummary) (type: sit)
(subject: compuw')
-1021

soriet nuclear
ibm Compaq apple
videodis$
-1032

Xerox
home health care
ap sews (priority: flushb exclusive)
-1037

(subject: compute)
(title: compute)
(lingu* or laagu) (compt) sot (category: advisory)
-1041

(category: sews) (priority: urgeat I bulletin Iflash)
(category: commentary)
(subject: aewasummary)
- 1043

lotus or microsoft or (software ad computer)
ibm or Compaq
'expert systems' or martificial lntelligencew
-1048

libya. I khads, I khadafy
(subject: newssummary) (type: nyt)
(Category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
- 1040

ffnuclearw or 'accident'
(subject: newasummary) (type: nyt)
(category: sews) (priority: post bulletin I poet flash)
-1051
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(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflash)
indis punjab I panjab I Sandhi delhi
(subject: foreign)
- 1054

(star wans or adi)
(priority: bulletin I flash) (category: not sports)
(mit or *Massachusetts institute,)
- 1057

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
wang or odata general* or *digita equipment, or "analog devicesm
0

-1004

(type: nyt) (libya)
(type: nyt) (nasa, or aeronautics)
(type: nyt) (digital or ibm or computer*)
- 1065

health risk
inocculation
mci or nec or Matsushita
-- 1067

(category: news) (priority: urgent bulletin Iflash)
health risk
(subject: digest briefs)
-1068

computers
(subject: market)
blindness
-1060

libya and legal
((asia I africa) & (relief I aid) & 'news digest')
(subject: fin digest I market*) (type: nyt)
- 1070

ibm
wine
travel
- 1071

(category: international news) (priority: regular Iurgent)
(category: Washington news)
(type: ap) (category: financial)
- 1075

osteoporosis
borne disease
mit
- 1076

health
maortgage
computer
-1077

latr* or rigs
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(category: news) (priority: bulletin nubas)
(subject: newsummary) (type: nit)
- 1078

Medicare
movije*

(category: news) (priority: urgent , bulletin Iflush)
-1060

space shuttle
robots
extended*
-1093

(britain or wales or england) not goew englandO
compute
(subject: wall street)
-1064

international news
movies
health
-1088

pharmacy
animal research
Inames of individual countries)
-1087

israel* I jewi* I juda*
sd0*
medic* I nutri*

1088

(subject: newssummary) (type: nyt)
ap, bulletin
digest briefse
- 1002

mete & Yankees
fin digest
(subject: newssummary) (type: nit)
-1004

mit
ibm
aids
-1ogo

ski
Oformula, oneg or lasa, or 'formula modiale'

(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflubh)
-1007

(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin flubh)
no"a
physics I physicist"
-logs

hasardous wans
health effects
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pcb or dioxin* or radon
-1100)

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin Iflash)
busines digest Ihighlights Imirror
economy I indexes
-1106

aviation
unclear
libya,
-1106

harvard
comput'
ibm or compaq or (apple and computer)
-1106

(Category: international news) (type: nyt)
(subject: newssummary) (type: nyt)
(category: news) (priority: urgent)
-11o9

movie review
mass news
weather
- 1110

(1texas' or 'dallas')
(category: sports)
(priority: update I urgent) (date T/?f)(category: not finas)

nasa, or *solid rocket booster* or aspace shuttles
airline or jttlin*
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin Iflash)

1112

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin 1flash)
libya, or khadafy
wang or 'data general' or 'digital equipment' or 'analog devices'
- 1116

(libya) & (category: sports I adviaors$ I financial)
nuclear Iweapon I 'arms control'
military Ipentagon I defense (category: not sports)
- 1117

(type: nyt)
(subject: orbit*)
(category: entertainment ad culture)
- 1118

(subject: newssummary)
(subject: fin digest)
(subject: busines briefs)
- 1110

environmental protection
aepa'
boston harbor
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-1120

(Category: international relations)
political or social change
(category: ses)
- 1121

current events Icurrently libyal
sports red sox celtics
proluemomal hazardous Waste,
-1125

(soviet I user Igorbachev) -(caegory: sports ad~vsor)
(Iibya) &-(cateory: sports I a,4,soe)
(defense O defease budgets I Pentagon I military) & _'(cateory: prs
-1126 prs

health or medics (type: nyt) -(Category: sports)
(subject: editorial)
'centra america' or nicara' or selvade
-1128

((caegory: fine) I (subject: busi' I flinan' I indus' I markets)) computers
software I 'computer Programs I *computer programs'
(subject: sciences technology I patents I computo)
-1130

denmark or argentins,
mit or maschusetts institute of technology
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flub)
- 1131

a Ian I'and' I the (subject: -sports)
- 1132

interactive or videodisc or 'cd rmm'
ibm or 'digital equipment' or (apple ad computer) or amig
(subject: calendar)
- 1133

caribbean I dominican republic
(crime and (vehicle or auto'))
start up I (initial cable offering) I ipo
-1134

(priority: urgent I bulletin I flub)
-1135

soviet union
cable television
Tens
-1187

(category: lifestyle) (subject: bc homes)
'mortgage ratses Or 'mortgage'
(category: fisnancial) (subject: be mortgage)
- tin

(libya)
-1139
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libys,
(subject: stwasurnmary)
(subject: column)
-1140

news bulletin
ibm
- 1143

(category:,international mews) (priority: urgent)
(category: washington news) (priority: urgent)
(subject: libys.) (priority: urgent)

(subject: not multiple) <some topic>
(subject: hkn) washington or capitals
(subject: digest briefs)
- 1146

mice. * or savad* or hondura* or guat* or grenada' or korea'
philipp* or vieta' or cambod' or libys'
iasael' or palest* or plo or aab' or leban'
- 1148

australia, -category: sports)
new sealand
mit and technology
-1150

compute
communicAt'
digital

-1151

Onuclear plant" or 'nuclear power' or reactor
'tax exempt bond* or "tax exempt bonds'
'animal rights'

- 1152

aids
health risk
science Itechnology
-. ; 163

news
(subject: newmsummary) (type: myt)
wall street
-1155

wall street
(priority: urgent) news
column
- 1161
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Will you please tell us what other sources of Information you would like to
have available via this technology, e.g. the Wall Street Journal. TV Guide
profemional journals, etc.

'Primily, I would be interested in receiving articles from periodicals relevant to my profession, snamely computers. I am an avid
reader of the Wail Street Journal. Of course, having the Boston Globe would be lce. - 1002 -

el would be interested is more entertainment reviews, articles from Byte, ad stock priu.' - 1006

"The other sources I would be interested is would be: TV Guide, Wall Street Journal, Byte, sad say PC magasine. Great system.0

-1007

nAvistion Week sad Space Technology, Washington Poet, Byte or PC or PC World, et." - 1009

eOtber sources desired: Booton Globe, Time, articles fom Boston CommlsSO - 1011

'Wal Street Journal ad TV Guide. P.riodicals not depending heavily on graphics. Good up to date weather forecasts. Local
entertainment reviews snd 1dvertiements." - 1013

81 think it would be great if I could get the TV Guide. Also, Byte, Personal Computing. it took me awhile to get used to the
budgeting system, but after a ittle experience, it's eas to us.' - 1014

'Wall Street Jounal, PC Technical Journal, Dr. Dobbe, Globe, Science News.. - 1017

'(Amuming that the direct print capability is working) PC Week, Wall Street Journal, New England Journal of Medicine, Harvard

Business Review.' - 1019

'e w e confirmed news fanatics who have bees ung the Boston CommieS software since December, 196. We are both academics
sad find it extremely useful for keeping track of relevant news articles. Before obtaining the software, we clipped articles from the
newspapers; these articles them accumulated In huge sad unmanageable les all over our boue ad offices. Replacing the unwieldy

files with a small number of diskets" has itself offered a considerable benefit. We have also found the software useful for collecting
breaking news stor"2. - 1026

wal Street Journl - 102S

'Oh please, plese don% make me go cold turkey! I admit I am an 'info junkie.' I am addicted to Boston CommlnS. It has become
so much apart of my dafl routine that the isses of the other 14 magazines and journals I subscribe to are piling up unread. The
PC is is my bedroom ad is on continuously. Just before bed I sit down sad examine the days catch, Im really trying to keep
myself to less tha 46 mis/day.' - 1031

'Clasifled sad Commercial. Advertising would be great! - 1032

'Wall Street Journal, Byte, Computer Systems News, Electronic Business News, PC Week, professional journal. I would like to

know if the software can be run in the background with Topview, DoubleDos. I would buy L copY of whatever works.' - 1034

'What I miss mcs is stock quotes and a lot of &be financial news found in The Wall Street Journal. I also would enjoy the type of
'insider' articles found lial PC Week, etc. I like the system but don't use it as much as I expected I would.0 - 1037

'Boston Globe, TV Guide, Byte, InfoWorld, PC Week. Skip the small niche markets, eg. ,New Republic.' - 1038

0Of course, the somewhat greater potential for more immediate trasmislon could give the radio broadcast rout# somewhat of an
edge over onlise scm." - 1041

'Wall Street Journal, Barrow, TV Guide.' - 1046

'AP repeated too frequently. There are many other sources of information tbat would be ueful, but there has to be a better way to

read them.' - 1049
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'Wal Street Journal, UPI, Reuters, TV Guide, and a 'local' paper such as Bo ton Globe.* - 1061

*Wall Street Journal, Dial, PC Tech Journal, Dr. Dobb's Journal, PC, PC World, Byte, reviews of movies. I find the key assignment

lnot to bel mnemonic or friendly for several functions. if I were to pade a student's assignment which came up with that one, I
think I would flunk him." - 1062

'Byte, etc. Science 86, etc. I would use the system a lot more it I could run it in the background to collect articles' - 1064

'The other complaint I have about article reception is that some of the categories listed In the manual do not seem to do what is

advertised. For example: (subject: editorisl) does sot seem to capture the NYT editoriis.' - 1067

*Wall Street Journal or TV Guide* - 1064

OIt would be more helpful it pressing the return key would activate the command. I would like to have the Village Voice, the Wall

Street Journal, the Boston Globe, etc.* - 1066

-Wall Street Journal, High Technology, History, Science." - 1067

'WALL STREET JOURNAL, Nature and Science *ad Medlise' - 1068

'First choice, 3M PC specific ... Second Choke: Financial news." - 1070

01 would like to see the Wall Street Journal on the system. I think magasines like Scientific American rely too much on

pictures/graphces ad would be useless. - 1072

'Wall Street Journal' - 1073

'Frst of all, I think this is a geat service. I really appreciate being able to get the late breaking stories a jtheyj happen. it is very

interesting to watch a story evolve as sevea versions of the same article come over the wire. I would like TV guide, and of course,

comics. A crossword puzzle wouldn't be a bad idea. Im wondering if there is some sort of ftacuity for mailing things to broadcast on

CommlnS. Escape to execute a menu selection is a lite stranse. F1 should be the help key. ... [Needi ability to modify filter line.'

- 1074

'Byte, Wall Street Journal' - 1077

"! would love to see some professional journals. Also some other arts/entertainment news - Boston Globe, TV Guide.* - 1080

mTV Guide, Wall Street Journal, and listing of local arts and entertainment. - 1083

'Wal Street Journal, Byte, 3M Users Group.* - 1064

'Add services from magazines of scientific interest: Science, Scientific Americas, etc. Yes, more art and entertainment. Can you

devise a way in which we could communicate among users?' - 1086

'The Wall Street Journal would be a very positive service. If medical and general scientific journals were available, I would be

reading abstracts.' - 1088

'Wal Street Journal, Boston Globe, Business Week, Time, Newsweek.' - 1000

'During the peat several months the FM receiver has been very useful. The receiver Irm become my primary source of informstion.'

-1091

'More commentary and opinion. General scientific journal articles. Well Street Journal.' -- 1092

'Wail Street Journal' - 1063

'Wall Street Journal' - 1064

I'd like to see more news and more computer related Into. How about public domain software?' - 106
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'1 would like to we up to date cable TV program liting, public domain sotware, sad Wall Street Journal.' - 1007

*Wall Street Journal, Time, Newsweek, Astrophyl Journal, Scientific American, and musical events in Boston. You should be

able to 'edt' -n eisting lit line.' - 10M

'Sciee, Scientific Americaa, PC Week.0 - 1100

01 do not feel the need to read the NYT as caefally ts I did is the pant. The system demontrated its power during the recent
Libya Crisis - three stars. Would appreciate updated lints of subjects sad categories an you expsad sad make revisions to the

current list. TV listngs would be of latrest. - 1106

OUe of subdirectories. Get rid of garbage (form"ng) in articles. Include computer magazines, sports, and Reader's Digest. Print

a schedule of when things ae sent out?* - 1101

O'd ike to se: TV Guide, Movie Reviews. - 1110

,Wll Street Journal and Washington Post. Better format for AP Bog m Y An automatic dae updater would be nice.' - 1111

*Would ikU: Washington Post, movies and times of local theaters, Avistion Week, The New Republic, Science, Nature, sad Physics
Today. If this is to be a community information system, it em tht movies, concerta, exbiblltibe etc. deserve a pice on the

system.0 - 1112

'News: Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Washington Post. News Magaznes: Dudas Week, Manchester Guardian Weekly,
Newsweek, ime. Arts and Entertainment: TV Guide. Professional Journals: Science, Nature, Byte, Dr. Dobbs, PC News.' - 1115

'Addition of the Wall Street Journal would be fantastic. It would be nice to se aticls from Time or US News ad World Report.

I placed a filter line for libys or Khade4 the day before the US attack, sad I could %early follow the development. an they

occurred.' - 1110

'Snggest: Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, tables of contents of profemional journals. Ias sngeslon reflects feeling that the
system is best wed as a time-ugont-newsoure, sad un a bell-inger cueaing the reader that resources are available.' - 1117

'Would like to see either The Wal Street Joursal or Barroas.' - 1119

'Boston Globe (roslly need local sad state news), Environmental Journals, Science, Policy Analysis type journals, journal of
Experimental Marine Biloy and Ecology, Marine Biology, Umnology sad Oceanography, Environmental Science sad Tecbology,

Fatvaries". - 1120

0i would love to see more sources of information available. Wall Street Journal, Physical Review B&D, Physical Rev. Letters, and
Scientific Americ"a.' - 1124

'Science, TV Guide.' - 1125

'The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Byte, InfoWorld, Scientific American, Science, Foreign Affirs.' - 1126

'TV Guide definitely.' - 112

'It would be great to see more journals and publications made available on the airwaves. My preference would be for the Wall
Street Journal, Computerworld, and some of the better coraputer-relsted magazines lite PC Magasime, Byte, etc. I found the
summary window display eature very useful. The most aa"noying thinx is that te system always returns to the start of the

summary window, Instead of returning to the last position. I find the kiybos:d conventions rather awkward and confusing.
Scrolling should be smoother.' - 1130

'My main problem with the system is that I can't afford to devote a whole computer to receiving information. I would like Wall

Street Journal. Have any public libraries in the area ud the system?' - 1131

'items I ca store into my own permanent free-text dtabsae. Current proclamations, legislation sad law reports. Notices of
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upcoming talks by Prof. Gifford. Structured calendar notice. Computer software. Price indexes. Notices posted by CIS
participants.' - 1132

01 could ae more documentation on the wire services ... I would like to be able to request more information on an item appearing
within a news service summary. ... It would be nice, if when deleting articles, the system simply flagged the article for deletion ...
The system feels a little slow ... Uke many other folks, I am eagerly awaiting support for non-IBM printers.' - 1133

*The quality of the news is poor. They are short and incomplete. The antenna was very hard to position and it doesn't look nice.
In general I am not satislied with this system. And I can't me my computer while running the system ... I don't know why.' - 1135

"The following would make CIS more usefl: Wail Street Journal, Washington Post.' - 1137

• ! would like to have access to Byte Magsise, Teh Journi.' - 1138

OlFrankly, the current data sources pretty well cover my interestas. - 1139

'Wall Street Journal, Business Week, any others. Include Ithe problem of havingl the Itwol satenas wires touching Jim thel
trouble-sbooting guidej (bronght in for service with machine).' - 1140

'Washinglton Post, political science book reviews, foreign broadcast info service.' - 1141

61 am enjoying the system. The software is very easy to operate. The information is incredible and in much more detail than news
heard over the radio or printed in the newspapers. I would be interested in Scientific American, Byte, and the Wall Street Journal.
Thank you very much for the system. The transmssion is terrifle.' - 1144

'1 would like information from: AirForce Times, Los Angela Times, Alburquerque Herald, National Enquirer, foreign papers, and the
Chicago Tribune.' - 1146

'Wall Street Journal, PC Week/info World' - 1180

01 would like to be able to reject articles that merely mention 'comput ' once or twice. By way of formatting: A lot of the articles
are poorly formatted. Mainly, though, I like the system a lot.' - 1151

01 am buying fewer newspapers and reading them more csually. I do not watch the news on television as often as I used to. I
would like to see more news on the level of the Wall Street Journal. The delete function, accessed at ay filter level, wipes out all
versions of the article on the disk, even those caught by other filters.' - 1162

01 would very much like to have jourais of commentary and opinion such as New Republic, Nation, Progressive, Public Interest,
Dlssent, National Review available.' - 115

'Wall Street Journal, stock tieker.' - 1161

May 1986

Question
#Text

Resuemass Mamua nth l tle 6h %tle 7tM tII Maximum Averae

45 My system has been operatioal _ weeks
go .14 10.00 12.00 15.00 32.00 13.86

44 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommInS

Minste/Day
87 0.00 130.00 240.00 500.00 1440.00 3783
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45 Average tiemeaot wsin Doston Commis during hlos month: Drowsing Summaries caught by your Filter. _MNutes/Day
a GM SA00 10.0 2G.0 180.00 17.24

46 Average tims spent moft Bosom Comnila during lost, mouth -.bowing Full Articles caught by your Filter~ _Mlmutaes/Day
85 GM0 LaM 8.41 12.60 180.0 13.40

47 Averuge tim spent ming Boston CommWn during hatg mouth : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your FMler. _

Neades/Day
U5 GM0 SAO LOO lIM 12GMD 13.11

43 Average time spout uing Bloston CommIaS during hat mouth :Printing Articles caught by you FVWte __M~nutes/Day
64 0.00 0.00 0.00 LO00 240.00 6.01

I5 find that the informato evalen is of- lil interet-grmI interest
94 1.00 6.00 8,00 0.00 1GMD 7.27

63 On overage, I have approximately this number of Baue in my fiter. _ Uses
04 10.00 2.410 25.00 31.00 100.00 31.31

70 1 find the system has: so value to me-some-great value to me
95 2.00 6.00 7.M 5.00 10.00 6.57

71 1 prefer to read the news: in mowspapers-mixed-oa the system
05 1.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 10.0 .6M

72 Whom looking for specific information, I prefer to: road the uewspaper-ame the syItem
04 1.00 6.00 7.00 t.00 10.00 6.06

73 Whoa reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newsaper-es the system
04 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 4.17

USI have shown the systAM to - iends.
57 0.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 50.00 0.22

S1 1 it at the keyboerd and on the Boston Commim system _ minutes/day on average.
87 3.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 1810.00 31.84

82 On the system. I would like canifled ads re articles for sa", job opportunities, hosing, etc.: not at all-some-very much

95 0.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 10.00 4.33

63 1 would like detailed TV schedules on the system: sot at all-some-very much
05 0.00 0.00 3.00 7.00 10.00 3.87

54 1 would like stock prices and other financial information on the system: Not at all-some--very much
05 0.00 3.00 7.00 0.00 10.00 5.81

5I would like the CommiaS program to run in a way so that I could ue other software imultaneously: sot at all-some-very
much

94 0.00 9.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 0.12

U6 At the end of this experiment, I would be interested in subscribing to a commercial service sing this technology: sot at all--
some--very much

05 0.00 6.00 7.00 M.e 10.00 6.52

S7 For the service exactly as it it, I would be willing to pay a toAl subscription fee of: S1/month
01 0.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 75.00 11.71
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IS At the price named in the lst answer, I would subscribe to the service with probability: nero-one-half-one

so 0.00 6.00 B.A0 9.ao 10.00 7.33

80 If I could run other programs at the earne time as I use the ComminS program, then I would be willing to pay a total

subscription (ee oft *,Jmonth

87 0.00 7.60 12.00 17.00 76.00 14.86

00 If possible, I would be interested is buying only a partial subscription, say only to sports or a few other topics, in order to reduce

the monthly fee: definitely no-inaybe-defisitely yes

00 0.00 3.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 6.46

01 For a commercial system with classified ads (on jobs, automobiles for eel., housing, etc.) I would be willing to pay an EXTRA

p */moatb
as 46.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 20.00 1.81

02 For important news, I rely on the system: not et all-some-exclusively

96 0.00 5.00 6100 7.00 10.00 6.07

03 My interest in the system is: decreasing-unchaged-increasing

03 0.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 6.45

On routine/daily basis, I find that the single most valuable use of the system
is:

'Geatting current ino on the day's biggest news on my owa term, not having it read to me by a newscaster.' - 1002

'New Updateo - 1004

qDr~ Gl~ - 100"

'Acquiring instantameou sews (urgent I bulletin I flash)' - 1006

'lKeep up to dat ON the last national newse - 1007

'Slcaning filtr Ites, printing sme -1000

OBoston commuters - 1011

'Keep up with Ilate breaking' work news* - 1018

'Geaeral News, (Priority, Flash) Spat.'" - 1014

'Turn on the system and come back In a couple of hours and know that the topic or headline news you are interested in will be

available, curren (up to date) and not buried on an unknown page or glanced over quickly in a TV newscast.' - 1010

'M4onitoring for sews about companies in which I have invested' - 1020

'Up to the minute updates' - 1021

OTracking major financial naes - 1022

'Urgent New - 1025

'Drowsing for am item not carried in majo Mea' - 1026

'Reading the next days news summary before going to bed' - 1031
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*Leaning the Technology' - 1032

§As ammdM sito potestlail Ifendao systemLO - 1041

-ladufty Ansomeets - 1047

Obaumlioal and Comper mewsm - 1061

e~oreip mnews, bette than "Iy sinkl ewspapr* - 1064

'Quick updateon the 'headlass" - 1067

ONot mnig ecaoome news t"a Sets lost inaor left out of the papers.' - 100

*Tracking mae* news stories, dlacoi'erlag umusml items mot in meuspapr' - 1064

oBreakmg mew staring' - 106

'To got mews that the mewseppems cemmor (of which there is quite a bit)* - 1066

'To Min the htemt mewse - 1066

'FInding items r'd am while readlmg NYT and MUh Bostomi Globe paper' - 1070

OLMAtt trasvel imfo' - 1071

61 don't have a single, mast valuable seg - 1072

'New umruhalms 1073

'Iaternstioa) mew summarises - 1076

$csamlm summaries' - 1077

'WeAher report' - 1078

'Culling artwces which peitni to my compamy (employer)' - 10110

'Curreut evemte - 1061

'News - I@6"

'Druatimg nmes - 1066

'Foreign mews, phairmacology moes - 1067

'sd"e - 10o6

'Recent mews internatiomal and Ratiomale - 1000

'To see what the mews le' - 1061

NAP New Flauh' - 1092

'Quick pervsE of news summaries' - 1093

'Keeping up with mesin - 1008

'Scam summaies of urgent mews buildeing - 1097

'Gettag rodt mows from Washlsgtom' - 1101
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'Daily news survey'0 - 1106

'News filtering' - 1107

'(subject: saffica)' - 1109

'Current News* - 1110

*News Flashes/Sports Results' - 1111

'News' - 1115

'National/Internationsi News' - 1116

'Scanning for fst-breaking international news* 1117

'Getting caught up on news quickly' - 1118

ONew York limes' - 1119

'Pulling off national news related to Environmental Protection - particularly concernhingl status of legialation' 1120

'Current news' - 1121

'Buasinms News' - 1124

'Current Events' - 1128

'Keeping up with fsst-breaking' news* - 1126

'Randomn tidbits of businms/computer and technical news' - 1130

'Current world ad national news highlights' - 1131

'Monitoring topics of specific interest' - 1133

'Get details on a narrowly defined subject like new Lax reform' - 1134

'Finding articles with obscure topics' - 1137

'Acces to late breaking news' - 1136

'International news' - 1144

'Current reports of Sport Scores and World News' - 1146

'M&aria that does not appear in the press' - 1148

'Hot Breaking News' - 1150

'Screen for news items of transient interest' - 1162

'Medical/science news updates' - 1153

'Very specialized searcher (eg. 'Air traMe control')' - 1167

'Drowsing through the filter/summaries reading articles of interest's 1160

'Check stock market progress/Recent news' - 1161

'llSaing for headlins' - 1162
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'Continued stock market reports' - 1163

*I lik tb. wember forecast ad the badlness mews' - 1164

oDetale ifo on a few topics of special interest' - 1166

wCurreat material for case worko - 1167

'Fiftering pee-selectedl categoris' - 1163

'Follow brean*s nwag - 11U0

During th. whole experiment, the single most valuable neCws item that I have
found with the system is:

'Not a single item more valuable than others' - 1004

'Space shutle - 116

,Review aad announcement of 3M equipmento - 1006

'Articls on Diabetes, Cheruoybl iscident' - 1007

'No ose stands onto - 1009

*Commuter tra strike news* - 1011

'There have been too many to single out one-- Chernobyl and Shutte info when mews was scarce. I was alerted to one event of
great personal aignalfic (Ron MeNnar Memorial at MIT) by a chance look at the Mas Daybook.* - 1013

ODerklee College attempts to resolve @stk (rm a Derkle. student)' - 1014

'Turn on the system and come back in a couple of hours and know that the topic or headline mews you are interested in will he
available, current (up to date) and not buried on as unknown page or glanced over quickly in a TV newscast.0 - 1011

'Story on refinancing mortgages' - 1020

'Chersobyl updates' - 1021

'An article on 3M's new products before it was publicly announced' - 1022

'Urgent, News' - 1026

'Marco. left the Philipines, 3BM Laptop will be nveiled' - 1031

'Chernobyl, USSR' - 1032

'Nothing remarkable- sometimes see item sooner or that I would have missed otherwise.* - 1041

mChernobylo - 1061

'Fell reports on Chernobyl accident' - 1064

'Grants for artists' - 1066

'One about s14k' - 1066

lOxfom related news story' - 1070
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*IBM and South Africa' - 1071

OAn article about romance in China' - 1072

'Cost of housing in selected cities* - 1076

• Mortgage/Interest rate information" - 1077

oShooting of Olaf Palme - 1078

'Health care financing administration's budgetary plans* -- 1080

*When Marcos fled the Philipines' - 1081

*Space shuttle and Soviet nuclear disaster reports.' - 1083

'Chernobyl dissater' - 1084

'Shuttle disaster' - 1086

'Preliminary report about a Lilly drug for depression about to be used to treat obesity.' - 1087

'Articles for school papers/exams' - 1090

'Urgent' - 1091

OAP News Flah' - 1092

'An article about an incident at my undergraduate college' - 1096

"AP report or friend coming first in pro ski race' - 1097

'Congressional action on statutes" - 1101

'Chernobyl accident' - 1106

'Health and medical news" - 1107

'(type: nyt) (subject: newssummary)' - 1109

'Current News' - 1110

'Items on the Libyan Bombing' - 1111

'Toxic wastes, nuclear' - 1118

'No single news item has been singularly outstanding.' - 1116

'Articles on space shuttle and Chernobyl' - 1118

'News Summary' - 1119

•'EPA', Environmental Protection' - 1120

'Current news' - 1121

'Patents Column' - 1124

'NY? article reviewing various AT clones' - 1130

'Up to date news on Chernobyl accident' - 1131

6I
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*A story relating to my basinet -1138

'Meeting of the Journalism Fratermlty" - 1134

*FCC/communic.aion industries' - 1137

Mortgage Rates, Trends - 1138

*Full Text of Presidential addresses' - 1141

OTechjicare sold by JAJ to GE' - 1142

'Cbernobyl and Ubyan crisis' - 1144

*Updated Report which described nearly precisely the Ubyan bombing - 1146

-Chernobyl Information' - 1180

'Information shared with my colleagues in Nuclear Egineering Department, re: Chernobyl' - 1162

'AIDS into' - 11683

"Coagressnal vote on aid to Contre' - 1166

*1 have yet to get a piece of news on the system that I bad not.' - 1157

.We hay* most closely followed the items on Libya and Chernobyl" - 1160

'Those relating to space program' - 1162

'l0AM and midday stock market report' - 1163

'Article on CBS for a current case project' - 1167

'Quick pick up of Sperry acquisition' - 1168

If it were possible to subscribe to just a few topics, I would definitely want to
subscribe to these topics.

'News Digesta, Stocks, TV, Books and Movies' - 1003

*Financial sews, Stock prices' - 1004

'News Flushes, Business, Weather, Sports' - 1006

'TV, National News, Local News' - 1007

'Specific sews on filter subjee t.' - 1009

'News. Job opportunities' - 1011

"Efmtre NYT wire, Bufnetiss and flashes' - 1013

'Sports, TV I,@@sM EntertainmentO - 1014

Dbmm Techaology, Medical' - 1010

'Fnacial, C4puter Science' - 1022
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*International News' - 1026

"Newasummsay, computO - 1031

'Classified ad Commercial Advertisemente' - 1082

'Comnmentary, International, Denmark' - 1043

*Stock prices, Late-breaking news* - 1048

'Interationsl news, TV, jobs (temporarily), specisl Dews, as topical, Regional A Computer news' - 1061

*News, Commentar, Foreign news, India, science & technology' 1064

'Interastional, economic, business, labor-relations news' - 100

'Urgent and Major news, Stock Prices* - 1064

'Complete New York Times' - 1066

'International News ad better ffilers' - 1066

'News Urgent, International, National, etc.' - 1068

,PC news off ARPAnet, stock price'O - 1070

'Travel, Food' - 1071

'News, Finance' - 1073

'News' - 1076

'Classified Ads, Storeb tn-Depth speciality articles' - 1077

'Weather, News - L6

'Health issues, computers' - 100

'Weather, major sews (world sand US). I prefer the NY? wire service.' - 1063

'News, weather, fimascial' - 1064

'News9 - 106

'Scientific artcles' - 1067

'laternstional/Ntioeal New, News/Slummaris' - 160

'urgeat, Financial News' - 1901

'Fnance. Newse. International News, Sclence/Health' - 106

'News summary, flaseal Info' - IM6

'Sports, tehnoogy, stock prim' - 1I6

'News, ArWs Selecee' - IMO

'News, tinancla - 1101
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OAvialioa weather, dock market sepoa' 116

World aMd local mews. for gab. ads, lOa exteriaiameat Nad eveate, housing si' - l107

SNws, tebhao.3 - 1ies

'hlles. mews, TV6 - 1110

'sparts Nes - 1111

'NaaladlatruaoadNow, Fimsatial News with stock quaime - 1116

'hssiaakloaal News, PolitCal aiiedsm/mlta - 1117

'Eatttaainet.book reviews, cluifted s&00 - 1118I

'avivseewa hoas, sports' - 1126

hlteraalheal NOWs - 1121

rlmsec Wal Steet, Sideac., TechbmOly - 1124

atratioamal News, Done"~ News, lSiec News' - 1126

*Geoo"a boasie news. coompaWoteechsolop' - 1130

Dmusem. Kattaiasment sad Culture. Domestic, lamtioeal, Finssada - 113

fisianciil - 1134

'News (local. domeiac, isteesatisual) topics reltd to my rweseach - 1137

*OYU, Jobe, ho, Awoks, spWOts -136

Olstersathomal, pol~tics - 1141

-TV Sceadule, Jobe, Sal.'f - 3342

'News. science. compaters. fimmsala - 1144

Ilpoets, World News. weahe imdorusto __ 1146

News, sience sews, bulle dtim .ells etc.* - 1313

'Closig Was S~re Pd.it -331

alDad I"sa I tink this should he "e al-orseothig service' - 1187

'Sa. tO o a wold a he pokn ad ow intorusdiffer. we wld wwAt t S'- 16611

'Rlocks, Fpameis. aa' __ I lei

esciescafe 00aoar"w. lasaehlaa, Washiagloo, Cisiffled as*b - 3361

'Dawsie News by bdmly/Compea' -33la
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If it were possible to subscribe to just a few topics, I would definitely NOT
want to subscribe to these topics.
"Sport' - 1004

'There alren't asy.' - 1000

'Sports, Stocks" - 1007

"Sports, TV, Weather, etc." - 1009

'Politics, Finacial InformationO - 1014

'Sports, music, TV* - 1019

'Sports, Lifestyle, Interaational - 1022

'Sports, flncialO - 1031

01 wat it ALLIm - 1032

"Sports, Emtertaament" - 1043

*Sports, TV- - 1048

'Sports, Aids - 1061

"Sport., Real Estate, Theater,...' - 1064

9 - 100

'Sports' - 1064

•AP- - 106

'Sports - 100

'Sporlt, Fixeaial' - 108

'Sports, AP Wir.' - 1070

'Sport., TVs - 1071

-Sports - 1072

'Sport.e - 1076

'Sports Stre, TV Listisa' - 1077

'Sport. - IM

'spora, &bookg - 1080

'Spo G - 106

'Sportm' - 1604

e'FImacmll, sports, TV' - 1016

'Spart., Ads- - 1067
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aSports, TV, Lotteries, NY NewsO - 100

-sports. - 1061

-Sports- - 1062

'Most AP buWetWs - 1093

*sports, TVs - 106

sLotteries' - 1067

'Sports, Financial* - 106

eSports, Racing' -1101

-Sports- - 1107

aStocks, sportas - 1109

aStocks' - 1110

OFinascial, commercials - 1111

*sports, - 1116

OState News' - 1116

OClassified ads, TV schedule, stock prices, stc. - 1117

OSports, stock prices' - 1118

vAds, TV, Real Esates - 1119

"Stocks, Classified (personal use stuff) - 1120

0'Sports, stock quotations, weathers - 1126

.Sports, Ijunki, lottery@ - 1130

OSporta, racing* -1133

'Sports' - 1134

'Sports, weather, TV schedules' - 1137

'Advisories, Financial, sport.' - 1141

-Sports' - 1142

'Home ad Living, Entertainment' - 1146

-sports, - 1150

-Sports, TV, stocks, etc.' - 1183

OSports, locals - 1161

'Sport.' - 1162

'Movies, local sews' - 1166
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June 1986

Question
# Text

Ramp... Mualmum 28th %tl. MItS %tile Mbt %tle Maximum Average

44 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during last month : Computer Receiviung Data from Boston CoimmlnS
Mdinutes/Day

83 0.00 60.00 200.00 600.00 1440.00 399.80

45 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during last month: Drowsing Summaries caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
82 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 120.00 14.84

46 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during last month :Browsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
54 0.00 5.00 10.00 12.50 120.00 11.74

47 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter: _

hMinutes/Dsy
79 0.00 5.00 5.00 15.00 120.00 13.24

48 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during I"s month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: - inutes/Day
73 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.80 120.00 4.49

55 1 find that th. information available is of: litte interest-great, interest

go 3.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.94

70 1 find the system has: no value to me-some-great value to me
96 1.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 611

71 1 prefer to read the news: in newspapers-ibed-on the system
95 0.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 10.00 6.21

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-rn the system
94 0.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 6.79

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system
920.00 3.00 4.00 7.00 10.00 4.67

81 1 sit at the keyboard and use the Boston CommlnS system _ minutes/day on average.
811 0.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 180.00 30.111

62 For important news,!I rely on the system: not at all-some-exclusively
94 0.00 5.00 6.00 7.80 10.00 6.08

68 My Interest In the system is: decreasing-unchaaged-lncreasing
go 1.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.33

94 On the system,!I would lik schedules for academic seamsars at local universities: not at all-some-very moch
6 0.00 4.00 6.00 6.00 10.00 6.12

Of Os the system, I wold like schedules for Boston Computer Society meetimgs: sot at all-some-very much
go 0.00 2.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 5.06
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96 On the system, I would like Tables of Content. for Important academic aad professonal journals not at all-some-very much
94 0.00 3.00 7.00 0.50 10.00 6.14

97 On the system, I would like schedules for movies, concerts, & plays for Boston srea not at all-OK-very much
96 0.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 10.00 7.05

98 On the system, I would like crossword puses: not at all-OK-very much
97 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 1.64

00On the system, I would like to be able to receive (free) copies of public domain software: not at nHl-OK-very much
0? 0.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 10.00 5.34

104 With the syntem, I feel: less, informed-name-better Informed
960 6.00 6.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.50

106 1 have telephoned the CommlnS HOTLIN _ time(s) for help during the course of the experiment.
92 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 .08

106 The CommlnS HOTLNE has been responsive to my requests for help: too slow-OK-great
51 0.00 3.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 5.01

107 In my filter, I select stories by the CATEGORY field, e@g. (category: lifestyle): not at all-some-exlusively
94 0.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 10.00 4.51

108 In my filter, I select stories by the SUJBJECT field, eg. (subject: sits): not at all-some-exclusively
95 0.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 0.50 5.65

100 In my filter, I select stories by the PRIORITY field, eg. (priority: flash): not at all-some-exclusively
94 0.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 0.00 3.32

110 In my filter, I select stories by the AUTHOR field, e4g. (author: restom): not at all-some-exclusively
94 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 7.00 1.51

On the system, I would like Tables of Contents for important academic and
profesional Journals. I vote for theme 3 journals:

'Science, Nature, Byte' - 1005

'Journal of the ACM, Unix World, PC Tech Journal' - I=0

'Aviation Week' - 1000

'PC Maaine, Info World' - 1011

'Byte, NE Journal Of Medicine, Harvard Business Review' - 1010

*Byte, InfoWorld, Computer World' - 1022

'American Political Science Review, Political Science Quarterly, American Historical Review* - 1026

'American Political Science Review, American Journal of Political Science, American Economic Review'. 10I6

-High Tecbho, Technology Journal. Byte' -l1011

'Journal of the ACM. PC Magasie, Harvard Business Review' - 10M

'PC Tech Journal, PC Week'.- 1040
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*Journal of Documentation. Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems* - 1041

CACM, Computer, InfoWorld* - 1045

OMISQ, Communications of the ACM, Harvard Business Review' - 1048

OCACM, TOCS, IEEE Spectrum" - 1049

'IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, ... Electrical Insulation,... Energy Conversion' - 1067

"Al Journal, Cognitive Science, Cognition' - 1066

'New England Journal of Medicine, Atheroselerosis, Journal of Molecular Biology' - 1068

"ACM Micros, lEE, ARPA' -- 1070

'IEEE Journals, Science, Nuclear Instruments and Methods' - 1076

'Harvard Business Review, Journal of the American Medical Association, American Journal of Public Health' - 1080

*IEEE Robotics and Automation, ASME Journal of Dynamics Systems and Control, International Journal of Robotics Research' --

1083

'Economic History Review, English Historical Review, Medical Archaeology' - 1084

"Journal of Clinical Investigation, American Journal of Physiology, New England Journal of Medicine' -- 1086

'Sloan Management Review, Harvard Business Review' -- 1090

'ACM Journal Databases, ACM Journal Office Automation' - 1091

'New England Journal of Medicine, Science, Nature' - 1092

'Byte, PC, PC Tech Journal' - 1007

'Astrophysical Journal, Nature, Physical Review' -- 1008

'Science, Scientific American, Nature' - 1100

'Science, Scientific American, Byte' - 1108

'Science, Nature, Hearing Research' - 1112

'American Political Science Review, International Security, Journal of Strategic Studies' - 1117

"Journal of Finance, Fortune, Forbes' - I119

' Americas Political Science Review, Americas Sociological Review, American Journal of Sociology -- 1121

'Physics Review, Journal Of Applied Physics, Journal of Moth. Physics' -- 1124

'Cell, PNAS, Nature - 1126

Formig Affairs, APSA Quarterly, PC Ungasime' - 116

'Any law related p eridicals index, Bss Reviews' -- I112

'Computerwoel, PC Week., Bye - 1110

'Ubrny H1Teeh, Databse Rd User, Wlsn Ubrary Betin, Journal of Taatis, Byte, Journal of Artificial latelisenee'-- 1132
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'Computer, Electronic, Accounting' - 1132

OIEEE Proceedings, Science, Communicatins of the ACM' - 1137

'American Political Science Review, International Organization, World Politics' - 1141

ONew England Journal of Medicine, Science* - 1142

'JACM, SIAM Journal of Computing, New England Medical Journal' - 1149

*Byte, National Association Business Economists, American Statistical Society' - 1150

OPNAS, NEIM, Nature' - 1153

'Scientific American, Journal of American Planning Association, Journal of Political Economy' - 1154

'PC World' - 1158

'Econometrics, Journal of Political Economy, American Economic Review' - 1160

'ACM, HBRO - 1161

'Byte' - 1162

*HBSe - 1167

'Byte, Harvard Business Review' - 1171

'Journal of Rbeumatology, Arthritis and Rheumatism, Journal of Immunology, - 1173

'EDN, Electronics' - 1196

'New England Medical, Law Review' - 1128

Imagine that - in response to your queries - your personal computer could
access the entire text of the past three months of the New York Times by
telephoning a computer at MIT. Do you think this new service would
complement the system?

'Very much so. I think it is much more appropriate than nany of the other possible ideas presented here.' - 1002

eYes' - 1005

a... would greatly enhance the system.... Also, it would enable those with minimum storage available, to have complete articles

available.' - 1006

'Yes, very much. I realize that I am probably missing articles because of space limitations and not having exact filters. The query

system would allow emdles possibilities.' - 1007

'bMaybe for some people. I'd prefer having more magazines made available.' - 1011

'Abolutely, gives effective sarch and management tools. Current text search is marginal, given the spotty conventions for date

entry by wire service.' - 1013

'Yes, in that some data went past daily. User interfaces/search could be made similar and easy to use.' - 1012

'Yss - 1021
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*Yes, this would complement the existing system. I can see how this historical feature would be valuable for many users,. -

1022

*Absolutely - allows in-depth searches, catches articles missed due to vacation, etc. • - 1024

tYesO - 1026

eYes, very much. I cannot accommodate all the items I receive.... - 1026

'Yes. I suppose if one caught a story by accident and was intrigued, it would be possible then to search backwards for other
occurrences.8 - 1031

*Absolutely.' - 1032

'YesG - 1038

OYes." - 1040

'Very much.* - 1041

Yes'. - 1046

'Yes.' - 1047

'Yes. It would Itol have looking for older articles possible.' - 1049

'Yes.' - 1062

•Marinally." - 1064

•Not for me.' - 10 6

'Yes. It would certainly not duplicate what the current system does.' - 1067

dYes" - 1062

'Yes, it would begin to give a library flavor.' - 1064

Yes, but would the existing filter system allow tight enough filtering. There tends to be too much related information; how would I
make the subtle distinctions necessary for research into a certain area.' -- 1066

'Yes." - 1066

' Enormously' - 1070

'Yes.' - 1071

'Yes.' - 1072

'Yes.' - 1073

'Yes.' - 1076

'Yes.' - 18

'Yes, but may serve a different set of needs from those currently addressed.' - 1083

a[ should Imagine yes; as your data bas would hold news. Also end of month or end of quarter hindsight news more appropriate

than daily guess work.' - 1084
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Oit could help to follow back some important news when you come back fiom traveling abroad.6 - 108

*Yes - R would be a giant step towards the goal of sensitivity in capturing all relevant news. - 108

*yes - would be very useful to certain people with a specific need for peat NYT data/info." - 1090

'For those with an interest in pat newspaper articles.' - 1001

'Very much so.' - 1092

Yes.' - 1006

01 would certainly use it.' - 1097

Of think it would be quite useful and appropriate complement to the existing system.' - 1098

ain theory, yes, but I have trouble seeing the detail.' - 1100

*Very definitely - since I do not have Double-Dos available to me there have been periods when the system was used for word

processing and Dow Jones in this manner I could fill in informaion gap.' - 1105

'Yes, definitely. Users can search for news items that they missed during daily use of the system. This service would also be very
helpful to pilots who need to observe the weather pattern in areas of their flight.. - 1106

'Yes, the telephone service is not the same, though. It is more for people who are trying to do research than for people who want

news. My use for such a system would be primarily limited to research.' - 1100

' g 8uess it could if I read the Times.' - 1110

'Yes. Now, I keep some articles on subjects, but I have no real capacity for deciding what I will want to have read and saved 2
months from now.' - 1112

'1 do not think this new service would complement the existing service. Old NYT can be looked up in a library, where all the old

issues are in the form of microfim or microfiche, while the existing system gives the most recent news available, often before the

next day's papers are printed.' - 1116

'Yes. One can't retrieve old articles using the current system.' - 1117

-Definitely.' - 1118

'Yes. (This is something I wish the system had when it startedl)' - 1119

'Yes.' - 1120

'Yes.' - 1121

'Yes.' - 1124

'No.' - 1126

'For the reasons discussed above I think it would complement the current system quitd well. I don't think it is essential, but it

would be a seful and convenient extension of the service.' - 1126

'Yes. Many stories 'slip by' at the time, and some are undoubtedly missed if one doesn't have the computer on much a particular

day or is away several days.' - 1127

gYes.' - 1120

'Yes, but I would prefer to see broader current coverage than old reruns cluttering the limited available bandwidth.' - 1130
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OYes, especially if done at Do/low cost.' - 1131

*Yes. It would llow searches of the recent pas for new topics of interest. As it operstes now, it only lets the user look forward for
information known to be of interest today.* - 1133

*Yes, quite well. It is easy for my system to mis important articles if I don't have it turned on at the right time or if I am away for
the weekend. Having the database would allow me to make sure I find ll articles of use to me.' - 1137

"Yes, to those who have not saved any particular items/text to their own database.8 - 1138

-Definitely[- - 1141

'Yes.0 - 1142

81 definitely feel that this service would complement the existing system. News is vital, and too often the exact events leading up to
a particular crisis are forgotten or misinterpreted. It would be extremely beneficial to have this information at your fingertips.' -
1144

'Yes. It would be awesome if it was quick (is. good resposse).' - 1146

'Yes, it would provide a slgificant advantage over daily delivery of my newspaper, which the existing system does not have.' -
1150

'Ye The scope of broadcast stories is often limited. Some items cry out for more detail.' - 1162

'yes' 1113

OIt depends upon speed with which article could be identified and downloaded and coordinated with selected articles from existing
system.' - 1164

'Ye.' - 1155

'Yes- very much.' - 1100

'Very much so. The problem with the current system alone is that past into is lost.' - 1161

QAbsolutoly.* - 1162

'Yea. - 1163

'Yes.9 - 116

OIt could. Longer backlog would make it more attractive.' - 1161

'Quite a bit, for the extended research capabilities it would provide. If an interesting item were discovered on the receiver,
additional researe could easily be done.' - 1171

'Yes, especially for those who hesitate to leave computer on continually, but would like up to date information.' - 1173

'yes.' -1198

Imagine that - in response to your queries - your personal computer could
access the entire text of the past three months of the New York Times by
telephoning a computer at MIT. How often might you use this new service?

i can see myself using it quite frequently. However, it would be greatly influenced by how much time it required tying up the
phone and by bow powerful the query capability was. I have no qualms about using the service as is because there really are no
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strinp attached or extra costs involved. But acesing a database by telephone is very different psychologically and possibly

economically.0 - 100

'Sometimes, not often' - 1006

oThis service would be valuable, but not se a daily event.... I would use this service on an average of I or 2 times a week.' - 1006

'Probably in the beginning a few times per month ... After the system was tuned probably a few times a week.' - 1007

020 minu a month.0 - 1011

'A few times per week.' - 1013

'Twice a month.' - 1019

'Very rarely.' - 1021

'Not very often.' - 1022

'Once a week on average.' - 1024

'Once every ten days to two weeks.' - 1026

'2-3 times a month' - 1026

6I might occasionally ... go back and skim the lifestyle stories.' - 1031

'At lest once a week.' - 1032

'Depends on convenience (baud rate, busy signals, software, cost, etc.). I would try 2 or 3 times in the flrst weeks then adjust in

response to early success or frustration.' - 1038

"3 to 4 t es a year.' - 1040

'Depends on cost ad utility compared with competing services. At most, once per month.' - 1041

'Once a week.' - 1046

'Not very.' - 1047

'Once or twice a month.' - 1040

'Due to lack of my time, I would be unable to utilize such a facility at this time. I can certainly see that the availability of this

service would be of great value to many users (especially studenta and teachers)' - 1061

'1 or 2 times a week.' - 1062

'Not very often - I have a bard enough time keeping up with current events!' - 1064

'Very rarely - I don't find much time to use the present service at the office (where I have it). I think (know) I would use it more

at home, if it were there.' - 1066

oI doubt I would ae it if it had only a three month memory.' - 1067

'Weekly.' - 1062

' 5to 10% of the time perhaps.' - 1064

'It is hard to tell before it exists. I sever go through old newspapers, but I do look up old movie reviews. n tin case, the medium

would be the message. The current system could almost be replaced by a newspaper, but a historical system couldn't It would

break sew ground, mad therefore should prove isterstig. - IOUS
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'Depends on research activities.' - 1066

'2cor 3 times a week.* - 1010

*Monthly.* - 1071

'Approximately 2 times per week.' - 1072

&Would depend on effectiveness of indexinkg scheme and ability to zero in on sought for text.' - 1073

'Few times per week., - 1076

01 to 3 times a month.'0 - 1080

'Probably 2-6 times a month for about 30 minutes each.' - 1063

'Generally once a qusrter.' - 1064

'Occasiomally.' - 106

'Weekly.' - 108

'Not very often.' - 100

'Not at aNi.' - 1091

'Maybe eye. more than presset system.' IM00

'Hard to say, but whon I did, it would be very useful reference.' - 1096

'4 times a week.' - 1097

'About two to three time. a maouth, to be honest.' - 1ION

'jtwice &I week.' - 1100

'Very hard to estimate but at present I read newspapr. and CommINS.' 1106

'Probably weekly.' - 1106

'That depends *a the amnount of resenrch I would need to do. For a term like my last one, about 2-3 times per week with multiple

queries each time.' - 1106

' Not to read the Times.'0 - I2110

'Vif had a modaem abe afew times aweek.' - 1112

'Not at all unless I sam researching a paper that seeded recent events.' - 1116

'Sporadically. "e it would be of great and at ique value on those occasions when it was accessed.' - 1117

'Once a noeth.' - 1118

'Daily (I'v srious. On a daily bars.s I find numerous situations &rising when I wish I had the ability to look back into the pant with

the system.)' - 1l11

*Not very often -- The mdaoften distorts the position of a party in a decision.' - 1120

'Several times a week -1121
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09i a doesial dasa I would ae It daiy.0 - 1124

*W waa peumain that I wooldnut w It that oftes. However, often a now resource tends to become used more often as now
runu Im wig se 6dhe- ered. (ft would be very useful for looking up movie reviews, I just realized.) My initial estimate.i

aboa I wins per week. but thin could be off (is either direction) by a factor of 3 or 4.' - 1126

*1 don'twe a ndemmne, ntat ll for %,*Wk. lf1bWdone, about onto aweek wouldbe likely. - 1127

*1am a live bemqetgau to us such a service. I would probably use an online service like Dialog or Knowledge Index I
sunned~ ~~ ant N"in,"AW a% e&i topics.0 - 1130

on IN" NO 96* - 1111

-%w a week puees. Ift@d ite more often durning strup experimenation.1 - 1133

1hopeftes usma awa peohop twies weekly.' 1138l

'60W mbw a 4W - 1141

oaw un on ames a. mW kgmewly during the day.' - 1144

,Nw W use * low

11a - newl a la MO s hm,mb apeed- even 1300 baud would ha too slow for casual wer.' - 1112

fto a. *ON8# , ~ IM

ow 'bp uem a mambo* IMO

- - om-wao -- I .s wn-a s w umua oremaw Pe checking on proteulonal activity is my
.......... 1& 0 M "nuse p Ikell a number of tm awe.'-1171
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Imagine that - in response to your queries - your personal comeputer could
access the entire text of the past three months of the New York Timels by
telephoning a comuter at M(IT. For what might you -s this mervice?
"Fiancial - I would like to So heck ad tied all left ruece to a pertarular emrpey to sameasiug; wiutphe of tket oamp..,v
stock prices. Ocatral News -- I would like to trek opoase/ views oneas we. atm it has boom decrided Prit examnple it simid be
tun to review bow moe on the shuttle broke, after the fact 101112

'Researchi of Current Events' - 10

*The main m.. would be to track a specific mews story .This would heseflit 0"s ta dnt bow* a "wwi't filtr turaed oa to

capture the sews story.' 1006

*To gter all ifo saile on a perticular subject to ous place To keep smyself wed my fainl mor interested sad to filed &rure@
we might have mhoed.' 1667

'Probably wouldn't very oftes.' 1011l

'Researcking interesting stories in depth, ad catching up as mined news' 1013

'School assigamemits/papers. Look hack to we beginning of evens that becames tuoeuitly ilmpataut SefteA yow tecallmiess *
1019

*Basically geseral isformai.. on a particular subject. I perusally donat theak I wol hse a r~t 4ual of mer for tin sertite
1021

*Not much. Tb. NYT information is too son"ru to be wuit usa sm a senoa remearhg emuote 1 022

'Looking for trends is hsiae would be possble. .., could also reed articies messed for wa wssaa' - 1024

'Researching article. for aicademmic jourasa finding isfarmslas for collsot-level Chines IM10

OResearch, especiay aicadlemic work. whom I seed detailed Wel, a. weil-defaed mohet.' 101Wu

a1 cat think of anything. The main fascination with the system i gres the latest, m=s recent str.I new always delete a
sAoy over 2 days old, regardless of topic. -1031

'To research a story-Uise. Goet background information on a particular subject. Seurch for possile relautiombpes the Uune-orletred
database.' - 1082

OMuck more mseful. I could me it for exploration of a squ-eace of topics to help rtifse my flter Also, loak for peedeesof ea
story. Finally. I often want information on a company. Now. I baye to st my flitaernd wait, and hope for the hee' IGIG

*Don't have ay idea.' - 1040

'Retrospective retrieval of sews both for iat~rsatioa seedt and tor system evaluation.' 1041

'1. Finding stories that I didn't have a chance to read, hut which are so longer aroi. 2. Fladlang old stories am a topic I'm
currently interested is.' - 1046

'Don't know.' - 1047

'It someone were to tLl me of a recent article in the Times on a subject of interest. I would ime the service to look it up- -- 1040

8is. I would me it for readisg more deeply into particular events. Ilb. It would save my disk storage.' -- 0I2

'Loookiag up articles on specific issue - e.g. India, SDI, World Cup Soccer* -- 1054

'fNot much, I'm straid.' - 1066
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*F-ortf asl~ now smskS piastor on smsfthn The teu" i am SMov hmohe ino mus 1w% uet. A millm, for qesAmaps.
omt be abto "dowha sai ldmotsaw" Ism .* -MU?

*094800g* to fod 88 00641e A 100d0% gas OWs bu et * - 1 11 3mob woodd.e' be very -jf . Far ta useful would be the NYT
Isdon Pa boo ha pvlsh - n

06) Lmb as weather Woodis. b) 0@40"u psei e kumd dim.4 related to a major crnyus out el Loeku for
bel-oareasel uttw@ - AMg

Oloeshin up a am or wmisk isems sold me aboue- Reading Ids ie Reviews (i. -p0.ill omm).-

*Polnel seine" eadmble of new sa 0 - AM

*70 retete, two 9wow 1) b, y -o maol b ned sorb an a R9eI A oluns or movie reviews. 2) by subject - seeh an Won. to
b kssest - a

bw w A& onVaus toples. To ealoe nwe Iems - 1w masale. WsIU. Awl0

*bvie rvswig oeeoionef. I mi s arli I so the @VOW=n "h A really wout to road. This is a bard question to answer dooe the
see IN is a" avalbhle. v it wore oveilhl I would probably ma Ito - aM

*11htovad sourreul sto. blowlu, new thuod.' - 1n

01 WOW"d,% be I - - ,ed s thie mowse., - W

*L-sbhn uf Wlekrmshoo Ptoa d =Sdft "a thseiagh my weU~u -O

*Dowasmed and praitu rlus Ia" to heal twoar low iom far my eompay.* lo

*Bev"ewla d soIes eI eta roelyos 29 1m eugem0 of stories -eem-edI by blonds. seasmolag Icleueo es' is NT.

58e0ads a BpM mdks - 0u mmmd to bowe subh a oqsm 00 lan at gkae~ds Al Lab - it was wooderu.* AM00

la"Jet erleMed rmareb quter sed floamel ftads.* - AM0

*1 wouldo't have much sm Ou it, eses to documnt how so" tm did Reegma thaws his positin sogrea coantol is thn pes 2

mouthe. A would be atrmely interested, hoeer, to be able to pual us now frpom the past 10-3 yearl - AM

hseod of heeling the software room"n daily, one would be ~ftoe to mime daysn (04 whem I am OWL of tows) Without meceeserily
mod -motn 1west - AM

OAtodemi research - papers etc. 0-AM00

'lime my interestus k1w current Imformation, or acadomic articles. past lesson ot the NY? would be of kt~k meo - 1091

O7o sam for owurmc, of hey wo t/somes/pbmees related to "m uea, I'm working in or Isterusted is mevewlms.9 - 1002

*Cslchlm up on new is dumps (timewime) by subject.0 - am

guakee ressarch to fallow Woos is CAE/CAD/CAM techealmgies. Compiletiom of Formula A tainnig as6 tic. 0- 1007

,This service could be med to traes carefuily a news stoy from beginniag to sad. It would be seful. Weno to cach-up' om min"d
sews ov**e.o - A

'Cheching history of Iegishatlom.0 - 1100

Tmmsaacial, world ad national evns I would primarily fled this useful for personal Interest and roeearch.8 - 1105
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'teorsture sarch of a particular tews topic. This service would be very helpful for observing an evaluation of an event.'- 1106

*1 would me the service for classe and gemeral background informastion. Theae were a number of times lea semester when I used
the system to look for articles.' - 1109

'I1 think that it could be good If I read Wh Times, but I do mt.A I 110

'I would probably ma t"i to get backgrosd material about subjects of current Interest to me. If some me*o development happens
is Upper Volta my, them I would sarch the tent for articles about that development to gain a longer perspective, and some of the
Motivating sauses. - 1112

1Orcasiomally peulusmors assiga studeale soape which require reserc into retest evest&, I remember when I had to write a paper
on the raestM Acmage to inedleafe; it would have beem helpful them to hare such a service. Other than research papers, I can't

imagine anm use for subh a service myssw.0 -- 1116

'Researcing current events sufflclestly meeant a to be not yet available In the NYT Index, or on microfilm, sad few libraries have

the space to beep a 5-mouth stock of the Times.' - 1117

*To ctch book or movie review that were missed previously, or a serie of articles on a particular subject. 0- 1118

'1) Dackround reseach 2) To learm ore about a particular item. The system would be used for MIT related work ad permsal
investigation. The availablity of such a system would provide the necessary limpaes to buy a 1200 baud modem.' - 1119

'Research public positions of plapees Involved in as environmental dispute - such as Bostoo Harbor., - 1120

aRoeserch and background on African states.' - 1121

'Researching papers would be a poestilty. Stock analysis could be performed if NYSE data were to be Included.6 - 1124

'Not muck an I read the NYT daily. The AP has heu much more mafual for me.* - 1126

eThia sort of resource would be very useful for research for papers, a well as just to get caught up on certain imam. I gumn that

my mainm ma would be for research for papers, more than (or csual ma.* - 1126

ofResearch is my field - the area. of housing ad real estate development. Some stories which did not seem worth printing at the

time might be usefu when a specific Won crops up.* - 1127

*Nation maeasine often conan criticism of the NYT. I'd like to be able to go back to the original. Also for studies of word

freqency, etc.' - 1129

*'d look for articles with my proest, filter Uass for etted topics of lasting interest, e4g. computer software and business-relate.'

-I113

*To search for specific information on cultural events, city happenings (conferences held. politics). national and international news,
tream& and analysis pleces.'8 - 1133

'Research (academic, market)' - 1133

'Backgroud material for research.' - lI37

61 wouldn't have as for thi service other thas for reference on particular items/trends in real estate.' - 1136

'1) Research on political science topics 2) Content analysis of journalistic coverage 3) Generally staying informed - In blocks.* -

1141

*Research curnt events mentioned by frend/assoclates for factuality. Lots of half-truthe and reuses In conversations. I try to

sort thas out.* - 1142
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*1I would Win this senvices invaluable. I work with students researching countries of the woild mad currat world problem, cPses, ad

events, a service of "hi type durning the eperiment would he a tremendous data bae of recent world events that I would acess

daily.* - 1144

01) Retrieving background information os current etories, 2) Research for papers, general iaformston.2 - 1148

'Yes.' - 1140

'Same as ComoulaS - but more Intensive. Possibly aimo for mare casual Mse because broadcast stories are someltimesl too

'telegraphic' for many iIse.'0 - 1112

*Professoaw ane Isucbi as science journals to track medical and science news.' - 1113

11) Track unfolding stories that I begin following lsathe middle. 2) Research financial sewn or press.' - 1164

o~vie Reviews, background info an~ turrest stories.' - 1166

,11 would use it in digging up collection of articles on a news event of lnteres as It unfolded. This would come In handy is doing

research (I'm an economist). - 1160

*1) Research topics of current Interest to trace developments over time, 2) Track down Items that just became interesting ad thus

not trapped by Alter.' - 1161

*As a writer I would use the system mainly far research.* - 1162

'Following up a stary which I hadn't been paying ation to.' - 1163

'Iaformatin as companies far research, information on movies, travel or other leisure activities.' - 1161

'Very little - my university library is bound to be cheaper - Free.' - 1168

'This type of service would be tremendously useful for resarching industry activity In my businees, far following recent company

activity tar Investment purposes, ad to get summaries of recent hoistories of current events far personal reading.' - 1171

'News to an industry group on a particular company tar InvestmeNt purpose. - 1173

'At this time I cannot justify a need for such an addltios.0 - 1196

'Research, back info.' - 1106

July 1988

Question
# Tuxt

R-pme MINIMUM 1,11h %tale Gth %die 75th %tile Maximum Aveaes

44 Average time spst using Boston CommlnS during last month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommlsS _

hasootee/ Day
73 0.00 120.00 240.00 600.00 1440.00 431.18

41 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month :Browning Summaries caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day

73 0.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 120.00 16.61

so
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46 Average time Wagu vdug Boston CommWn durling lost month :Drowning Full Artiles. caught by your Filter: -Mimts/Day

72 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 130.00 11.99

47 Average time speat using Boston CommIaS during 6au month : Reading Carefully Articesa caught by your Filter: _

Mintes/Day
71 0.00 S.00 6.A0 6WO 11000 13.46

48 Average time speak Idea Boston CommisS during last month :Printing Articles caught by your Filte: _Minutes/Day
as 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 110.10 4.16

55 1 find that the Information available a of, little interet-great, Interns
85 3.00 6GA0 7.00 5.00 10.00 1.01

70 1 find the system has nso value to m-mne-great value to me
as 0.00 5.00 7.00 SAO 10.00 6.10

71 1 prefer to read the new: In aewspapers-mlzed-oa the nyntLem
85 1.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.41

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the aewepaper-wes the ses
85 .00 6.00 7.00 6.00 10.00 7.11

73 When reading for general intermantion, I prefer to.- read the newepaper-use the system
$4 0.0 2.00 4.00 7.00 10.0 4.4

61 1 sit at the keyboard and ass the Boston Commiall system _ misetsa/day on average.
so 0.00 15.00 10.00 456.00 1WA.G 34.7

92 For important news, I rely o the system: n" at a-oeeswvl
87 SAO 5.0 em0 7.06 16.0 6.91

68 My interest Is the "'ynoem I derein-unaged26-Waresl
57 0.00 4.00 G.AO 6.0 16.86 .31

06 On the system. I would Usk to be able to receive (free) copies of public domsain noftware: mot at nfl-OK-very much
54 0.00 6.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 ?AS6

104 With the system, I feel: Wes informed-same-better interneed
a5 3.00 6.00 11.00 S.00 W0.0 7.36

III 1 read the Information from the Associated Press with: little interest ga-m I-trs
54 1.00 6.00 ?00 5.00 10.00 6.49

112 For the present eystem, but only with storlee from the Associated Presm (A?), I Would willing to pay 6 _per month
54 0.00 1.00 SAO0 10.00 35.00 7.61

113 At the price namsed In the lant answer, I would aubscribe to such an AP-only service with probability: sero-owe-alf-ene
81 0.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.30

114 1 read the Information fromn the New York Times with: litt leru-otgea intees
86 1.00 6.50 8.00 8.00 10.00 7.36

I1i5 For the present system, but only with uteri.s from the New York Times (NYT), I would wining to pay __ per month
52 0.00 4.00 6.00 1100 10.00 0.46

U1S At the price named In the last answer, I would subecribe to such an NYT-onLy service with probability: zero-oae-alf-one
51 0.00 5.00 7.00 0.00 10.00 7.01
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117 Fer lhe presenpote.m (wis "ine how. the A? ned NT) but with a mesh e 4. WlbeU polle darnai M% -'s, I Would
won to peg AN NXTIRA, $-prmost

aS IN 44 &.U "As 4.45

Its At the pre meaned is the I"t answer, I weuld eMhsevlh 68PWisw tee pohe dmbumwb.wt pwailit: @sr.-.ine-hsff-oo

at 6.AM am am SAM WR 7.11

121 Per a Oilsek heO Mha weuld reeve ortales of ilteret while my personal eamputur wes trme off, I would be Wiing to per

a (ow UMn) 0"e of a__
73 OAm 26.4 OSeA mA Mses 107 Is

122 At the prc nagged to the laest aswer, I would buy suh a Oblauh bos with pvebbilty: mse-ewelf-nef

12 Whom reaming the Conmoeas grown. my hardware and/or e"we 'eieihes' "am Uer MM&

790.65 0.0 OAS I'm 16. 131

11ieuy penm eslompowe he a hard dish: (ev e se) Yeol I N ~ Ttl66

1I0 1 delkieratel do not renmy W ompuer 24 hoare each day in order to sawe my hard dish free Owear ma toer* (circe a*)

111 41.05 SIAS Tota U..0

133 1 owe a"d Ne a Wmodm for telecommunicatios: (uircie owl) V"(11 No"

IS sawd Rote:

Ms mS 1101 am nom am 001s $AD

How mueh do you object to leaviag you.rn puter turned os so that you "a
reeve data from the Boston ComusImS?
*Lew*"e to Wp theooweb e nleis it makes. Jest regetlly ried to keep o all Urns. SUM learuing. - 354

'1 do wars abeut wear a toear specially to herd dish. I Nimi wee to 3-4 bernie Ipday &Ifr this rman end thus amout of tirne

is berely ade-q-a1, to *UtWe the system.* - 1165

'ye1 , mshb. I have as XT nming thi grey. at preent, ad the noise level is assoying. -Two Options presed in this

quesionnaire have been, a black hoxn to captur. the informnation while the vouciing is off. and the sveilbility of a 3 month databas

of post articles. A eornioloei of them two would be feeantat I coid .*Utri adl isforomaLo. for the post 3 -et without

turning @o my maschine. .. ' 31

'O mot object. I fee leving it on does lee. har to the eyesema. -- I

a[ feel oneomfortable leavifg my PC oo for owe then 3 or 4 howrs a day for the follwing raean: 1)3 am use o ppy disks which

1111 up quickly, 2) The diho do a Wofspinnng 3) esof electrittyfr etnded per".de.'- loll

'Leaving my mshise on Is the igest problem lsaging CO Wts too noisy to leave on when people are sleeping is the room with

the amblhe, ad the beat Generated is coneiderable, The eys.. w ands in unusually earge. an AT with PRO Graphicsn It draws

quit a bi t fcorrent ned rums very hot.0 - 1013
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Of dem'i mlad for a tompie of bow. bog I dae% lb. Wsauing ito.s everuight I get wople it m over heat (Is svmmer) sad GIND
there is a let of dit drie map I bows lef it on .wermighM a Imo tmes. ad the cruie was rw.e bog I'm sAM a MAW. eoacermd for
Wieg perieds of tUm Usme theea -r Mehe I wee IVele INaf eloing Owe. I mu le ave my computer an for mare thea 3 or
4 boars at. a Uw - W014

*0*1 whoa I or members of my Inail watto me the PC I.. ether aks. This wi na dobt bo solved whoa ar. powerful P~s
ad mubhkmtmhe opomins Values ae ainbl oveabbsed pied he the home market * wife &ad I feel uncomfortable

leaving the PC ramalng wo a one in hm. The comar is that their ma, he no eetrical malhoem th" Iade tor a fre. mad/ar
electral worm and power owe"e which damage the PCO 101tol

91msuowhmtO -- M3

11 hase 1114ls objectie to Wavling my PC & hard 4Ms romsing is order to reolve dat froma 8M. Altho thee is wear & teat, I
deal% expect it to hase mmak impact e the Weepas of the qvutm. Tho major earn hre comma is eleetrial stit ar lach thereof
from the Wool power canape"s Hlmewe, mhe peemlIb of bsim a Elsob Ilk whieb would reis- i *CB type da is. h ighlY
deelemble alkermaw This woul redue, the rink of vmeisma/devimmt pow Seeteatm cael"s dams,. to the @ath. PC, which is

01 bow* a PC emd I dob delvas h. 1cem Cooeml. I would tMrm It em is mseruls, Ear whoa I mooded it). Owee termed am, I
would lae, itso mbil I was -ae I wooldatl ho ims, is @SthatWIs, Between wee, I twrm the meitor hrlghtaeis down. 6eb
mIght I twan orm PC. To avoid roal ming s, ,ov yewr progrm, daring the ds, r r at saw mw Pc otherwis mad
b"i overnjf m to 2 Mrn par weeh. 8- M

Lotes Just @W. It ould hol egeme-hl It i ram Isshe hepee. NO

Me I do 9"set ha.. rnhmat of the sempabae. is would be kapefta emth perom who simme lkt the off.s is the meemlug to
do She word pseis,. N cwers. It we bad a 4.1, and did mot hab ow shore t computer vwitmeremine is wo bdh practical to
Weav.e Sompeter anfa 96~ bem.0 

-

al dea. k* comput is an omle. 10 Mlgtrm it on whoa I pep the cover or move is.0 - oul

ern. Due to be "im - gg

*bk coteins ~e 4 p " m as the &W me. I Iblab powweta domea shard dish Is a fish. I wis yoa tremmktte Is". at lt.l -

M04

01 is delliielg an hae A reilebd prolem is hebbs, evethls, up bolero I have a WMh.' - I

01 wWr tat the powe m", fiL, amd the somn~e us, Stat a 1111.0

'A IM. Masshed hard difil PM&MM - Oil

hk* mel. obiee - is the melee. ks is land. Dish wear hut a fact onme it is ITs maeltlee.0 - 14

11 bad a Mood wbo hat his M~ derns, a thunder sorm, and his hoofe was destoyed by the fIre, (diroetl due to his computer being
leR a) loppeeedly itswa a proper ounded agutom. Weaw ad lear am hard dish delve a fmctr.- - 101

all have me objectler whalgeever to Waving my computer teed am. The Ue~gat deela eameer state that ho dwelged the
bmreg Ow fiyewr sontlemo We.e - IM

OA hi.- mp eompute is eels and next to my bedomle - 106?

IM
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of would be willing to experimeat for a while.' - 1064

of two of %be computer *NWGngo hed1 becaume d1 th followinms son 1) The tempearew is over 86 degrees indoors. 2) A power
faiur in s kly to occur. 3) 1 don't think I would receive nay more articles by leaving tUe computer on all day. 4) The computer is
noisy whem my wife Is working as home during the daj.0 - 1066

%A fair mount.' - I68

Obied. peele foreground sad background ume.' 1008

81 leave the machine on, often for 3-4 hows at night around 649 pm and sometimes (1/4 the tUwe) in the da wile rm swe.
don't leave it on constantl a the (1) disk/fea noise is bothernome (2) TV interferene.' - 1070

61 only object to It whom I am not at home. I find the fan to my computer saoy. at If I have it on constantly whem I am at hom.
I do not object to leaving it on at all during the day.' - 1071

OWy majo problem with leaving Mthl machine an is more connete with the machine.s location. In a lab than it in with woritle
about wear on disk. The machine is ale unod to collect data and this tends to limilt It. overnight me.' - 1076

'Leaving my computer turned on no that I could receive data from the floeton Coamosli would he a AgaIicaat detervat to0my
purchnulng/renting ny commercinl CommMn system. 1 object to It for thre reason: my computer is noisy whon on, the tlan ad
other moving perts would experience extra weni'.mnd-tear, ad my computer hais the room sigaillecastly whom turned on.' - 10711

Of object quite a hit 10 leaving my PC on so I can receive articlee. The only tim I have that I am not using liti for other tanks i. at
eight, and my office heialin s subjet to frequent power outages becas it instllpartly under construction.' -10OU

'Quitea hit. The noise and wear on the computer bother m. Faster tranmmlon rate. could help with thin Isuppose.' - 1063

'Not too touch a we have 2 computers fow 2 people and veally only need 1-1/4 computer. for oar work. Thin am change in the
futue.o - 1064

'Mdy ma objection is that we comano sea the computer for other tanks while connected 10 CommiaS. My second concern in wear
and tear of hard isks, etc.' - 10M

'Don't mind except that we min storles when other sers are on the oystem.' - 1067

'The black box ... would Improve the functionality of the system from marginal to highly deelvable: I do not like to leave the hard
disk roaning and I do not like the random capture of article. between Intermittent rose of the system - alternatin with other PC
applications. Vf the black box could he ronning concurrently with other PC applications, then 100% reliable capture of essential
information is likely.' - 100

81 would like to know bow much wear and tear receiving articles cause.. I always ture the video down to where the screen looks
blank, as several people nay the VDT will wear down quickly. My hard disk sometimes start. squeaking and so I'll turn it right off,
but even whem it's working well its noisy enough to bother me if I'm working near it. I have no idea bow much electricity it is
costing and that should probably make a difference in leaving it on, too.' - 100

'Not very much. The electrical expense is small, but I worry about storms.' - 1091

'Very much - it in somewhat noisy and inhibit. other work in same room when I am working, away from the computer.' - 1092

'1 don't object at all to leaving my AT compatible by AMT on all day - a) it's under warranty b) I trust it. I do worry about the
NCR PC compatible I'm currently using at home. It's flakier and unwarranted. I have no particular pattern to my us. rM often
away from home for days at a time, and rushed away when I am at homt. I hare been meaning to change my filter for about 2
months in a thoughtful way - intead I think of something and make ittlebange., but not maty spending the time to learn the
command. and make the system of gresats use. My use or the system depends a lot on how much time I spend is front of a PC at
work, If I do a lot of PC work, I don't want to look at one at home, even if I'm Interested In the news. And I don't print saff out
much i.. t is tot time consuming and noisy.' IM09
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'Right now my bedroom is too warm to run my PC al day and my power supply is too noisy for all night use." -. 1097

'1 don't worry too much about leaving my computer on to receive data. I believe computers should be designed to handle this

without a problem. But, I do not like leaving it on around the clock. -12 hours a day, or a bit more is no problem.* - 1008

'Not a bit.* - 110

*The reason I have not kept the CommInS system turned on 24 hours per day as I have in the past are twofold: 1) Our Compaq is
located in a 'study'; actually a windowless dressing room off the master bedroom in our apartment. The heat thrown off by the
compaq is noticeable. Concern about discomfort rather than wear and tear of 2 floppy drives or cooling fan. 2) 1 have been using
the system quite frequently (several eveninp per week). ... , - 1105

'I would moderately object to the idea because I have experienced two hard disk failures in the past. Those failures were
contributed to motor ceasing, worn heads, and worn media. Although most of the damages to the hard disk occur upon startup, I
believe continuous operation of the hard disk would shorten its life due to the continuous heat buildup and the less than perfect
alignment on the read/write heads. I however would be willing to leave the computer on so long as it is receiving useful data from
the news service.' - 1106

'I Idol not jobjectl to leaving my computer turned on.' - 1107

*1 have some objection to having to leave my computer on 24 hours a day to receive the news. The objection stems from the noise
of the computer and not from any concerns over 'wear and tear' on the machine. I have an old XT with the fixed speed fan and it is
pretty loud at four in the morning. The noise doesn't usually bother vne but it does sometimes annoy my roommate. The
inconvenience of leaving the computer on overnight is made up for by being able to have the latest news when I wake up. Leaving
the computer on during the day is usually no problem as no one is usually around to be bothered by it.' - 1109

11 turn it on at night and leave it off during the day.' - 1110

'I don't object at all. I do it all the time.' - 1112

11 do not mind leaving my computer turned on to receive data from the Boston CommlnS. Working most of the day, 1 have no
qualms about leaving my computer on while I am away. When I get back, I still leave the computer on until I go to bed, or if I want
to run an application program, I will exit from the news retrieval program and start the other one. I feel that if I am not using the
PC for applications, then I might as well let it gather news off the air waves.' - 1116

'Only run it during office hours.' - 1117

01 have no problem baving my computer on all the time to receive data. I turn the monitor screen off at night but otherwise leave
it running. I don't believe that it harms the hard disk any more than turning it on and off every day.' - 1118

'1 am quite hesitant to run my system for 24 hours a day because of the terrible experiences I have been subjected to. The reception
bs been fine ad I feel the hard disk drive can run for extended periods without problems but I am very concerned with power
transients here in the Cambridge area between 2 am and 3 am. You see, even with a surge protector, I have had 2 systems utterly
DESTROYED by power surges! For this reason, I will not run 24 bours per day.' - 1119

'Leaving the computer on has not been a problem. Instructions are posted for turning the software back on, sad it is left on
overnight. I am nct aware of what this means in terms of wear and tear on the hard disk. if I knew that this was a significant
problem, I would probably value highly a black box altersative.' - 1120

'Not at @l.' - 1121

'I limit the time that I leave my PC on. The MTBF for a hard disk system is only around 10,000 to 20,000 hours. I'm a graduate
student who relies heavily on a PC for terminal sessions with msnrasmes. if my PC falls, it would be a major hardship.' - 1124

'Your question about wear and tear on computers is timely. I have not been using the BCIS system much In the past month
precisely because of hardware (bug not hard disk) problems. Normally I have little objections to running the computer for long
periods of time, but in the past few weeks my computer has been randomly resetting itself, probably because of line voltage
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fluctuations or the high tempsturesa ban sumidity. Gives this problem, leaving BCE rnning overnight, or for say long period of
time, is not very practica. I have also jus moved the computer to a different position th"a the BCIS RS-232 cable won't reach,
making on of It impossible without renvangling the antenam intalation. i sbort, my only problems with BCE have bee with my
own computer, rather tha the hardware or software. The 'averge use' limes given on the form represent roughly one week of
contant use o BC, falo4 b week of not using it much at ll. lI the next few weeks I hope to track down my computer
problem, fix them, and get BCE working aan.' - 1126

'Don't have enough tUechnical knowledge to evaluate the cost/benefit. I am generally leery of uing the rachise more than a few
bours at a time. - 1127

•In response to ntaoh's eay questio - I do object to leaving my computer o ln day to run BCIS. Sine use BCI with
RA lDSK, it's sot a matter of wear and tear on the drives. Fm more concerned ahout the problem of burning out my computer, or
whatever it is that happens. Maybe I'm just superstitious. Actually, it's the inconvenience of tying up my computer, getting in and
out of BC18, and copying from RANDISK to real disk that are my more immedist reasons for limiting BCIS use.' - 1130

'Greatly, becsam other people may have to use it or might abuse it.' - 1131

81 don't have any apeciflt objectioo to leaving my PC/XT turned on. I ftact, I've found over several yer that the reliability of the
hard disk is considerably improved if the machine is left on continously rather than cycled dail.' - 1133

aLeavingl computer on is BEST way for frequent users having hard disks. The PROBLEM is dedicating the 83000.00 resource to
thb task. - 1134

*1 find it diflicult to leave my PC on overnights and especially weekends. Besides wer and tear on the power supply, disk, and
monitor, my PC's fa bothers my office mates, it keeps the office warm, and even though MIT pays the electric bill, I feel guilty

wing up all tha power.m - 1137

*I dos' object to eaving my 'AT' on for long periods of time, but if the above 'black box' become available, I won't leave it on to
receive, only to browe, read and print articles.' - 1138

1 frankly have no objection to it - my problem arises from my hardware. The PC/XT on which I run the system has a tan with a
hearing that is slowly, slowly dying. As a consequence, there is a naotcea noise eanating from the machine. This noise is Never
comforting, but it Is particularly troubling when meetings are being held in the room where the PC/XT is. MM will not replace the
fan alone - the power supply also must be changed ead the cast of that is too much to support extended me of CIS. When the fan
die sad the power supply mot he replaced, I think my objections will disappear. - 1136

OA lot (without multitasking capabilities)." - 1141

OAt the present time, I am devoting the me of the IBM solely to receiving the news sad in participating in the experiment. I am
captivated by the news being broadcast in this way and in the ability to filter the sews I am interested in. ... I do not object to
leaving the computer on so that I may receive dato.' - 1144

'oNt at aDl.' - 114

91 don't like to Wave it running altough I understand that turning the hard dish on and off is more wearing than leaving it going all
the time. I am particularly concerned about brown oult or lighting strikes sad other surges in line voltage. A black-box approach
would be better. Double-Dos is not Imuch betterl becase I need all my 6W0 to run Symphony properly.' - 1160

'Not at alE - 1162

*Not at all.' - 1156

'Wear and toe worries us a little, but computers awe pretty durable, so not much. How much we leave it on depends on whether

there is a nstor that we really Want to follow.' - 1160

'Generally prefer not to leave on for more than 6 hours union plan to me for other work, usually turn off at night! Having program
rum In background would help.' - 1161
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'Thene isn't really ay problem at this point since we have an extra machim.. - 1163

'1 don't leave it on. I don't use it In the summer at all.' - 1164

OVery little, but have some qualms given electric coets ad wear ad tear on PC.' - 1166

11 don't worry about this; should I? (Perhaps it would be better to save wear ad tear and power but it's worth it.)* - 1174

"Not much - but when I need to use the system, I would like to run ComminS in the background.' - 1197

'No atall' 1198

August 1986

Question
# Text

Respo- Mialmum 25th %tile 5th %tul. 75h %ttle Maximum Aveing

43 My system has hee operational _ weeks
62 4.00 24.00 24.00 32.00 110.00 29.33

44 Average time spent using Boston CommMs during last mauth : Computer Receiving Data from Botou CommiaS _

Minutes/Day,
79 0.00 110.00 360.00 m.o 1440.00 449.00

45 Average time spent usig Boeton Comml&S during last month :Browsing Summaries caught by your Filter: - Minutes/Day

76 0.00 6.00 10.00 80.00 430.00 16.07

40 Average time spent usig Boston CommlaS during lest mouth :Drowsing Full Articles caught by yaw Filter: _Minutes/Day
76 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 110.00 13.97

47 Average Lime spent using Boston CommIsS during last manth : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:

Minutes/Day
76 0.00 5.00 10.00 10.00 60.00 14.3

48 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _Mutee/Day
74 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 110.00 3.80

46 Average mumber of articles found us Boston CommiaS during the last month : Artilese Caught: _ Number/Day

71 0.00 30.00 0.00 120.00 2M0.00 150.40

"0 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the lnst month : Summaries Drowsed: __ Number/Day

76 0.00 10.00 36.00 70.00 300.00 16.37

M1 Average number of articles found using Boston CommisS during the last month : Aiticls Browsed: _Number/Day
76 0.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 100.00 19.6

53 Average number of articles found usig Boeton CommlnS during the list month : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day
78 0.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 150.00 11.84

53Average number of articles found using Boeton CommlnS during the last month : Articles Printed: _ Number/Day
78 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 30.00 1.6
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18I MWe thatU lb.Idrtse avallable ir of: MW lebereaV-Ws isfenst
as IM &M 7.60 S.AO 10.0 6.71

61 see semo for: , e sem-botb-prhIoa', -
a OAS &a1 .6 1.00 8.U 4.12

S7 For mustast MeWS. I rel 0s b. systeM: Oft mA M! 80-~d

on 0 the syste. I we th. sumuevst "0 at sa-eveme-vury much

87 O.09 7.16 8.49 6.60 lOD 7.21

01 1 fled the softwere: dliesl to use-OKC-ess to w
67 0.40 6U ?M1 9.10 10.16 686

63 Os average, I have approimately this member of Usas is my Mallr: _LIse

SO l0am 20.U0 26.U 42.10 110.00 34.49

Of With the eaeimeet saderway, I see my PC: kme fteqve~tl-&be Mine0-mmre frequetlY
U2.111 4U 6.6 8.16 10.16 6.45

78 R" tad lbs sytm s so VW"u to me-0-boe-gbVstvsl to me

SO 2.40 1.40 7.50 S.16 10.6 7.19

71 I Prefer to re"d the seu is aewaee-Mixed-oa lb. systm

37 0.AM 4.16 &JO 7.16 10.1 1.34

72 What ohAft for specille taforuelis I Prefer to: reed the aweesepe-we the systm
SO 16 6.16 7.10 S.00 10.16 6.75

78 Whome reading fmr evaeal laformetios, I prefe to: read &be newepaper-see the system

U6 0.16 .60 4.16 7.00 10.16 4.64

74 On the system,! Iub.m the stock prices: a" at sfl-.ome--ver7 much

SO 0.16 0.16 216 7.00 10.16 3.74

78 Os the system, I mi the graphics.w &Lt sal-some-very much

SO 0.16 0.16 3.16 6.16 10.00 3.55

7O MOWs stremsl and redo receplios we: poor-sdequete-szceileut

a 0. 6.16 1.1601 10.00 10.16 7.64

79 1 use the djosmstatloe: mew v i o-,.

84 0.16 5.16 1.16 7.16 10.00 6.53

16I have shows the syst to __ risa.

U6 0.16 5.16 8.00 12.00 50.00 10.47

51 1 sit at the keybhoard sad mse the Bston. CommiabS systemn _ mimutes/day on average.

83 0.00 15.00 20.00 45.00 150.00 32.92

14 Os the system, I read amr full atiles fom: New York Itnies 101 Associaed Proe wire III

81 3.16 111 20.00 TOta 64
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62 To ue the commands, I mostly: Use the Menus 101 Use the Keystroke Equivalent& III IOTHER-21
101 20.00 [11 $500 121 1.00

64 On average. I change the lines in my filter: Never 101 Once/Week I1I Once/Day 121 More-Often 131

101 16.00 I11 62.00 121 6.00 131 2.00

76 On average, my filter lines contain: <3 words 101 3-4 words III >4 words 121
101 10.00 Il 42.00 121 26.00 Total 86

77 I have my system tuned to hold: <50 articles [0J 50-100 articles III >100 articles 121

101 11.00 111 34.00 121 41.00 Total 86

I find that these three filter lines catch articles of the greatest interest to me
with the greatest probability.
businest

Any third world country currently in the news.
- 1004

compute
movie*
sewusummary

-1005

(ibm and annoacement) or (commodore and announcement)
commodore amiga
ibm and (pe or personal computer)
- 1006

(subject: newusummary) (type: nyt)
(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin flush)
diabetes I diabetic
- 100?

military and electronics
defense and budget or gramm-rudman
military and intelligence or spy*
- 100

(priority: bulletin)
ibm pe
boston commuter
- 1011

Very hard to pin down- I regularly read from a large number of lines
- 1013

urgent, bulletin, news flesh
boston, not sports
sports
-- 1014

ibm or compaq or (apple and computer) or atari
(subject: businem digest)
wan& or 'data geneTal' or "digital equipment' or honeywell
- 1019

(subject: mortgage) or (mortgage and interest)
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(discoeml rate)
(honda or mandS or Wankel or Drotary enamne

1bm or Commodore or (compel)
warng or Odats geseralo or getc..

- 1024

(subject reami or soviel or ear)

(subject aewmemmary) (type: myt)
Ostar wareN or Ad or 'strateici delease'
mseschinetta daybook

video' or die* or op"ia
India
appae or Compaq or polantie

BMeW seaman
Kprloriti: ensoul or flmhN
coimmenasi
-1043

(type: mAr

ibm or apple or atari
wool; or dat adn or digita eqelpmeat or aselog device
ensonl sews Isummary I poet bulletin, etc.
-1061

(priority: ergeul) (aol (categoy: sports or unknown))
compl'
'aW wan or edi or 'swae~gic defense'
- 1067

(type: nil) dig"la or ibm or computer*
(lyp. m87) jaw or Jews or Jewish or hebrew or WI*

(lype: myt) (reiew sad (Movie* or film' or vcr*))

ansovaloe
phiflpimes
bUT

(categorY: aew) (pritority: ergenl bellelio flaub)
isral

weekend advance (lype: nyl)
oxfom I quaker I weston A ma Ijaffey a .i1
p. ibm p.
- 1070
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ibm
travel
China
- 1071

(subjec: science)
(Subject- eompet)
(subj*e cemistry) (-sports)
- 1072

(calegory: intemtiomal mews) (priority: regular urgent)
(categor: wasklmoas mews)
(tpe: Wt (catem: commentary)
- 1076

(subject- interest rate)
mose

Computer
- 1077

librr* I bibllophil*
(Category: entertainment and culture I lifestyle)
medicine I physicias I nurses
- 1080

space shuttle
robotics
weather
-10 3

britain or wales or englaad
comput
(category: news- etc.)
-1084

movies
news summaries uret
depends on Wese of current interest
- 10M

fda
mpharnat

cbocolste
-1067

(category: news) (priority: urgent I buletin I flub)

(subject: gov Anntca.)
- 1001

news flub
nyt news summary
personal flnume
-102

ibm
peoMal computen

- 10M

(category: news) (priority: argentI bulletnfas hu)
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(subject patents or technology)
-grand Prix*
-1007

(cntegory: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin)
physics I physicist5

superfund
health (rink or effect)
- 1100

(subject: nuclar)
(subject: aviation)
((type: mytx
-1106

(category: news) (priority: urgent (bulletin Iflush)
sex' or child abuse drug
boston (not sports)
- 1107

(subject newsamnar) (type: nyt)
(subject: manse digest) I Osp news digent'
(subject:stelt)salie
-1100

toca sew

- 1110

(priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
sine'
columns
- 1112

(category: new) (priority: urgent Ibulletin nubas)
(subject wail street)
(subject movie')
- 1116

nclear or Oann contrO'
mmlt' or Men ad mot (cat: SWo I fin I advise ente)
sovit I MNd ANot (cat uP. I fie Isdvln' *aeter*)
- 111?

(category: estertalnmuet ad culture)
(categoy: estyle)
(type: "0t
- 1118

up new bullti= (new summary)

- 1119

Pon"ia or socia chowg
(category: new) (priority: urgent Ibulletin nfub)
revolution or eanommc

111
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If (subject: business)
(subject: patents or technology)
(subject: wall street)

-1124

red sox
chernobyl
mans inst tech
- 1125

(soviet I vsari gorbachev) -(category: sports) -(category: advisi
*star wars' or adi or 'strategic defensem or marnis control'
(category: international news) (subject: -. soviet) (priority: -regular)
-1126

(subject: financial)
nkyt news summary
-1127

((category: 11n0) 1 (subject: busiO I fleanO I indusO I market*)) comnputer*
tax* (law* I legislation) (new I chang* I revis')
software I Ocomputer program* I "computer programs'
-1130

denmark or argentine,
ibm or compaq or (apple and computer) or atari
wan or 'data general'0 or Odigital equipmentO or 'analog devices'
- 1131

videodisc I videodisk I interactive video I 'cd rom'
(subject: newsummary) (type: nyt)
museum
-1123

'This is too personal, don't you think?'
- 1134

ecc
Ocable television' or "cable tvO
soviet union
- 1137

(category: lifestyle)
(subject: patent& or technology)
(category: news) (Priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflesh)

- 1138
(category: sews) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflesh)
(gam I 'genteral motors') (not (category: sports))
- 1130

(subject: sews digest) (type: ap)
(category: international news) (priority: urgent)
(category: Washington sews) (priority: urgent)
- 1144

'nuclear power' or 'maclear plat' or reactor
'tax biD' or 882
wise and not houston
-1352
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aods

tax reform
mews summary

'urgento mews
buse digest
- 1161

mam spac, station, edi
spy
space shuttle
- 1162

(category: news) (priority: flau bulletin I urgent)
(cateory: financial)
dow jones
vaseline I Oblack lightO twinkles I beer
- 1163

(subject: computo)
(subject: bbn neis)
Oharvard business"
-1168

Depends
-1168

ibm
- 1171

Not currently using.
- 1173

astros' or astrophysO or psdeontol$
(subject: ismel)
(subject: lewis column)
- 1174

(category: lifestyle I sports) and polo & not (Owater polo')
forecat & weather
farm* I ranch* & (beef I cattle)
- 1197

Write a short essay on how your use of the CommlnS system has evolved over
the last 6 months? For example: Do you use the system 'more or less? Do you
use the system for different purposes? Do you capture different types of

articles?

*My use of the system has increased lately. I've got a new job with strange hours, so I'm either sleeping or working through most

news broadcutsl My new job demands, though, that I be up on the news hourly. I'm an editor who chooses news stories to go into

an electronic summary from the ones written by our staffers on the Christian Science Monitor .... t is very helpful.' - 1004
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*1 um the system about as much as I did originally. I tend to look for specific Items I can't find In the newspaper, as well as the
ane type of articles I originally did." - 1005

'When I first received the system it was treated as a new toy and used without any organization or purpose. Six months ago was the

start of a transition from toy to useful tool. ... I found myself using more global filters on a specific topic and browsing summaries.
Also, at this tme I moved the system from my home to my office at MIT. ... My time to read artices was reduced to 20 minutes
before work, ad occasionally during 'mind breaks.' This pattern of use of the system started 6 months ago and continues until

present. I add and delete filters according to current events, with the main us of the system to complement newspaper's coverage.
I do use the system exclusively for announcements of new products. Usually these type of queries slip by me in the written media.'
- 1005

'The system has been In my home now about 7 months and I don't look forward to giving it up if the project doesn't continue. It
has done something that I've been trying to do for years, get my wife to use the computer. ... I change the filters every few weeks
after capturing everything with the word 'the' in the article. This shows me almost everything coming across the line and I can
further choose my filter lines. When there is a top news story I can put a filter in and catch everything having to do with that story.
This is one feature that I like a lot. ... It's a great system and I am very interested in the direction it is taking and whether or not it
will be continued.' - 1007

'... my interest in the system has remained undimishled. If anything, I have become a more sophisticated user, more likely to add,
change or remove filter line temporarily to capture articles on subjects of transient interest. I find the system easy to me, but there
are a few softwan problems. It doesn't work with any of my memory-reidest program.' - 1009

I would say that, with the exception of a month or so of getting the bang of things, my uase patterns have changed very little.
The main changes in my me of the system over time come from external presures. There are sometimes whole months when I am

too busy to spend time with the system, or when I am out of town for extended periods. ... Overall, I enjoy the system. I find that
it has greatest value for keeping up with breaking stories, and for added depth on stories which aren't making the local papers. I
stAll enjoy reading the newspapers, particularly the NYT and occasionally the Wall Street Journal. I find that reading a paper is

generally more pleasant than using the computer, but each is valualle.* - 1013

m1 find that in the past six months I have not altered anything about the way I us the software. I use the same filters, and spend
about the sme time eack day. Once in a while I find a new filter of Interest, and try it out. Mot of the time I me it for sports
scores, and news summaries of the day. One in a while, I as I for wea4er.' - 1014

Ole the beginning my ma was relatively heavy due to ceriousity about both the application and the data base. I found the
keystrokes required to be lem than natural - but adequate ... I got heavily involved in some work projects that dropped my

newspaper, maganine and CommiaS reading to a very low level ... Resumed a moderate use with more modest expectations as to
total utility. Became more comfortable with changing the filter to reflect Interest in a current topic or news event. ... By the way
the a of a highlight on the words that caused the article to be selected is very useful, as is the (umned) label in the summary. I
also find I dont ma the system daily - but rather wekends or on a weekday when a topic or major event on the morning radio or
newspaper catches my stentlon. ..., - 1012

*I first started using the system is early May when a close personal friend was in Kiev, 1SSR. During the recent Soviet Nuclear

Crisis, I followed the events there very closely 'by using the system' and it proved to be extremely valuable to me. More recently,
however, there has nost been enough available computer time and personal time to man the system as I would like, and I have med it

much les. I have only mud It to browse articles under a couple of filters, primaril became I have not learned how to a the
system to Its fullest.' - 1021

'Initially, I esed the program a great deal - mostly as a toy. Now I ma It for specific purposes: (1) earch for articles related to my
job (2) general interest of mine (3) Current evens which attract my tempoeryr Interest. ma the program somewhat Ifewerl times

per week - but more poweMrlly.0 - 104

'When we irs started using the CommiS system the systm had a coadderable ovelrty value. We experimented several times
with the filter lns until we obtained most of the articles we wanted, i the As dx moths our ma of the COmml system has

ebaMed is several ways. First, we ae for the most part happy with the kinds of amrtes we are collecting. Second, we run the
system for more hours. Most Importantly, the way In which we read articles has changed. We have become more dependent on the
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CaomlaS system for an overview of breaking news. We teAd to Skm Aewspapers MOe quickly Sad to rely on the mews smumris
to keep us abreast of the latest events. At the ame time, we tend to devote more time and atteation to articles on specific interest
than we did previously. ... As a student of Soviet affairs, I find that the %ext' filter on the ComminS system catches articles that
have references to the Soviets but which I would not normally read in a newspaper.0 - 1035

Durin the past 6 months, use of Boston Commi in terms of the filter ad pattern of use bs been relatively static. This in
largely due to a very demanding schedule of the computer as an important tool in the Aiddle School principal's office. ... Durinog the
next academic year the PC will be surplus to the school and its primary function will be devoted to demonstrating the utility of an
electroc news service for High School Students.' - 1028

01) Initial high plateau of use as experimented with possibilities. 2) Computer problems disrupted use. 3) Uttle time or need to use
system personally recently - but my students use i.6 - 1041

61 leave my computer on 24 hours a day. I u CIS for browsing general news. I change titer usuay to pick up mew of current
interet.' - 1043

0I have been using the system les frequently as time goes on. Part of the reason is that my PC is currently being used for
something else. Anyway, I am returning my system since I am leaving MIT moo.4 - 1049

1 chane, refine, add and delete filter ines on a regular basis. Certain filter lines always remain others are added and then deleted a
month or so later. Since usiag the system, I have enjoyed fulfillment of a gap in my receipt of a variety of news topics. Having
heard a brief summary on the radio's news (or TV), I use this information to determine the need to add a new filter line, to broaden
my information on any given subject. Naturally, I look forward to coatisuing my use of this fantastic source or informstion.' -
1051

"I use specific word filters more often sow.' - 1062

01 have reported several times that I do not use the system In my office, I would gladly return It to you." - 1056

t is difficult to say that my use of this system has changed inamy paurticular way siace it was first installed. I use it fairly
regularly, perhape more regularly than when it was first Installed. I am, of course, more efficlent at browsing through articls than I
was at first, so the system is used for shorter periods esch day but for looking at more staff.... I have been very slow to modify my
filter. With your prodding this mouth, however, Iam starting to add mor filter lines that match my professional inelinations. I
have bad a line to catch SDI type articles, I am adding one to catch electric power system type artiles.' - 1067

'For the first 2 months I was adjusting my filters to optimize the classification of articles. ... My use has remained the same for the
lat 6 months. Since your last letter showed me bow to use the anlK, my style of reading bas changed. I now read all the
summaries for a filter, occasionally choosing an article to read. I delete after I've finished with a filter. This bas greatly speeded up
my use of the system. - 1065

'sme. No. No." - 1068

'We have bees using the system about 10 times a month ntil our system cable failed. Over the put 6 months the system has been
show- to over 50 blind and sighted persoe.' - 1000

°I've greatly changed my filter. ... I'm now with time sad experience able to scan faster. Sugestion: mark for deletion but defer
executios, ditto for printing add a transfer to dis.' - 1070

Over the past 6 mouths my us of the system ha become more refined. I have my filter set up so that it captures mostly articles
that interest me. At the beginning, it seemed that I was capturing a lot of garbage. I still fled it unnecessary and a waste of time to
print articles from the system. The system seems like les of a novelty now. For example, I frequently use the system to check the
weather before going out for the day. I find that I usually look at the system after I come home In the evening and that I read the
newspaper In the morning. Thus, they an eomplementary.' - 1072

f mem to be usi my system less sow tha when the experiment began. When it wo now to me, I was very interested sad used it
every day. To be honst, I don't think I would purchase this system or use it a a regular bas s for the news. I work on a computer
dursg thed ay, so I is mo relaxing to go home ad rend a newspaper or watch the news on TV.' - 1077
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'My use level Is about the same. I'm taking flying lemons now, so II) spend more time checking weather forecasts.' - 1083

*Over the past six months or so that we have had the CIS system we find that we have been using it more. Our PC is pretty much

dedicated to the system while we pneraly rely more heavily on the AT for everyday work. Reading and scanning on the system is

as addictive now as it was at the start. The early evening or late night TV news gives a hint of what may be of timely interest and

apprpriae filters are added to the filter.' - 1084

*We use the system primarily to get the daily news on topics of our interest. It saves a lot of time of browsing the newspaper, when

you re interested in specific news and don't have much time! We are using the system less now than when we started, in part

becaue st the beginning we were exploring it, and in part becaue I gum now we are better at getting what we want from the

system. Besides the 'hot' items, we follow pretty much the same news since the beginning." - 1086

'My use of the system has decreased as the novelty wore off and I became disenclnted with the idea of leaving my system on

unattended for the entire work day. I don't feel it is worthwhie to leave the computer on overnight if the signals are not being

broadcast all sight long. I rely on the system more for science and medical articles mad les for political and interutional news of

interest. Since the latter is easier for me to find and read in the paper while the former are more sporadic - except in the Tuesday

Science Times': Is there a good filter to catch all the articles from the Science Times section? In addition: I use the system less

since I became more active in using a modem which is sharing the same serial port.' - 1088

*The evolution of my CommInS system has evolved slowly. The system started with about 14 filter ines. To deal with information

overload, the last several months boe been spent sub-dividing thes Alters into smaller areas, while at the same time ensuring that

unexpected news it are caught. One example of a mised am was the bombing of bya. While the usage of data has been

relatively mellow to date, it has intensified due to the interest of my roommates. Now there are three people sharing the system and

the types of topics received rane from New York to India, cooking to HI-tech, ad almost everything else. As a result, we are

coming up with new filter lines that minimise browsing time, through the articles, and minimise missing article due to filters which

are not sufficiently broad.' - 1001

'My use is down radically this past 6 weeks or so - I have a dissertation deadline September 1a. Since I am word processing all

waking bows, I cat stand to share one PC. However, I eagerly look forward to letting my PC work on its own again come

September 1. Also, I've just acquired a second PC which I hope to leave runing with the receiver most of the time.' - 1092

'I've sone from student to working in marketing for the summer. Neither give me a lo of time, but I mind being out of touch more

with current events at work, and my job necessitates keeping current on some news ares. When I work on a PC all day, I don't

want to see one at home, even if I want the news. This is Ironically the biggest determinant besides free time in whether I check

wha'e in my filter, or even if I leave the system up.' - 1096

'When I first acquired the system, I used it too much (several hours a day). After the novelty wore off, I settled into shout 30-60

minute use per day. But, some days I skip. Occasionsy, 'li skip 2 or 3 days (at most) at a time - depending on bow busy I am.

... As time has gone on, I have chosen new filter lines to capture subjects I had not thought of before. So, my insterest has kept up

throughout the experiment, and the types or articles that I capture have changed somewhat over the past few month.' - 1096

OI ue the filter much more selectively, is. surgically, to catch stories on a precise topic. I use the system less for general topics.' -

1100

'My use of the system has remained fairly comstant. It has not changed my 'reading interests.' I am primarily Intersted in world

as opposed to oeal news and budsnem or economic as opposed to sports news. The sysem ad mociated filters allow user

satisfaction.... My wife is president of the Boston Mycological Club, we therefore have a filter category 'mushroom, mycology' a

AP item several months ago provided on with the most detailed economic-production vYlumes domesticated and wild mushroom, for

the US. Something we would never have obtained Is newspapers or especially TV1' - 1106

'lntially I used the system primarily at night during which the reception is better in my area. I bave sines located a psiotion in my

apartment for the atenna such that signal strength ad directional reflection Is at the optimum levels throeghout the day. My

computer uage time bad dropped prior to achieving Qb .... This system net-up allows my return to ling the computer as much as

before the CommisS. The computer is turned on automatically every morning at 050m. Articles are collhctd until about 7 am

at which time I spend on the average of about 46 minutes to sea the articles before having for work.' -1106
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81 have found that I use the system more and more as a primary source of news ad information. Where I would have used the

radio or television to get the Jltes& news, I sow use the ComminS system. I find that the system is much bettr at finding the news

that I'm interested in than I am when I read a newspaper. Still, I reed the newspaper because it ha the advantage of graphics. Also

I find that I will sometimes read a article in a twspeper simply becsame it catches my atention. My purposes for using the system

have changed of the last 6 months. I tend to use the system more for personal use now, while before I was using it more for school

use. This change ha occurred becaue of chaages in my clases. I still use the system to capture the same kinds of articles as
before, although I tend to use more general filter lines to try and 'broaden' the information I receive. - 1100

of use the sytem ltU*elees than when I first started using it. But I sti like using it. The ticles capture don't change very

much, but I si look at them jut as much. - 1110

2 When I firt got the system, it was wonderful. All the things you wanted to know about, you could put in your filter and wait.

LatenT, even though I si tune the system to my interests, I find that the main source of interesting articles is the wire service and

the week-ia-review' articles. ... I find th" the best way to find interesting articles is to read the newspaper; the things I find there

are unexpected, and cant easily be programmed for In the filter. The system is deterministic; you tell it wha you want, it reflects

your current interests. ... I ill use the system as my main source of news information, I st tune the filter shout once a day.' -

1112

@My use of the CommInS has largely been determined by the amount of time I spend inside my dorm room. ... I think I used the

service especially frequeatly at the beginning because or its novelty. After tha period I rell into a regular routine of looking at the

articles when I would come back from classes and just before I went to bed. I was and si am mainly interested in the headline

articles and the news summories .... During the summer, my news reading habits have changed. I am not in my room very often so I

use the sews service le. However, when I do, I read more types of articles. My filter lines remain fairly stable, but I sometimes

setup the specia lines for hot sews items. I noticed that the floppy disk drive I was using for storage was getting quite a lot of wear.
Now the news service uses a rm disk to store articles istead of a floppy.8 - 1116

oLem over summer, sime purposes, little evolution except in complexity o filter ines.0 - 1117

'My we of the system has become much more focused. I tend o do Ute exploring now that I hbave the fiken set up to pick out
what I am interested in. The use of the system has become much more varied in frequency. There arn periods where I spend very

ittJe time with CommnS. Conversely, when events are occurring tha pique my curiousity, I spend much more time at the machine.

I wish for 2 things: 1) the ability to retrieve past, information, 2) more financial infomatioa. - 1119

eMy we of the system has evolved only in detail - Basically as a political scintist interested is certain phenomena and especially

certain geographic are, I get what I wanted in a filter quite early and have only msaginly modified it. As for the usage, I find it

grows but occasional unexplained failures in the system to load arn unoying.o - 1121

mAfter an initial period of great excitement, I find now that I treat the system as any other medium. When I have time to scan

arties, I do. But it's not a scheduled part o my day. CosequenUy, usage fluctusted dramatically over the monthly period

between questionnaires. I change my filters when I find tha I have been experiencing a 'dry spell' in the number of interesting

articles captured by a specific line. Thanks for the filter line enclosed in the letter, Being an avid Sox fan, Fm sure it will become

one or my favorite lines.8 - 1124

*My me of the BCIS system has varied over the last 6 months for reason having more to do with hardware and changing
circumstances than the BCIS system itself. ... I find it a very usful system, despite the problems mentioned above Ihurdware in

naturej. if these Ihardware problemso had not occurred I expect I would be using the SMS system eves more than I do now." -
1136

aMy range of topic filter choices grows regularly, but my basic approach ha stayed fairly cosont. CommlnS to me is like a news

clipping service on a variety of topics on which I want to remain current. I don't use it for serious research. Overall, I would say my

use i rther statie.4 - 1127

81've shifted from brief initial mm of floppies to RAMDISK baned operation so as to minimise physical wear and tear. For the same

reason, I aso like to turn down screen and use bep-on-arrival. Iniutally I epet a burst of time setting up a decent filter. Now I

seldom alter it. ... As it stands, ! find BCU is much more uefrul for getting genral news than for finding specific information. This

undoubtedly is due to the coverage of only NYT and AP sources. - 1130
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'Hasn't changed since last month.0 - 1131

"I find that I read more analyses and articles from the Times but read the AP for news on developing atories (iso local information).
... As an electronk news delivery medium I miss the information structuring capability ability in print media of page formatting and
layout...." - 1133

'First and foremost, I've built some skills at writing filters to catch the articles I want. Although I can't be sure of the mimed
detection probability, I do know the false detection probability is very low. I've also found my use of the system les driven by its
novelty than by its usefulness. At first it was just neat - now it helps with my research and studies.' - 1137

'During the past six months, use of my computer equipment has increased due to Boston ComminS software/hardware. ...0 - 1138

'The major evolution of my use of the CIS has been that I have become more selective/jeaious of the time I spend on the system.
While in the early months I would spend long periods of time reviewing any and all things that the system caught, I now am more
likely to do a quick browse, and read only those articles which seem particularly pertinent. I also have found that I spend more time
just discarding articles, rather than refining my filter. I find that I would rather get too many articles than too few, because I have
gotten articles of interest with broad fiters that I might not have gotten with more narrowly constructed filter lines.' - 1130

'We use the system about the same amount of time as we did at first. During especially heavy news times we have used it more.

We generally sit down and read whenever we have a few spare moments, since it is often on gathering articles. ...8 - 1160

Since the beginnn have tended to use the system les as the novelty wears off and the limits of the system are realised. But the

time is now more effectively used given the better knowledge of the system and improved filters.' - 1161

'... So far, I have had the system for several months, and have found it to be of real value. The system is more useful than cable
television, and much more useful than a rack of magsines. Having the ability to selectively search for information is very valuable
to me .... I use the Summary Window a lot more than I did when 1 first setup the system, as it allows much more quick scanning
than doe the Article Window. I have also started using the beeper facilities to alert me to the presence of choke stories or articles.
Al in all, I am loving the system more and more. ...8 - 1162

'My oe evolved from high interes to no se at all. I really liked the system before because I receive no newspapers.
Unfortunately, the antenna does not work through venetian blinds. In the summer months, it is uselen to me because of this. I am
looking forward to the winter to get it out again.' - 1164

'Due to a recent project which is requiring dedicated ase of my PC by my wife, use of the ComminS system ha been curtailed.

Feas of hard disk crash from continuous use for commins reception also have played a role in use. ...6 - 1173

'In the seant 3 months vrye been a system user, it ba become for me a sort of constant home companion, increasingly useful. I rely

upon it a great deal for specific information and for keeping me generally in touch with national and world news (es so for lc
issues). In my use of the filter, a configuration has grown that has both more categories and more specific detailing. As the presence
of the system has helped rekindle and revive my old interests in several subject areas, I am delighted by its powers to communicate

and convey information.' - 1174

'Have not had the system for 6 months.' - 1176

al have become increasingly frustrated by abort-comings in the software. More and more, I find myself forced to exit the system and

copy articles into a word processor to prevent the system fom losing them or trashing them. ...0 - 1197

September 1986
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Quetion
# Txt

Responses Minlium 25th %tUe 60th %tile th %tile MaxImum AvernWe

43 My system has been operational _ weeks
78 1.00 24.00 28.00 36.00 72.00 31.20

44 Average time spent using Boston CommIsS during lt mouth : Computer Receiving Dsta from Boston CommInS

Mnutes/Day
76 0.00 120.00 230.00 600.00 1440.00 423.91

45 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Browsing Summaries caught by your Filter: __ Minutes/Day
76 0.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 180.00 18.70

46 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Browsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: _ MlVnutes/Day
75 0.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 120.00 14.44

47 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:

Mnutes/Day
76 0.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 120.00 16.61

48 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: - Minutes/Day
76 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 180.00 4.92

40 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Caught: _ Number/Day
77 0.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 1000.00 118.68

50 Average number of articles found wing Boston ComminS during the last month : Summaries Browsed: _ Number/Day
76 0.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 600.00 67.01

51 Average number of articles found using Boston CommiaS during the last month : Articles Browsed: _ Number/Day
76 0.00 8.00 15.00 20.00 250.00 20.26

52 Average number of articles found Wing Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day
76 0.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 150.00 10.61

53 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Printed: _ Number/Day

76 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 50.00 2.05

55 1 find that the information available is of: little interest--grest interest

86 1.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.00

58 1 use the system for: personal use-both-proessional use

86 0.00 3.00 6.00 5.00 10.00 4.69

57 For important news, I rely on the system: not at all-some-exclusively
86 0.00 6.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 6.66

58 On the system, I use the summaries: not at all-some-very much
86 0.00 6.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.34

61 1 ind the software: difficult to use-OK-esy to use

86 2.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 7.13

63 On average, I have approximately this number of lines in my filter: Lines
86 7.00 20.00 26.00 35.00 100.00 31.96
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86 With the experiment underway, I use my PC: lean frequently-the same-more frequently

84 2.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 6.45

TO I find the system has: no value to me-some-great value to me

85 2.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.13

71 1 prefer to read the news: in newspapers-mixed-on the system

84 0.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 10.00 5.08

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system
85 1.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.82

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system

85 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 4.39

74 On the system, I miss the stock prices: not at all-some-very much
86 0.00 0.00 2.00 6.00 10.00 3.54

75 On the system, I miss the graphics: not at all-some-very much

86 0.00 1.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 3.61

78 Signal strength and radio reception are: poor-adequnte-exceHent
84 0.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 10.00 7.64

79 1 use the documentation: never-sometime-oten

79 0.00 6.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.61

S6 I have shown the system to m friends.
86 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 80.00 13.29

81 1 sit at the keyboard and use the Boston ComminS system _ minutes/day on average.
85 0.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 420.00 38.26

54 On the system, I read more full articles from: New York Times 101 Associated Press wire III

101 27.00 Ill 32.00 Total 50

S To use the commands, I mostly: Use the Menu 101 Use the Keystroke Equivalents III JOTHE-2J

101 21.00 1l 64.00 121 1.00

64 On average, I change the Uses In my filter: Never 101 Once/Week III Once/Day 121 More-Often 131
101 14.00 Ill 66.00 121 3.00 131 0.00

76 On average, my filter limes contain: <3 words 0 3-4 words ill >4 words I2
101 19.00 ill 43.00 121 24.00 Total 86

77 I have my system tuned to hold: <60 articles 101 50100 articles III >100 articles 121
101 11.00 ii 34.00 121 41.00 Total g6
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I find that these three filter lines catch articles of the greatest interest to me
with the greatest probability.

compute
60 minute gourmet
movie*

ibm o ms

0personal computerm or pc

(subject: newesummary) (type: Byt)
(diabetic or diabetes)
(category: advisories) (subject: digest)
- 1007

boston commuter
ibm PC
concord me
- 1011

'viru not aids
- 1013

honeywell or boa or bonwell
burrugh or sperry
ibm or compaq
- 1010

(compaq or (convergent or (apple compi) and not (category: financial)
(Iota or Wasi on-tate) and not (category: financial)
(subject: comput*)

ibm or compaq
bealth risk
disabled ad computer
-1024

(text: election sad (philadelphia or new york or chicago or Ionsageles))
(subject: ros or soviet, or ums)
compute
-1025

baseball
(category: new) (priority: urgent Ibulletin flash)
-1028

vieo i optical dishO I Odlac
ibm I de apple I compaq
india I pakletan I afghanistan
- 102

(title: compute)
(subject: compt)
hmspaow
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urgest priority flash

-1043

(apple ad computer) or (macintosh and computer)
ibm or compaq or at
lotus or microsoft or (software ad computers)
-1048

ibm or compsc or apple or computer or stari
(category) mews post bulletin post flusb
health risk
-1061

'electric poweru or 'eletric utilityO or 'nuclear power'
Ored ao'
mit or numamachusets institute'

trasaplaat

blowd

(category: fiancial) (crones or tharind or thor)
(type: syt) (revie w a (movie* or Mlm' or vcr*))
(type: syt) digital or ibm or computer
-1065

'Depens on stor 1 am Interested ia especially 'copy right." - 1067

(category: lsterustioaal news) (prioriy: reguslar)
(category: new) (priority: argent I bullst. I flash)
(category: advisories) (priority: argent I bulletin flash)
- Iou

computer
hasdicapped
lybia
-1060

oxfam I quaker Iweston A ma jaiheoy
micas I ...
(subject: fine)
- 1070

ibms
travel
-1071

(subject: compu*)
(subject: seleace)
(subject: brt*) or (subject: lt*)
- 1072

((uite states) I us) budget
eI Salvador
computer software
- 1073

(category: sews) (priority: argent Ibulletin)
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(subject hms digest)
(subject: movico)

-eQ7

siea.. watch

Uharom bumio
sItw&gomles

hdtaa wae regiad

compete

local am
movies - theaters
metio~m - heamt

sahelmer' or parkimno

rebmathie

-ew

ite

-am

-1017

(category: mews) (priority: urgent IbvUlltis m lah

physic I phyic"
(category: Sports) mete

sperfmsd
hsardow waste

-1100
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(subject.: chernobyl)
(subject-. nuclear)
(subject. aviation)

food & nutrition
housing
technology
-1107

(subject: newesummary) (type: myt)
msta" wars' I edi I 'strategic derense'
(subject: satellite) I satellite
-1109

movies
k news local

weather
- 1110

'texasm or OdallasO
(priority: urgent) (type: ap)
(cOateor: Sports)
- 1111

(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflash)
airline*
some filter line to catch an article announced in a 'reyjew world' or
'articles plannedm or 'NYT page one dummy' artie.
- 1112

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin Iflash)
(subject: newsummary) (type: nyt)
(ibm or compaq or (apple and computer) or atari)
- 1116

(category: entertainment and culture)
(category: lifestyle)
(type: nyt)
- 1118

(category: financial)
(subject: credit)
(subject: wall street)
- 1119

environmental protection
cps
waoe pollution
-1120

(subject- aftica)
soclil or political change
(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Naflb)
- 1121

(subject: wall street)
(subject: bouesis)
(subject: patents or teclnology)
-1124
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red sox

Patriots

- 1126

(Soviet I uer goib*) -(categoy: sports advisers) (dte"Iat 1 01)
(doe-m I -aim,) & -(Category Sports i so~ I regl) (date: Idate 01)
(category: international news) (subject: --soviet) (Priority: -reguar)
- 1126

fiancial
mas daybooks
supeMe court
-1127

TWdedike* I ((lser I Optical I TWdO I worm) dk'*) I (cd rom) I ced-rome)
software I computer prram' computer programme
((category: ROm) I (subject: bujI' lmes I indace I market*)) computer'
-1130

videodisc Ivideodisk Iinteractive video I Ned rome
(subject aeessumary) (type: nyt)
museum
- 113

(category: mews) (priority: urgent Ibulletin nubas)
Soviet union
Ter
-1187

mrortgage rates' or 'tnortgagc
(subject: wall street)
(subject: busines digest)
-1138

varies greatly with the mews- I follow current political events,
which conme in waves.
- 1141

(mews digest) (type: ap)
(category: international news) (priority: urgent)
(category: washington news) (priority: urgent)
-1144

boston vicinity forecastO
(subject: sports briefs)
(priority: urgent I nubs) (category: not multiple)

-1146

.rae' Or paste or Plo, or arab* or lebaa'
Bica or salvad* or houdure or guat' or home
Philippe or vieta or camobodO or liby$
-1146

aut*omie
ecor do (nt sports)

mew sealad
-1150

(nuclear power) or (nuclear plant) or reactor
tax bill or 3m
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Soviet
mewaummary
Mormon
-110

urgent Dews
Wall street
movies
- 1161

strategic defense
Shuttle or Satellite
apple or ibm or computer
- 1162

dow jones
(category: fInanciall)
vaseline I *black light* I twinkies Ibeer
-1163

(subject: computO) (category: -edvis*)
(subject: fbn giants)
(subject: (paris I france) & (exploC I bomb))
-1166

computer industry
meta
seX
-1168

(category: state or local)
6murder" or OkiiledO or sattches

ibm or compaq or (apple and computer)
- 1171

metronome or astphysO or paleontol*
jews or Jewish
(subject: isral)
- 1174

research university
education University
science technology
-1194

If you wanted to use the CommInS sytem to search clasifiled advertisements
pertinent to the Boston area, what lines - or concepts - would you want to
include in your filter? (a) real estate, e.g., house, condos, apartments? (b)
employment? (c) automobiles, motorcycles, bicycles? (d) personals? (e) other
topics of interest to you in the short- or long-term?

- I would be Interested in item for sale - cam, computers, furniture, serviess, possibly employment and personals.' - 1006

'All of the above. This doen not mea I would use them all at once, but rather daring the course of use of the syatem I will have
need or probable need of the different services in the next S months. I would like to see 'clawifleds' that would typically make the
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magazine 'Wat Ad.' or the 'Sunday Boston Globe' ewspaper. ... Also, I would like a convenient way to filter may, homes that are
between 8100,000 and $150,000 tat awe 3 bedrooms or more within the Greater Boston area. ... Last, if you have the ability to
transmit, smy tke Globe's classified section, is it possible for a subscriber to Boston ComminS to append their own 'clssifleds.' A
benefit of this system might be the ability to call MIT via modem and append to a local 'clssifleds' filter that is transmitted with

the rest of the news services.' - 1006

Of feel clssified advertisements would be a definite plus to the system, if I could set up the filter to only scan for those items that
I'm looking for it would be a nice addition to the system. It would aso be a nice feature to be able to create our own ads and
submit them into the service (like a bulletin board system). it seems that with the addition of modem communications to search for
articles this would be a likely add on.' - 1007

' The most important thing to nme would be Ithe abilityj to qualfy' the sarch to the area towns near my own. For example, I don't

like to look at can more than a 16 minute drive.' - 1011

*I'm not that interested in classifieds, but I would use them occasionally if available. It would be essential that appropriate wording
be used in the ad's so filters could effectively catch them. The compressed wording and abbreviations in typical classifieds might be
very hard to rdter unless standards were enforced when the data was entered.0 - 1013

1i would only search when seeking a specific item. Typical items for my family would be pets (dogs), employment (part-time,

full-time), automobile, garage sales, camera equipment, computer equipment, ice skates. The ability to restrict the search effectively
via the filter would probably depend on some standardisation of the format or content or various categories of ads - rental, houses,
car, personals, etc. which would handle geographical location (sip codes?), dollar limits, etc.' - 1019

'I search printed classified ads only rarely - probably would use it for 2nd hand purchases occasionally.' - 1024

'We wouldn't want to receive classified ads on the ComminS system, since we don't read them often enough to make it worthwhile.

In a pinch we'd just use the newspaper.' - 1026

'Real estate by price, units and town. Employment by profession, location, salary and contact information. Automobiles by make,
price, and year.' - 1023

'So do it! What about Treeware' distribution in cooperation with BCIST Public Service Announcemeata? Image trnsmission?
(esy)' - 1032

"I'm not sure if the current filter mechanism is adequate (or appropriate) for ads. I would really prefer something that would let me
quickly peruse the last week of ads rather than anticipate what I want to see. Unlike the news, as6 don't get stele quite as fast.' -

1034

*There are two sets of classified ads which are: 1) Large, 2) Not presently sorted, or not sorted well, 3) therefore, quite useful if on
the air. These are: a) Help wanted in Boston Globe, b) Automobiles in Want Advertise, to a larger extent c) Real estate in the
Globe. I don't need any of these right now. But when they are needed, this would be very useful! Also, is there any practical way

to give some Boston area non-profits or schools a system, so that they could make searches for broader population!' - 1038

*Huge win: put the Want Advertisements on line, and allow full text search, e.g., 'bookcases' may show-up under several furniture

heading as well as 'moving' and 'misc.' Qualification by location is essential, eg., location - Newton, Brookline, Wellesley, or
Dover. That is the fineist idea I have sees for which I could usefully imagine paying!' -- 1040

l! might want to search ads (display as well as classified) on most any ares or topic. Ur,- would be intermittent but intense. Use
would depend on system's ability to eslect the most Iteresting ads.. - 1041

01 think classified ads would be useful - but there should be a way to suppress them if not wanted (eg. a word match is a classified
doesn't commit it you don't want to get ads).' - 1043

Of wouldn't (use itJ. I don't think that is the sex set of information to be added. Much better would be: 1) TV lietaga, 2) stock

quotations, 3) other sources of well written matrial.' - 1046

', 108
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as) sad e) a well as computer equipment and bargain basement.' -- 1048

6b) and d) sad computer sales, sad allied equipment sad software.' - 1061

'Used computer sad peripheral sad used sumatur radio equipment.' - 1062

11 am not the right person to ask: I never look at classlfleds.' - 1067

*As of now, not interested.' - 1080

'At this time, I am not looking at the clasifieds. Topics which I would like to scan include: movie reviews (after I see the movie),

museum shows, specific topics I'm interested in.* - 1066

'Real Esat sad employment. You still need a better way than filters to retrieve stories!' - 106

'Several times this pant month I've had a problem using the system - once, so artieles were accepted; a different time (actually 3
times), so signal was read by computer (AT) although the receiver bad a signal Why? Very frrustAng.' - 1068

'Computers - Let ds of sale.6 - 100

Causified? Its worth would be determined to me only if. 1) it had many categories so I could get to items of interest fast without

scanning lot of other junk. 2) it gave hours to call and a phone number or had Email festure via BCIS.' - 1070

81 do sot currestly read the classified ads in the newspaer so I would not find them useful. I were looking for a job or ear or

something they might be useful. Personals might be interesting.' - 1072

'In general, I am not very keen on classifieda. If they were better coded (keyworded) than newspaper ones, maybe. Personals? no.
Computer hardware and software - new ad usd.' - 1073

"I think clauifleds would be a great idea especially real estate since you could quickly scan to get am idea or market and current

costs. Likewise for automobiles, etc.' - 1070

'Cisoified articles would be of interest to me - I am especially interested in access by modem to NYT articles on your computer.

In general, I've used the system very little in the past month - summer activities, vacation, ek.' - 1077

'I'd use CommlaS to browse apartment listings: job Istings, personals, maybe also: furniture and electronics.' - 1000

'There would be little or so interest for us in the concept or classified ads. In terms of purchasing items a somewhat les than casual

gloace or the Sunday paper 'sle' items is sufficient.' - 1064

'One great advantage of CIS ads over newspapers would be the possibility of pre-defiuing your ares of interest, and thus get only

the ads that match your needs; i.e., instead of having to search through 3 pages of real estate ads to find a 3-bedroom house with

garage in certain area, you could define an 'ad flter' and get only those ads of interest to you. The same for employment, personal

articles, etc.' - 108

'Actually would prefer not to have clasifieds on our lab computer because it would be tied up with too many people uing it for

personal things - but it sounds like a good idea for home systems.' - 1067

ai am not interested in classified ads.' - 106

'Real estate - to follow price sad Istings in a certain locale - would enable me to track investment possibilities.' - 106M

'Aees to Boeton Computer Exchange database. Other tha thAt, some mems of doing a text string search (by dial-up) of current

ads would be good, or do you think you could be broadcasting all ads? I have so purticular category laterest other than PC's, etc.'

-1096

'A sad B - 1007
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*Deflnitely, rel estate. Other items, sometimes. For the most part, i would ot me this feature. rve never liked elassified ads in

general. Occasionally, I might use if for certain item - maybe 2-4 tLime a year.' - 1008

-A) Yes, B) No, C) Maybe, D) Maybe. I think reel etat he the greaLet potential especilly If one could set filters bned on: price,

town, somber bedrooms, and lot use.' - 1100

o! think clamifed ads on the CommlnS ystem is a reast idea. Useful areas would be to met up individual reply mailboxes so as to

allow snimaes &ad bids to be sot to the sfllem. - 1106

OA, B, and D. SuberibeIr should have seem to m"a fra* data bak (via modem) to acquire or place sales 'item advertisement."

- 1107

OThe clamifled advertisement& that would be of the greatest interest to me would be other topics (used equipment) and real estate
(house and apartmets). In general, 1 don't ueo) the clamifled section very often. When I do use it, it is primarily when rm bargain

bsating for a particular piece of equipment. The ability to search for equipment online would be very powerful sad helpful to me. I
expect that in the future (nfter I graduate) I will be looking for housing. In that case, an online housing listing would be very helpful

in finding the bet housing. - 1100

'1 gum I would e the system for clamifled advertisemest. Just like I will look in the paper Iforl thingn I am looking for nale.' -
1110

'Please don't put classified ads on the system. I have seen a great number of bulletin boerds and information go from being an
excellent service to nothing more thas an electronic clamified ad section. While some us would have a ue for this type of service,

I think you would find that most would consider It a nuisance. Your system at this point in time is by far the best in the country.
Plese keep it that way. I reslise that I did not answer your question - but these are my thoughts on the idea. - 1111

'For clsmifled ads, I would want to sereb: by location for apt., garage mss, etc. Type of ad (autos, cameras, computers,
machinery, ap s. garage sales, etc.) A price rag (perhaps) I feel that any more detail would not be productive, and depending on

bow you handle it, would be difficult, due to transe abbreviations one often encounters in clamifled.0 - 1112

"A but D. Travel (airline, tour, etc.) information would be very useful with the continuously chaging market and competition and
chaos.' - 1115

Classified advertiement fiWter line would be of incidental use to me. I would set up a filter line for a specific item that I needed to
get is order to see If it were on sle at a store. For example, if wanted to buy tennis shos, I might set up a line to get all ad for

saes on tennis shoes. Other than uinWg the system for short-term items, I would not have much use for clasified advertisement&..

- 1118

&A* - 1117

01 find real estate sad employment ads to be the most helpful. I would much rather look through my computer for job opportunities

than sesaing the newspaper. I would also like very much to see the existence of support groups for various personal experiences

jic1 appear in the filter.* - 1118

of do not feel there is a need to set up a classified section in the system. I remain unconvinced that the system would provide better

exposure than does the existing newspaper media - Sorry to be such a pesimisU - 1119

'To search clnsified ads, I would enter in word form the make sad model of what I w-i looking. For example, I would enter 'U5
Volvo' to locate the car from the ads. For spartments, I would search by area - Back Bay,' 'Cambridge.' Used in this way, the

Commins program would save time. I would not initially ue the ComminS program, however, I would ue only after I know
specifically what I want.* - 1120

'It seems to me that classified ads is not a market that would be very useful - It is true that they are a like a 'bulletin board' but

there may be too general an saudience. 9f the claifleds had a narrower focu to the population concerned then why not call it a

bulletin bord?' - 1121
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"I would definitely ae a filter line for houses. Perhaps, if a need aose, I would use a filter that would select information for a
specific product that I need. But I rarely look at employment psges. Consequently, I doubt that I would be interested in accessing

that information by computer.' - 1124

0i am not particularly interested in searching classified ads via BCIS because I am not currently in the market for anything.

However, under some eireumstances (eg. if I have to move) I would be interested in real estate ads (particularly apartments). The
For Sale section would also be, at least conceivably, of some interst. I have no interest in personals, employment (at this time), or

automobile ads. In fact, it seems to me that the transmission time could be used for broadening the range of topics available on

BCIS, rather than for classified ads. Random Notes: The increase in transmission power is quite noticeable. Here in West Newton it

has dropped the error rate by about an order of magnitude, to about 0.1% to 0.2%." - 1126

*Real Estate - Extremely useful because it is time consuming to get accurate info. Useful info would be: 1) listings by location and

type, 2) Recent sales info, 3) Services bulletin board. Others: Retail/Entertainment services: e.g. atinll of ski areas, ticket prices,
tca., campgrounds, restaurant guide with reviews.' - 1127

'We just bought a house recently, which led to a considerable interest in monitoring news on mortgage rates. Had there been any

classifieds on real estate available, this would have been extremely useful to us. I can see how other categories of clausifieds would be

of great interest when one is is the market for specific services, etc. At the moment we are most interested in professional services

for plumbing, carpentry, masonary, electrical, roofing, etc.* - 1130

'I would like to search for real estate and employment openings. Would this be from the Boston Globe? It would be nice.' - 1131

'Housing, entertainment - dining, music, movies, etc., for sale (by category), personals (why notl), transportation - car pools, ride

sharing. What about an auction format? Auction could go on for 'a' dayL - 1133

@I do not me being involved with real estate, employers, vehicles or people. Other topics! maybe. HINi, computers, machinery,

investor wanted and legal notices re: liquidations and distressed properties at ridiculous prices.' - 1134

aI would not be interested in claIsifleds. It has been years since I've looked through that part of the paper.' - 1137

61 would consider real estate, personals, ad employment listings to be a great addition to an already super service. In addition to

the above items of interest, how about offering listings on: 1) Adult education programs or continuing education programs, 2)

calendar of events similar to the Boston Globe's 'Calendar." - 1128

'Frankly, I don't see the point. Unlike the news, ads of this type are not fast breaking or hard to locate in the paper. The only

advantage I see is a detailed computer search of an ad that frequently is incorrect, or at least overstated.' - 1130

'Excellent ideal In order to facilitate searching, you might want to print out a more specific thessurus/data dictionary of keywords.

This would help avoid problems of synonyms.' - 1141

of am interested in real estate specifically bouses and condos and also lei. Employment opportunities. For employment, education,

information library science, computer-instruction may be some of the filter lines I would be interested in. Houses in Massachusetts

within specific regions would also be of interest.' - 1144

'Classified ads would and do add great value to say newspaper or other news service. The ComminS system is especially well fit for

clamified ads since the user group all have at lent one similar interest. An IBM PC or PC compatible computer. Such a service not

only could bring revenue to the news system, by charging fees for ads, but it also could increase the system demand. Being able to

quickly sort through the classified ads, without shuffling an entire newspaper page around I would see as a definite advantage. The

system is ideal for a classified ads system, sad would greatly benefit by it.' - 1146

'Th s isof no Interest to me personally.' - 1148

$Going* on - organsations, trips, festivals, etc. Computer equipment/software.' - 1150

'it seems 'classified ads' should tidke advantgie of the small user bse with probbly somewhat esoteric Interets. The seflr base fr

real estate, automobiles, etc. would almost certainly be too restricted and I would have to use the Globe. I suspect, however, that a
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vionb clrner to a bulletin board with meeting notices, concert notices, interest and advocacy group information, etc. would be

f&equentiy se"d.8 - 1162

60 and b). Appliance. professeional services (contractors, home suppies), and bic-tech and high-tech employment opts specifically.,

- 1168

Ord lik to s a reference system or reliable home services, appliance repair, auto repair, etc. with recommendation. of users

organind by geographic area.0 - 1168

*Employment - especially if you could specify what you were interested in - this would be fantaaticl I think having this 'edge'

would be geat. You would be up to the minute on the beet job opportunities.8 - 1160

OIot very interested in classified ads. Generally, may want to search by type (real estate rental, personal) and pertinent

auh-categories (price, location, age) if supplied.0 - 1181

*Seems to me* that with the compressnion of clasified ads filters would be of muchilow on, i.2Bitor2BdR or 2 ed~ms -

1173

O's a homeowner, I would be especially interested in 'services offered' classifleda per timely needs, i.e., to find a plumber, a
carpenter, tile repairer, cleaning service, etc. Local papers have bee. the moet fruitful sources for these other than word of mouth.'

- 1174

ml would be interested in adding the following filter lines: condo. employment, personals, cultural & religious events (more than you

noe in the Sunday lstings).0 - 1176

*Not interested for sdL. - 1104

October 1986

Question
# Text

Response Mnimum 26911 %tooe SGUt %tdk 75h %til Maximum Aveeng

43 &b system he. been operational _weeks

118 2.00 4.00 2.00 36.00 92.00 3.20

44 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during lat month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston ComminS _

Minutes/ Day
113 0.00 120.00 380.00 600.00 1440.00 448.77

45 Average time et using Boston CommlnS during lat monthi : Drowning Summaries caught by your Filter: _Minutee/Day

115 0.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 180.00 18.17

46 Average time spent using Boston ComminSl during last month : Drowsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: _ Miinutes/Day
112 0.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 180.00 13.02

47 Average Uwme spent using Boaton ComminS during l&a month : Rading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:__

blinutes/Day
114 0.00 6.00 10.00 11.00 120.00 18.80

43 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during lest month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day,
10e 0M 0.00 1.00 5.00 160.00 4.93
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49 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the last month : Articles Caught: _ Number/Day
112 0.00 30.00 60.00 150.00 4000.00 163.73

50 Average number of articles found using Boston CommIaS during the last month : Summaries Browsed: - Number/Day
117 0.00 16.00 30.00 50.00 336.00 0.88

61 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS during the last month : Articles Browsed: - Number/Day
115 0.00 8.00 16.00 30.00 200.00 23.59

52 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the lIst month : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day

116 0.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 0.00 g.29

53 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Printed: - Number/Day
115 0.00 0.00 .50 2.00 40.00 2.18

55 1 find that the information available is of: little interest-great interest
122 1.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.06

I I me the system for: personal use-botb-protesioaal use
123 0.00 3.00 6.00 6.00 10.00 4.12

ST For important sews, I rely on the system: not at all-some-ecluelvely
122 0.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 5.60

5 On the system, I Me the summaries: not at nil-some-very much
i 0.0A 7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.76

61 1 find the software: difficult to se-OK-essy to oe
121 1.09 5.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.37

8 On average, I have appreidmately thin number of lines in my filter: Uses
117 600 0.00 25.00 40.00 85.00 31.41

61 Ueag the system, I fed: awkw ird-OK-comforthk
lie 2.0 5A0 700 8.00 10.00 6.71

66 I fled the doeumenentato: i-adequae-OK-exeileat
120 0.0 4.0 5.0 7.00 10.00 6.83

TO I fied the system hes no value to me-some-great value to me
18 I.0 96.1o 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.26

71 1 prefer to read the news: in sewspepere-mixed-on the system
123 0.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 6.30

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-rM the system
121 0.00 6.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.12

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-ase the system
122 0.00 2.0 4.00 6.00 10.00 4.30

75 On the system, I miss the graphies: not at all-some-very muck
120 0.00 1.00 3.00 7.00 62.00 4.2

76 1 me the documentation: Never-sometimes-often
120 0.00 6.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 7.83
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ISI have ahown the system to ___ Mends.
119 0.00 3.00 7.00 19.00 180.00 12.61

51 1 sit at the keyboard end use the Boston ComIn~JS system _ minutes/day on average.

119 0.00 15.00 10.00 45.00 180.00 32.87

129 I me the modem connectlon for two-way access not at nil-some-every day
114 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 1.63

130 Of this time, I one the two-way featurs with my modem __ minutes/day

111 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 50.00 3.00

131 Average number of articles found using Boston Commis niece tie lnst questionnaire, via modem.: Summaries Drowsed:

Number/Day
75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 50.00 2.99

132 Average number of nrticles found using Boston CommisS since the l&a questionnaire, via Modem :Articles Browsed: _

Number/Day

74 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 20.00 1.6

133 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS since the lnst questionnaire, via modem : Articles Read Carefully: _

Number/Day
75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 .87

184 Avernge number of articles found using Boeton CommIsS uinee the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Printed: _

Number/Day
74 0.00 000 0.00 0.A0 5.00 .28

13 Average time spent usgog Boston CommnInS sinc the last questionnaire : Computer Rteceiving Data via modem:

hinases/Day
104 0.00 0.00 0GA0 4.00 800.00 9.41

18 The moem= connection W hard to use-OK-eas to u
so 0.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 Ir O0 6.10

137 1 Rend the modem connection busy- ee-oetmeewy

44 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 10.00 1.77

54 On the system, I read more full articles from: New York Times M~ Assoclated Prom wire III

M ~ WAG0 111 38.00 TOWa 91

62 To use the commands, I mostly: Use the Mens M~ Use Ohe Keystroke Equivnients III IOTHE-21
101 42.00 11 711.00 11 1.00

64 On average, I thange the lines my filter: Never (01 Once/Week III Once/Day 121 More-Often 131

101 18.00 111 96.00 121 9.00 131 4.00

77 1 have my system tuned to bold: <50 articles 10150W100 articles III >100 articles 121
101 15.00 111 46.00 121 51.00 TOtW ilO
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I ind that these three filter lines catch articles of the greatest interest to me
with the greatest probability.

(category: entertainment & cultu~re)
compute
movie*
-1006

ibm or 0i b mO or international business machines
commodore or amnigs or compaq
(subject: movie')
-1006

(subject: newsummary) (type: nyt)
(category: state and regional news)
diabetic or diabetes
-1007

ibm pc
health risk
boston commute
- 1011

virus sot aids
ibm or 01 b mO or 'international business machinesO
(subject: scotus)
- 1013

honeyweil or hon or bonweUl
ibm or compaq
(subject: business diget)
- 1019

ibm or compaq
(category: mews) (priority: urgent Ietc.)
health risk
-1024

(subject: russia or soviet -ue)
(text: elections and phil. nyc, It, or chi)
(subject: harvard not sports)
-1025

Ohostage@ & 'iran'
'dligitale or 6dec'

- 1082

(subject: compute)
(title: compete)
artifcial intelligence
-1041

(type: my&)
-1045

ibm or compaq
(subject: buiness digest)
(apple and computes) or (macintosh and computer)
-1045
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lews b1"a fluh
lb. etc

weather etc
-1061

(category: urgent) (subject: not sports)
sred ox
,Mit" or msanchusetts institute"
- 1057

(type: nyt) libys or syria
(type: Oyt) digital or ibm or comput"
(type: Syt) (priority: deferred)
- 1065

ibm
travel
-1071

(subject: lite* I brite*)
(subject: science')
chemistry
- 1072

(type: syt) (c tegory: news)
(type: nt) (category: commentary)
(subject: wall street)
- 1075

science watch
computer medicine
science q a
- 1076

health
ap
computer
-1077

librar' I books I biblio
religion I clergy I (methodiss not sports) i bible
state & regional news
-l0

robots
space sbae
urgent

flsallll digest
brlt wales englad
compute
-1084

baseball
sit
movies
-1086

brain

dilie
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chocolate
-1067

nutrie I diet'
medic* I health
jude I jewi I isrseie

news flash
newssummsry
financial summary

- 102

(subject: patents Or tAchnology)
(category: newsXpriority: urgent)
ski
-1097

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin)
physics I physicist
(category: sports) (mets)
- 1008

eps
superfund
health effects
- 1100

(subject: iraa)
(subject: seabrook)
(subject: avistion)
- 1106

aids
housing
boston
-1107

(subject: newnummary) (type: nyt)
(subject: man* digest)
(subject: satellite) I satelite
- 110

movies
weather
- 1110

gdafla or texww
(type: ap) (priority: flh urgent I bulletin)
(category: sports)
- 1111

red 3oK
(subject: mew) (category: urgent I flash I bulletin)
What I program to nath from advisories.
- 1112

(category: news) (priority: urgent I bulletin I flash regular)
(subject: news summary) (type: nyt)
(subject: movie*)
- 1116
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defense sad military
soviet uion. and defene
edi or star ware
-13117

(type: nyt)
(category: lifestyle)
(category: entertainment and culture)
- 1118

emRVironmen,0tal protection
eamericas cup*

Nepal

-1120

revolution or economic
(subject: afica)
political or social chane
- 1121

(wan street)
pautnt I technology)

(:sciene)
- 1124

red sox
patriots
mit
- 1125

(sovit Iusr gorb') -(category: sports Iadvia*) (date: Idate 01)
(defensejmilitary) & -(category: sPortsladvialreui*) & (date: IdSA 01)
(later warss I 5di I 8strategic dtee I arms controlm) &(date: Idate 01)
-1120

financial
supreme court
mas daybook
-1127

personal Sames
Compay "nam
foreign countries
-1134

aovi unaks
telephone company
cable televisiong
-1137

(subject: Wanl street)
maachsett daiybook
-118

vasle pea*l with the news-- changes week by week with political events
- 1141

(&object: new digest) (type; ap)
(subject: International new) (priority: urgent)
healt risk
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- 1144

(subject: weatherpage)
(subject: digest briefs)
(subject: sports briefs)
- 1146

is* or palest* or plo or samb or Iebaa*
mica' or salvad' or hondura' or gnat' or korea'
philipp* or vitsas or libys* or syri'
-1148

automobile
australia. or sealand
mass and institute
-1150

'nuclear plant, or reactor
tax bill or U83
'aimal rights' or 'animal welfare'
- 1162

economics
Soviet
mormon
-1160

(subject: wall street)
(subject: busines minor Ibusiness highlights)
(category: news) (priority: urgent) (date Idate 01)
- 1161

shuttle
spy
sVaelte
- 1162

(priority: urgent I bulletin I flash)
supreme court (category: not advisories)
(category: financial)
-1163

(subject: compute)
mames of individual companies I follow
marketing & compute (category: -advi*) (subject: -(advi$Idia'Ibr$Jhigh*))
-1166

mass daybook
red sox
(type: ap) (subject; news summary -rhode)
- 1181

(category: news) (priority: urgent Ibulletin Iflubh)
(subject: frostpuge)
(subject: fbe)
-1184

financial
dollar
Wall street
-1187
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(caeory: new) (P i ity: flua I nrst I bilti)
aids

category: sports*
summary briefs
-Ila

researek uiverelty
science teckaology
wit

-1104

flaeb bulletin ...
ibm
star war
-1106

gold I so-
ta not m .
- 1107

computem

mit
-1201

ma josms or saats claraw or msan mate o
(subject: column)
(subject: foreign affairs)
- 1202

commentary
arts I entertainment
news briefs
-1204

exchsage rates
frecast

-1205

news digest
urgent / priority
-1207

(category: flnaa) (Sin .ac I ckryder)
(cateo ry: news) (anadl I vascouver I ottaw)
-.1208

Not sure yet
-1200

( a"gory: mews)
Wall street
mad ews
- 1210

computers
Oword pcmusing'
imlformatlio procemlag"

- 1211

Demosr °at or pro'ao
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gener1ate and slectrivO
alternative
-1213

(category: domestic)
(category: noeXpriority: regular) (not forecast*)
(category: news) (priority: urgentlbulletinlflash) (not forecastO)
- 1214

nicarallus
sdi
frontpage
- 1215

news summary
health risk
sdi
- 1216

international news
america's cup
Seattle
- 1218

ibm
financial news
win, compaq
- 1219

wine
movie reviews
ty tonight
-1220

news category
lifestyles

1221

information on computers
-1222

japa or japanese
ibm
china
-1223

(category: news) (priority: or* I hue I fiC)) (date: Idate 01)
(category: news) ('south africa I mali) (date: Idate 01)
(category: entertainment culture) (date: [date 01)
-1228

(subject: mewssummary)
mel"
mit mramachusetta institate'
-1227

fiji or vasusto or papa or ' new caldonla'
(category: International news) (priority urgest)
israel, priority urgent, (sot sports)
-1228
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health
Requare daacG

nuclear
- 1220

forecast boston vicinity
health risk
(subject: movie)
- 1230

nicaragua
child health
central america
-1231

flnuacisal news on stocks I hold
busines news on companies I consult for

red sox
- 1232

(subject: architect*)
(category: news) (priority: flask)
ibm or comps or (apple ad computer) or stari or wn or

-1233

(subject: bbo)
(category: news)
(subject: wall street)
-1234

advisories
computer industry or okware
atitrust or intl. trade commission
- 126

news flsh
wall street
movies
- 1236

mit
west germany (category: not financial)

adi or (strategic %ad defense and inikive)
-1227

ita (category: not sports)
ibm pC
heath risk
-1240

hazardous wasie
bosto
-1241

Obviating I sirilane I 'je
(subject: comput)

enerl ashioa

- 1242

travel
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teh*
- 1243

(subject: compete)
cambridge Idate -21
software
- 1244

not (te ory: sports)
city Bad state names
- 1246

Have you used the new two-way system with your modem to query the master
database of stories transmitted from the New York Times in the last 90 days?
Will you please tell us about your experience with the new features? For
example, we are interested in learning your overall impressions concerning (i)
the features - or lack thereof, (i) the ewe of use - including comments on the
manual and the screen prompts, and (iii) the coverage of the database. We are
also interested in learning if and how the two-way features have changed your
use of the one-way system - or if they have changed your reading and listening
habits regarding regular newspapers and TV network news, respectively.

'Yes, I tried it oee so flar. ft couldn't find a weather report, which I felt it should fled. The manual was weak on bow to download
over the modem. I really like the ides of the database, sometimes you need into now, not whenever it comes in. I will have to

explore it further. Could you put the setup paramters for CIS to rum on desk view concurrently over the radio on the CIS subject.
I am having trouble getting It to work and it would really improve my use of the system.' - 1006

"1 just received the system at the end of October. it would be best if the question ws asked again soon (melt month). My first

impression from the write-up is that it will be a peat service for researching a specific topic, or to play cateh-up if one is away from

their PC for a long dution.' - 1006

'Haven't had a chance to use it yet.' - 1007

On the modem, I miss: Highlighted words, ability to store articles and summaries, page breaks for multipage articles when printing,
ability to print from summary screen, rapid response time going from summary to full article. However, even with these limitations,

it's a great feature!' - 1009

'Have not used it.' - 1011

ON*ve sed It a couple of times. Some trouble controlling when it dia, and some unintentioal dihng when lost in the user

interface. Some trouble figuring out that Alt-H would force a hanup. On the whole, it's workable for me. The pre-ready from the
modem is mseful - I wish the system could retain articles found, as rye bad it to re-retrieve a few when I thought they were already
stored. Rae when you no print a remote article are conftuing. I use this service only very rarely for very specific subject related

querieI - but at least oe it was extremely vuable.' - 1013

'1 baven't tried the modem capability yet. I will bring one home and try it. The new Leyboard sussmenst ae much better and
make the system easier to ue, especially the ability to msect and execute directly from the pop up menus. - 1019

'Sorry - bvent used the 2-wa system - will try It out in November.' - 1024

'We have used the two-way system two or three times. The manual was not very clear about what needed (or more accurately, did
sot seed) to be done by people ude a Hayes SmartModem to communicate. Repeag the information that no special stup was
necessary In the appendix that discussed querying the remote dats base would have been helpful. Nonetheless, we were able to gain
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acces to the remote data base without ay problems. Coacerming the features present on the remote System, our main comment is

that it would be useful to be able to atero the summaries in such a way that one could return to the summary window and then go
back to the results of the remote query without having to so through the entire query aan. Otherwise we haven't used the system
enough really to have opinion. about the coverage or features. It aeems a very useful service to have, however. So far, the two-way
featur have not changed our reading aad listening habit.. They have made u les concerned about accidentally deleting articles

we wisbhed to keep.' - 1026

'No. I haven't had the time to use it yet. But, I definitely will. - 1032

"Have not tried it (modem). I have restarted system after being inactive for -4 months. I still find that a big problem is the time

needed to cull out the potentially relevat articles from the 'junk' (to me) picked up by the filter linea.6 - 1038

'Since we have only one port, it's a little tricky. The master database is a big enhacement over simple broadcast, bat g days is
still limited for good retrospective seaching and you need an inverted file for fat respose.' - 1041

OI haven't used it yet.' - 1046

'No modem yet. New version installed 11/2/86.0 - 1047

'Not yet tried. Wil do so moon.' - 1061

Oi have not used the two-way system yet, but hope to. I have not obtained a copy of the new softwre yet. I was out of town
during most of October, and only used the program for one hour during the whole month. I returned as of October let, ad was
looking forward to increased use of the system. However, this didn't happen in Oct., but might in subsequent months if I get the

software soon enough.' - 1062

01 took one shot at it, got about 100 summaries in a database, and then was just overwhelmed. Ran out of time and have not

played with it again. Trouble is that the filter line is, in many caes, too abort to narrowly define a topic.' - 1067

O1 jut received my new software, I laven't used the remote connection yet.' - 1066

'The main advantage to me of the modem accem to the database is ... Now, I eta jut ak for the previous days main stories from
memory ... Again, I think there is a major advantage of the new system and that is freeing the reader from dependence on having
to be on line enough to catch stories of in&~.s - 1068

01 haven't umd it extensively with the modem. Waiting for upcoming move to new location - office in Boston or Lab. I like the

new printer support.' - 1070

'The modem is fi more useful than the radio receiver. With the modem, I see no useful purpose for the receiver.' - 1071

'Problems with system: 1) only NYT, it would be much better to have AP too as the two services complement each other. 2)
Cannot download file and look at it later. I dislike printing articles, but find myself forced to because I want to refer to some things

)ater. 3) Adding the date sad type specifiers to the line lengthens it so much that it is no longer acceptable. Solution - allow

multi-line filters. 4) My communications software (ProComm) supports Coin3. it would be nice if the system did too. Good things:
1) Lately I have been running long digital simulations on my computer and am snable to keep the system on when I go to lab.
Allows me to catch some things I have missed. 2) 1 like the fact that I can uually get thiovgh. 3) 1 can locate previous articles that
I didn't save when broadcast, like movie reviews.' - 1072

'1 haven't had a ebanee to hookup a modem to the qtem I se for CommlnS, so I can't comment yet. The software is better.' -
1073

oHave not used two way system yet.' - 1076

01 have not med the modem yet, bet definitely will - soot a I find the time. It is Mo great interest to me.' - 1077

8! enclose no aswer to the emay, because the questionnalre and the sew software arrived simultaneouly by mil. I have not used
the modem feature because I have not yet bad the opportunity.' - 100
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'For the moment my modem is broken. III let you know next month how I like using it (assuming it gets fixed).' - 1083

'We have not need the two way system as the modem is down. However, we are looking forward to using it. Manual
(documentation) is reasonable. I find the keystrokes easier to use as the menus are in filter same place Isic], but cannot keep track of
a lot. Duplicate items still keep cluttering up the files. Stock quotes would complement the data base nicely.' - 1064

01 have very little experience with this featse so far.' - 106

*A - The least clean instructions for me were on how to use the modem with only 1 serial port being shared between the subcarrier

frequency decoder and the modem. B - I was disappointed that the 'retrieved' files can not be directly saved as text files. C - I find
that the system is infinitely more useful to me now. ... D - Can the time span of the backward search be modified to les (or more)

than 90 days.' - 108

'I've just received my Everex 1200 baud modem - plan to install it this week - ask again next month.' - 102

"No modem.' - 1007

01 haven't wed it (yet).' - 106

'No experience.' - 1100

'My modem has been out of operation due to problems with my corn ports. I'll resubmit this essay after I gain more experience
with the system.' - 1106

'No modem.' - 1106

'It bs not changed my reading or isteing habits I think the screen keystrokes are good and the manual is easo to read overall ... 0
- 1110

61 have just received this new disk, and have not bad much of a chance to ue it. I will answer this question on the next form.' -

1111

'Unftorumately, I don't have a modem. I would like to get oae soos.' - 1112

'Don't have a modem yet.' - 1115

01 am sorry, but I do not have a modem so I have not sed the two-way sstem.' - 1116

'Haven't had the new software long enough to got used to the modem system, but the documentation leaves something to be
desired. Moreover, the function key changes are very confusing. Instead of, or in addition to, saying what keys have changed, you

should have included a simple litng of what the new keys do, that can be posted next to the machine.' - 1117

01 really enjoy the mew softwae and the modem capbility. This is a tremendous improvement over the 'first flight.' I find the
menus to be a goodIldea - my wife an mow use the system much moe silyt The manual has lso Improved with the more
detailed descriptions. The modem connection as profoundly infiuenced my use of the sysem. I find I rely almost solely on the

modem for specific information and use the radio hookup for general news reception. The NYT coverage has been very good - I
only wish there was a way to pull out financial statistics and stock prices. The fact that I naow have the ability to query the 90 days
of NYT is the rens I like the system so much - I feel the only reasonable use for the radio systems is for dissemination of real time

information as is the case with Lotus Signal.' - 1119

01 have not yet used the two way comnmunalatm yet, because I am waiting for a return call I[rom the hotline.' - 1190

'Yes, I used the modem commotion oces. I liked it. I plan on using it more in the future. I was confused about its usae, though. !
thought one could upload from the database to the user's hard disk. I would rather do this than read on lime. I was told on the

hot-line that this was policy. I think there are probably ways around this, (is. redirection of printer port to file), but I haven't tried
it yet. I tried to pr un article. The result was mixed. The system only printed part of the article, and a message said something

like 'Full article not transmitted.' That was unoylag. The modem possibilities men that I will never miss another article

transmission. I like that security.' - 1124
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oI have used the remote dtabas connection a few times in the lust month, and have found it quite useful. There awe a few minor
problems with it, though. First the mean that pope up when the query is r submitted gives a date range of -0 to 0, and there
seems to be no way to change it before the request is submitted. Subsequent searches (once the connection is made) can be
conducted in a mor* restricted time frame, but some way of changing the default (other than editing confT.txt) would be
appreciated. Second, I find that the filter lines re still too short, especially when the date filter is added. Third, there doesn't seem
to be any way to stop the search once it has started, which seems to be a wate of computer time. On the topic of ease of use, the
remote connection is OK, but could be made a bit esier. When in remote mode, the menus should display all remote commands.
For example, the hangup command is only displayed on the options menu, not on the remote summaries menu. On the hardware
side, I am curently running an external modem and the receiver from the same serial port, and switching between them is a
nuisance. Coverage is OK, given that it is an experimental system. Obviously more information would be better, but the present
service is very useful. I have found that the remote query facility is very useful for catching up on news that I have missed.' -
1126

'Sorry, I don't yet have a modem.* - 1127

1I love the convenience of being allowed to neglect my machine and then snatch defeat from the jaws of succees - I mean stuff my
head with all that stuff the MIT brain ha soaked up in the meantime. Since 0 days are not yet up, however, I am still postponing
this wonderful happening. Sure hope it works as advertised. (P.S. Be prepared for the Christmas rush, III be leading the
onslaught.)' - 1134

ONot yet, though I plan to soon.* - 1137

'Don't own a modem, sorryl' - 1138

01 mised the meeting - so I haven't used this new facility.' - 1139

'Not yet - looking forward to trying it out' - 1141

'My modem operates at 300 baud. I use teleommunications in my work. When my 1200 baud modem arrives I will definitely
accems the two-way system. Sorry this is late, I had to hook up the new software which works great. I even took some of your filter
lines sad added them to my fiker.' - 1144

'No, I have not ned the two-way system yet, but I have recently reacquired my modem and I am really looking forward to trying
out the new database with the two-way system. I am hoping to try the two-way remote system this weekend. When I have tried it,
I will send you my reactions.' - 1148

'I don't have a modem and am really not familiar with the new features.' - 1148

'No adequate experience yet.' - 1150

'Relatively ittl use so far. Only difcuty was inability to ban up Juotil I found the command at the back of the manual.6 -
1162

'During the last 3 months, I have used the system for only a few minutes a week on average due to time dependent work." - 1113

'Haven't used yet.' - 1159

'We don't have a modem - sorry - we wish we did - there's a chance will have one soon.' - 1180

'1 have only used it once given the time consuming connection proceess i you don't have a fHyes modem and done with only ou
serial port. Would prefer CIS to handle sign on with non-hayes as well. Separately, have found with the new software a small
problem. After reading/browsing an article and moving on to another category, using <F4> produces the previous summary
screen, whereas <enter> does not.' - 1161

01 have not sed the two-way system.' - 1162

'The 'query-everything-in-st-three-months' facility Is a pleasant complement to the up-to-the minute AP wire. Though the NYT
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database is not as up-to-date or 'hot' as what comes over the radio, three-month's worth of article3 and a surprisingly fast query
processing make up for that. At home it would seem undesirable since it ties up a phone ine, but in an office with many phone lines,
that's no problem... The keystrokes seem to have been changed to be like Lotus 1-2-3, but I find them no more intuitive than the
last ones. Suggestion: <Return> goes 'down' a level, while <escape> goes 'up' a level. Before, expanding a summary into an

article could be done by <esc> <esc>. Now, the keystrokes are either /<return> or Alt-R.. I like <esc> <esc> the best.
The '3ounce' screen saver is very handy, since we have the program running all the time." -- 1163

'No modem.8 - 1166

'Sorry, I haven't used the modem system yet - I'm waiting for a Hayes compatible modem for the XT, and have been spending my
time trying to get my system to receive packets Hope to use the modem system soon, regardless of packet problems - I've been
away at conferences for 2 weeks! Please see copy of my letter attached - I am willing to purchase a receiver to improve selectivity

so that I can receive the packet l Please let me know what you suggest! Thanks so much for your efforts so far - 0 - 1180

01 don't have a modem. I am a new PC user. Prior to getting your system I had not thought seriously about buying a modem. I
am now very interested in getting a modem.' - 1181

'The modem provides a needed complement to the FM receiver. In order to access specific information more quickly, recommend
the following: (1) Publish a master catalog of filters to be transmitted daily or accessed with modem, (2) Similar to Library of
Congress cataloging system, create more discrete subject filters so information can be accessed from different perspectives. When
the Boston CommInS is ready for commercialization, the users manual could be restructured for the novice .... My interests are
primarily business and financial info. With the accumulation of data coupled with a greater number of access windows, Boston
CommInS would provide greater visibility of data.' - 1187

'Unfortunately, I have not bad the opportunity to use the 2-way system yet.' - 1192

'My new system is not working. Help.' - 1194

1) It's surprisiny fast. At 1200 baud I expected it to be a dog, but the apparent lack of ACK/NAK protocols makes it pleasant.
2) Please get rid of snow on the BM COAl! Drives me nuto. 3)1 get frustrated with the limited length of the input line; my filter
has some 070 char topics, and when I try getting matches via the modem, CIS appends the source and time fields and then can't
cope with the long line. 4) I'd lilke a mode where I can leave the system unattended for o bour or two and have it download the
articles matching my filter via the modem. I can't use the receiver hardly at all because of multipath problems, so the modem is
very important to me.' - 110

8 1 didn't know about this feature. IIl try it out this next month.' - 1201

'Sorry, but I don't have a modem yet. lastead let me tell you about my impression of the system. I had no problem installing the
hardware. The instructions/trouble-sbooting section were excellent. I am not, so far, relying on the system for my news It i still
easier to scan through the Times or the Globe, reading articles that catch my eye, than it is to uam in advance what topics interest
me and make filter lines. However, the system is wonderful for collecting information on a specific topic - it does all the work.' -
1202

01 have made little use of the modem connection, partly because I am too lazy to keep disconnecting my modem from the radio

receiver link and partly because I find that, assuming I read the documentation correctly, I can access information only up to 90
days old. I am enjoying the regular, off-te-air service immensely and I found the software virtually transparent after just a few
days use. There are a few changes I would love to see in it though, and if you'll pernet me, I'd like to ist them: 1) A means of
marking blocks of copy and storing them in separate files for later use. 2) An un-do feature for restoring a mistakenly deleted
article. 3) An on-line search facility, like that in a regular word-processor. 4) An on-line editing feature for deleting and/or adding
some notes to some of the contents of a given article. 6) A way of changing on screen the margin of articles. 6) A way of getting
from reading an article back to the summary at the point you entered it. 7) A gateway to DOS. 8) A way of doing background

printing with an EPSON LQ-1500 printer. 9) A way of indicating what line of an uticle is currently being printed. 10) A way of
marking selected articles within a summary and then deleting them all at once, rather than one at a time. 11) A way of limiting the
number of articles in a given category without having to fill up available storage first.' - 1204
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OR is sot specific enough for some of my interest.. I still watch evening mew on TV, but find myself spending newspaper time at

my PC. I would love to e a system that would Include some data that is now commercially available, such - real estate searck.

-1306

'Having the system has probably increased my news availability, but I do not read the newspaper lens or watch TV news lem than I
used to. The system bae simply expanded my mews awarenees. One thing I wanted to comment on -- at first impremion, I did not

find the manual or soft-wre that eas to follow - I think the manual could be expanded to put lens detail on each page - to have a

step by step me of the software and me ot the receiver and the modem setups - But I still think the whole thing is great. - 1207

'Documentation on setting up the connection was only fair. Thn trial and error I found out which ile to edit to change the phone

number to dial. Using modem line is awkward. Many of my filter nesare too long to be used, due to extra items that are

automatically added. Even after editing down this default addition, I still encounter problems. Some of my filter lines which are

accepted do not function properly, since the remote system's support of the query language is not complete. I often forget to

hang-up the modem connection. However, my biggest problem with the modem lnk is ecrhing the system, when I browse

summaries or articles, I have developed a habit of a1d to delete junk. In remote mode, this crashes the system.' - 1208

'Have not been able to get the remote modem to operae.' - 120

arm used to online searching and depend on it. So, the addition of the NYT full text is great. Wish it could go back more than the

0 days - and wish we could search more databases. Finding problems with modem connection: connects fine the frst time, but

then, often, it cannot connect even thongh it keeps trying, If you could have the program running continuously in background I'd
just ms it more. Using tystem - both AP sad NYT - feel Fm much more up-to-date, much more attuned to what is happening -

and more in control than having some editor select my 'news." - 1210

'I tried the two-way system only one time. It was obvious &at I would have to spend more time leaning the query language to me

it successfully. To date I have not bad the time - jut a I haven' yet successully fine tuned my filter lines. This aspect takes

experience and experimentation. I know what I want to catch, but in some cases I feel that mien things or catch way too many
stories.' - 1211

of have just completed removing some extensive glitches is my system asmociated with and resulting from a system mconfiguration

and upgrade. I plan to Initiate my modem connection before the end of this week and can better addres my reactions after that.

However, having used the system for -6 hours, I foresee getting ewaly hooked on it.* - 1212

'I have no modem, therefore I ve nt useed the two-way sysem.' - 1213

01. When ierting filters into the system Interactively, the assignment of existing articles is shifted to the Alter above the correct

one. 2. I the date on the article the date of trasmimion or is it the date it was posted on the news service? 3. A better

description of how to me the remote system is needed. 4. The ability to rebuild the database should also be invokable from inside

the program so that If a filter is added interactively, an attempt can be made to match existing articles in the database. 6. The

display of the summaries should include the category sad subject. 6. Allow the user to turn off filters without removing them from

the filter database. 7. To allow better fine tuning of the filters, longer Alter inns are needed. 8. The CIS command line parameters

should be valid in both upper mad lower can. 9. Allow the mer to define the keyboard we to suit their needs. 10. When rebuilding

a databme, if the fles were ot read as ASCII fles the proces might be quicker. I hope that the above will help.,- 1214

'My serial port ha been out of commision for moast of the first month of this experiment and thus my usge hu been minimal. I

Intend to we it more. I have not need a modem for the system yet. - 1216

61 am a new user and have only med the two-way system a couple of times. I could really not fairly comment at this early point.'

- 1216

of m the modem only oceasionally. Since the software don mot treat quoted phrases properly on modem seres, I am unable to

screes out articles effectively. The coveraGe seems to be quite good on those occasion I do me the modem. The documentation sad

en promp. are clhar.' - 1217

of have only used the 90 day feture once, to cull recipes from the NYT. I am not se Interested In old news as new news sad thus
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have had no cause to use it. It should also be possible to save from database to disk. Also, 1200 baud seems very slow compared to

normal speed.0 - 1218

*No, have not yet used 2-way system. Planning to do so next month.' - 1219

'Yes, about three times. Had several problems with: 1) Latency of updating screen. 2) Queries too long when source and date added
3) Limited life of articles. 4) Attempting to delete articles crashed system. 6) Took awhile to find out how and when to hang up.
Phone link is most useful when: 1) System has been off for awhile 2) To provide information for new filter item., - 1220

'Only recently have I hooked up the modem, and am still experimenting with it. I think the screen prompts are easy to understand.
Also, I now find that I watch the local and network news much less often than before the study. My main interest is the weather
and if some way could be found to transmit the satellite pictures, it would be greattll' - 1221

'Have not yet used two-way system.' - 1222

81 haven't yet tried this feature, but plan to do so soon.' - 1223

"I have not used the two-way feature, because I have only one com prot and an external modem. Because my CPU is on the floor
(to cut down on the sound) it's inconvenient for me to switch from radio to modem. I have, however, ordered an I/O board which
will provide an additional serial prot and permit me to try the database query system.* - 1225

"I have only used the two-way system a few times, usually when I'm searching for something very specific. For the most part, I was
very impressed with the ease of use and the results of the query. One thing which I found lacking though, was the ability to transfer
an article from the main database onto my local database. This would allow me to read the articles carefully and/or print them at
my convenience instead of only while 'm online with the main system. I think that this feature would add greater flexibility to the
two-way system.' - 1227

'1 am a new user, and I do not have a 1200 baud modem. Other thoughts, though - - I really like the system. I am still learning
bow to tune my filter, but like having a couple of big categories at the bottom. However, when a major story is going on, I find 2
problems. One, I get multiple copies of the exact same story, all tagged urgent. The second problem is that there can be many
copies that are simply updates of the same topic. ' - 1228

'My evaluation time has only been 2 hours. I have to dial manually. 1) The old news feature is good. I do not have time to read
newspapers daily and this ables me to 'catch up.' 2) The manual is not a user's guide. It is a functional description of the
capabilities. 3) The data base is very good but I do use others.' - 1229

01 have not yet tried the two-way system. This is due in part to having only a single serial port on my PC and in part to the

modem being tied up with other duties on another PC. I have the fortune of being able to devote the system PC entirely to

ComminS.e - 1230

01 am still awaiting the arrival of a modem I have ordered. I haven't used this feature.' - 1231

'Yes, I tried to use the two-way system. I used it for one retrieval and my compaq blew upl! Because of a trip to London, I haven't
had time to get the video unit fixed, but I will do so in the next week or two. It looks like a terrific feature, though.- 1232

'I do not have a modem.' - 1233

'| have not used the two-way system.' - 1234

'I've used the remote file only three times, and one of these was for the purpose of learning its use. The other two were for 'backfill'
on new filter lines being added. Every couple of months I have occasion to make on-line bibliographic searches. At theses times I

expect to use your remote file also, though usually the things I'm looking for will be more than 90 days old. To me the real benefit
of your remote system is peace of mind. First, it makes it easy to retrieve items which caught my eye, but I didn't save. Also, I
have set my filters fairly narrow, knowing I can go back and retrieve something if the filter misses it.' - 1236

81 haven't set this up. I am a first time user just getting used to the basic system and making it work. We've had antenna
problems. We've hooked our system up to our hugh TV antenna. We're still getting some unframed packets.' - 1236
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Swe ae still waiting for an bT extension that would allow us to use the NIYT databasse. We anticipate using the database
extensively for looking at particular topics. Less so for general perusal of the news." - 1237

*First, even though I have Hayes compatible, I still have to use a communication protocol to dial out. I use the PC at work and
'receiving data from the air' is slow, unless you know that exactly at 10 there is a news bulletin etc. There should be a simpler
version of the program with les options because eventually one settles for some desired filters and does not need dll the other
possibilities embedded in the system. Reading news should not be something one should be involved in - like sitting next to a PC
and devoting all the time to it, hence glancing at a newspaper or listening to the radio is more fun to me. The data base of the NYT
is nice. it would be nicer to have classified ads a well. Overall, I do not use the system much, say 50 minutes per week-10 days,
and not daily. If this situation will continue I will probably return the system in 1 or 2 months. - 12338

0I haven't tried the modem system yet - I'm still trying to get the radio system to work - it's quite frustrating. I had my doubts
about the 'regulation' antenna working because 1) I'm ahout 1/2 mile outside Route 123; 2) I'm on the side of a small hill; 3) my
building is maily concrete with no accessible windows. When I hooked up the system, I was receiving unframed packets. The
Hotline person told me it sounded like in antenna problem, so I went to Radio Shack and bought their best outdoor FM antenna sad
had it installed on top of the roof, aimed at Boston. No Luck. I called the Hotline again - Dave Segal returned my call and said
that I should hook up a regular radio to the antenna and try to get the station on that. I did so - at first, there was a lot of static,
but when we turned the antenna, it came in loud and clear. Confident of success, we hooked the antenna up to the computer again.
Untraimed packets. I've called the Hotline since then, but no response yet. - 1239

.1) 1 received my system in October 1986 and have not been able to use It to its full capability, due to a hard disk failure and an
initial delay because I needed to buy and amplified antennsa. 2)1 can't answer this question because I haven't used the modem yet.

3) You didn't allow enough time to answer the questionnaire by the due date. 4) 1 find the software manual to be poorly organized
and incomplete. There should be an index. The query examples re limited. 5) Queries should be able to extend over more than
one line. I find that I am unable to create precise enough queries in a single line.' - 1240

0I don't have ready access to a 1200B modem, so I haven't been using the two-way system at adl. - 1241

'Ease of use is excellent. Documentation is almost nonexistent and no help at all. Have not used enough to know how good the
database coverage is. Features art adequate for the job - not exciting but they get the job done. Only use the two-way to search
for something very specific. So fsr, it has not contained what I was looking for, but I've tried it twice.' - 1242

'Have not used the two-way system.' - 1243

'1) Works well - easy to use. I'd like to be able to search for additional things with the current query without having to re-execute
the query. For instance if I ask for all the articles with (subject: movie$) later I want to look through all those articles to find the
ones which contain a particular key word. 2) Of course this could be much better if it went back further than 90 days.' - 1244

a'rve no yet. Looks good.' - 1246

November 1986

Question
#Text

Responses Minimum 26th %tile Seth %tlle Tsth %tile Maximum AvemWe

44 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during last month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommInS
Mintes/Day

122 0.00 60.00 240.00 720.00 1440.00 436.16

45 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Browsing Summaries caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day

117 0.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 180.00 16.81
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46 Avenage time spent using Boston Cumming daring 6A mouth : Browsing Full Artie* caught by your Filter: _Mifnutes/Day
its 0.00 5.00 6.00 15.00 180.0 13.31

47 Average time spent using Boston CommlanS daring last month : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:-
Mints/Day,

I18 0.00 6.00 10.00 10.00 120.00 11.50

48 Average time spent using Boston ComnM~ daring last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: M Iinutes/Day
114 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1180.00 4.34

49 Averagesomber of articles found song Boston CominaS during the last month : Articles Caghit: _~ Number/Day
118 0.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 4000.00 147.44

60 Average number of articles found uig Boston CommIaS daning the last month : Summaries Drowned: __Number/ Day
l16 0.00 10.00 30.00 00.00 5A.0 40.11

51 Average number of articles found ung Boston CommInS during the last mouth : Articles Browsed: _Nmber/Day
115 0.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 1w5.o 18.36

52 Average number of articles found editg Boston CommWa daring the last month : Articles Read Carefully: _Number/Day
111 0.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 60.00 9.10

53 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Printed: -Number/Day
117 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.01.91

55 1 flnd that the information avuila is at lie iateret-great Wn*e
122 1.00 6S00 SA0 8.00 10.00 7.22

I5 we the sysiem foer personal ow-hoth-prolosol ove
126 0.AD 3.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 4.15

67 For important noe, I rely on the systems: n at aDl-eom-excloolvely
124 0.0A.0 6.00 7.00 1000 5OQ.76

61 1 find the software: diffcut to a-OK-eas to m
125 0.00 5.00 8.60 9.00 10.00 7.17

63 On average, I havs approidimately Whl number of lin in my filter _Us"
118 8.00 20.00 30.00 80.00 100.00 323

67 Using the system, I feel: awkward-OK-cossfostabl

125 0.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 0.74

76 1 find the system has: so value to me-snme-greet vale to me
125 1.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.16

71 1 prefer to read Mhe sewn: In .ewnpapers-mixed-oen the system
125 0.00 6.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.6

72 When looking for specific Information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-a the system
125 0.00 5.00 7.00 0.00 10.00 6.85

73 When reading for genera Informato, I prefer to: read the mewpaper-ase the system
124 0.00 3.00 4.00 7.00 10.00 4.62

70 I age the documentaotion: wirter-someotimes-oftes
126 0.00 7.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 8.06
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$1 1 st at the keyboard ad use th Boston Commiass tm _minutes/day on average.
122 0.00 1&.00 20.00 80.00 180.00 20.84

129 1 use the modem coamectla. fr two-way sets= not at all-some-every day
124 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 1.16

130 Of this time. I ane the two-way features with my modem __ minutes/day
117 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 2.33

131 Avernge number of articles found using Boeton ComminS since the last questionnaire, via miodem : Summaries Drowsed:__

Number/Day
86 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 280.00 6.82

132 Average number of artile found using Boston ComminS since the last questionaire, via modem :Articles Browsed:

Number/Day

8 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 80.00 2.40

133 Average number of articles found wing Boston CommInS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Read Carefully: _

Number/Day
83 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 .77

184 Average mumber of articles found using Boston CommIsS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Printed:

Number/Day
83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 .36

135 Average time spent using Baston ComrnhS since the last questionnaire :Computer Receiving Data via modem:
Minses/Day

11? 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.00 2.88

136 The modem connection is: bard to use-OK-easy to use
as 0.00 1.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 4.80

187 1 tind the modem connection busy: never-aometimes-slways
50 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 10.00 1.61

I38 I run the CommIag as a background task: _ Minutes/Day
103 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1440.00 42.23

140 On aragte. I use the modem connection. leas this mouthi-same-more
100 0.00 0.00 2.80 1.00 10.00 3.1

141 With the new software, I find printing stories hard-OK-easy

go 0.00 5.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.16

54 On the system. I read more fill articles from: New York Times 101 Associated Fress wire fIII
101 00.00 111 39.00 TOWa 0

02 To use the commasids, I moetly: Use the Menu 101 Use tbe Keystroke Equivalents III JOTHM-0J

101 89.00 (11 88.00 (it 1.00

64 On average, I change the line in my filter: Never MOne*/Week Ill Once/Day 121 More-Often 1
101 16.00 Ill 88.00 121 13.00 131 2.00
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77 1 have my system tuned to hold: <50 articles 1015 0.100 articles III >100 articles 121
101 15.00 11 40.00 121 16.00 Total 120

139 1 run the ComminS as a background task under: Double-Doe 101 DesqViewli Not Applicable2l Oter(3

101 9.00 111 6.00 121 79.00 I31 2.00

Do you run the new ConminS software as a background task under either
Double-DOS or DesqVlew operating systems? If yes, please tell us about your
experience. If no, please tell us about your interest in such an arrangement in
the future.

'I really want to run the program in the background using DesqView. I tried to install it but couldn't get it to work. Could you put
the installation data out on the CIS group over the radio or in the newsletter?' - 1006

0I have neither Double-DOS or Desqview operating systems, thus I don't run the CommInS software as a background process.
Currently, I have two PC's, one that I use quite frequently, the other lees often. During the idle time of the les used PC, I run the
CommInS software. This is an expensive way to acquire multiprocessing. I will be losing one of the machines, leaving me with a PC
AT. I would use the CommlnS as a background procem if I had an operating system that would support it (Double-DOS or
Desqview), but I don't. I will continue to run the CommInS mostly at times I am not using the AT such as lunch, late afternoon, or

over the weekends.' - 1006

al have been running CommInS under Double-DOS and find it really beneficial. I mainly use the 2 partitions so I can dial up bulletin
boards, but still receive the latest news. With the screen blanking feature in this version, it makes Double-DOS even more stiractive.

I tried running under Desqview but had come problems. As soon as I configure my new AT system I'l try it again.' - 1007

'Do not now have background software. I would indeed like to not have to exit CIS to work with another program.' - 1009

@Now - 1011

'The Idea sounds OK, but I'm not interested enough to invest any money In Double-DOS or Desqview. My PC is free enough of the

day that I capture more than I can read anyway.0 - 1013

'No, however I feel it (running in the background) will be very important to the successful use of this type of capability. Then you

can use the PC when and how you wish without feeling that you must choose to 'interrupt' the monitoring of stories. Sort of a
feeling that if I switch now, then there is a break in the continuity or completeness of the activity. (Even though intellectually I

know it doesn't matter; however, I even have trouble throwing out old newspapers without reading them).' - 1019

*Don't have Double-DOS or Desqview - Sorry. New disk: emy to use and articles are coming in twice a fast now. Better

broadeasting.' - 1024

-We have never run the CommnaS software in the background and do not own Double-DOS or Desqview, but we would definitely be

interested in trying such a combination.' - 1026

8I haven't run the CommlnS software in background mode yet. But I hope to.' - 1032

'Not yet, but I plan to try it in future. (I have Deqview and 2 Meg of JRAm-2 Memory). I suspect that my PC may not be powerful

enough though.' - 1038

'1 haven't used the system much since the new software was distributed. The reason is that I haven't been able to get it to work
with my Mierosoft mouse, and I find it quite Inconvenient to ue with it's command Interface.' - 1040

'Our PC is only lightly used now so we don't need background sow. It would be very useful if the PC were heavIly used for other

funetions.' - 1041

'Have tried Double-DOS and Desqview but without perfect results. Hard crash after a while.' - 1043
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'Would be interested. Sometimes I forget to start CIS when I leave for the day.' - 1047

'I would be very interested in such a feature because the limiting factor in my use of the system is the time it takes to get in ad
out of it. - 1048

'Not yet. At present, I would be interested in doing so, and have bees looking for Double-DOS, but have been unable to find it. (I
would need to pre-test it with my speech output software). It might be elpfu, when I am working on MM or Lotus, to be able to
run CommIaS too. As my computer is configured, restructure might be complicated, due to my need for a speech program at all
times., - 1051

*No, but I would be very interested in doing do.0 - 1062

a1 do not at present have a multi-taking operating system and so have no such experiece. I am somewhat skeptical about the
likelihood that your program would run aeceptably in the background, however, because it seems to grab the disk for relatively long

intervals while it is running in single task mode. I am about to upgrade my hardware (to an AT) and may try multi-tasking with
more cycles available.6 - 1067

al plan to use Desqview but am temporarily blocked since my office computer (with good reception) does not have a hard disk and
instead uses Remote Virtual Disks over the local network. The problem is that there is not enough memory to hold all the active
pieces of program when running CommisS system in the background, while trying to ue reasonable sized programs (eg. 128K) in
the foreground. When I get a chance I will check out my options in the situation. At home I am still blocked becase of 1) poor
reception and 2) no hard disk.' - 1064

"! haven't done this yet, but with PC Slave, I should be able to do this.' - 1068

'I'm not yet running it se a background task for two reasons: 1) I use Paradox (a memory hag) which is only this month (a new
release) supporting >640K extended memory so I've delayed using my Rampage Desqview. 2) rm moving it from home to office
where I'm bringing up a Banyan LAN network - nervous about re-director, DOS 3.2, Desqview into action. 3) Relevant for fast
breaking news service my colleagues at Oxfam are in Press Office sad Advocacy work otherwise when time is not critical - I'd be
content to run at night sad skim let thing A.M.' - 1070

"I actually have Double-DOS but find I don't like it. Double-DOS causes everything else to run more slowly. The other things I do on
the computer (digital simulaions, scientific calculatious) take long enough as it Is. I prefer to shut the system off when I want to use
the computer.' - 1072

'Have both s/w pkgs but haven't ued either with CommiS. Am skeptical that performance would be adequate on an XT (or PC).'
- 1073

'Haven't run as a background task yet. I currently have no plans to buy software that would allow multiteking.' - 1076

'No but I am interested. Unfortunately, I also use computer in a lab as a data acquisition system so I'm not sure how well software
would interact with Double-DOS or Desqview.' - 1076

'Do not run as background task. Possible interest in doing so in the future.' - 1077

01 do not run ComminS as a background tosk since I have not purchased multitasker. I would VERY MUCH like to be able to do
this because I use my PC all day at work for other tasks and am not able to receive ny articles broadcast between 9 sad 6,
consequently. ( realise rm supposed to use my Hayes to query the database, but I have so far found the two-way system difficult to
use sad not worth the bother, even for trying to recoup an article or update I may have mised.) I am not able to justify spending
my company's money on Double-DOS or some similar product, especially for enabling an experiment in which I am participsting at
my own expense and on my own time. Should ComminS ever enable this feature, I'd be delighted.' - 1060

of don't have software that lets me run the CommlnS software In the background. It would be great to be able to since I use my XT
several hours a day doing work. I'm often reluctant to leave the machine running when I'm away from home became I worry about
wear and ter on It, but with a background proes I would pick up more stories than I uslly do. Does one really need Double-DOS
to do it?' - 1063
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'We do not run it in the background yet. We would love to. but our PC should probably be upgraded with a hard disk ad/or more

than "40K snd two disk drives to make that feasible. We, however, are tn king shout doing it. My husband sad I have two
machines and let our smaller PC be dedicated to CIS most of the thim.. - 1084

01 don't have those softwares, but I think that it is essential that you do something about this, because - at least in my case - it

limits the time I can use the system. Can you modify the software so it can be in the 'receiving' mode in the background? It seems
all It does now is write 'bounce' on the screen!' - 1086

'We don't have Double-DOS. It sounds like a good idea.' - 1067

'This would be highly preferuble. The modem hookup running in the background would also be highly desireable since the uploading

is so slow. I tried Double-DOS soon after I obtained the system but found it impractical due to screen interference between the two
tasks.' - 1068

•How much is Double-DOS - if it is cheap I would buy it because it is a nuisance to have to go in and out of Commins program.' -
1092

'1 haven't had time to run the new one under Double-DOS. but I did use the old system that way, after setting things to a screen
whose no 'writes' took place (which leaked through to the foreground task). I expect to use the system under Double-DOS less,
because I have a couple of PC's around.8 - 1096

*I don't see the need. CIS is the only application I am leaving unstended all day. In fact, for the last month It has been the only

program I have run at home.' - 1007

a1 would like to run this software in the background in the future although I do not have Double-DOS or Desqview. Sometimes I just
want to use my computer for other things, and at the same time, I would like to be collecting articles. I really question, though, how

well it might work since with the present software key strokes often take several seconds to proem if an article is being captured.'

-l108

'No, but I would greatly desire such an arrangement, with a provision a Is Switches in the MacIntosh family.' - 1100

*No - do not have Double-DOS available to me.' - 1105

'I occasionally use the system under Double-DOS. I find that the computer sometimes locks up due to memory overlap. The screen
sometimes gets overwritten by the ComminS when the ComminS is running as a background task. The problems I have had may be

due to the version of my Double-DOS. I should be getting the new version shortly. I'll write more after I have some experience with

the new version.' - 1106

'I currently use the software with a private PC-DOS multi-tasking system. The system provides me with two PC-DOS sessions.

With the ComminS software running in the background, I can continue to use my XT as a normal computer. This has proved to be
very interesting, e I can work on my computer and still stay up-to-date with just the push of a button. The multi-tasking software

performs very well with the CommInS software and there is no appreciable degradation of my machine's performance. The use of the

multi-tasking software allows me to continue receiving news during periods when I would otherwise have had to stop so that I could

use my computer for other purposes. I am very pleased with the current situstion.' - 1109

'Having trouble using it with Desqview.0 - 1110

al would like to be able to run the Commis software as a task under Xenix.' - 1112

'Since I do not have either Double-DOS or Desqview, I would be very Interested in running the CIS under Double-DOS sometime in

the future. From what I've heard of these operating systems, it would seem extremely useful for people to switch from one

application to another. I usually leave my computer on for the whole day, so switching from the news service to a word processor

without the hassle of saving to disk would be very handy.' - 1110

of do not currently have Double-DOS or Desqvlew but would like very much to be able to use the CIS sftware with one of these
programs.' - 1118
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Regarding sbtsmklng I am afraid I easnot commentl You me I do sot No say multi-taskldm packages. Whom mig CommlmS, I
devote my time to reading summaries ad articles and am not interested in running stay in the background. - 111

• The idea is great, especially for use on a machime that is shared with a number of mesm Most users would mever aeed to know the
system exists. - 110

'No, I haven't run the new softwar munder DOSe2 or Desqview. But I would be interested in trying It. It mm to me that the mew
software should be written to run under Windows, though. Wiadows will be incorporated into ADOS (DOS 6.0). Windows will be the

standard on 'M macinmes Why wait?*- 1124

11 have tried using BCIS as a concurrent task rumming undor the FEslo text editor, using the latter's limited multitasuking
capability. Unfortunately, Epsilom is limited to running program tat do not directly address the screen (e.g. compilers) and will not

work with BCIS. I do not ume Double-DOS or Desqview. I find the idea of multi-tasking appealing. but given the small addressab
memory availble under DOS ad the limited speed (even with my Deskpro's 7 Md0Fz 8086) 1 am not sure bow practicl it would be. I

certaily wouldn't mind giving it a try, but I can't afford to aped 660-100 on as experiment.' - 1126

"To the extent I understand the question it would be of great value to be able to run the ComminS in the background while freeing
up the DOS system for other ume.g - 1127

'1 am very interested in trying out the BCS system with Double-DOS, but have not had an opportunity to play with this
combination yet.0 - 1130

0I have med CIS and DD. I sure wish I had Carousel or Desqview because DoubleDOS is weird.' - 1134

01 tried Desqview with the old software but it didn't work. Does the new software work with Desqviow?' - 1137

'I'm interested, I'm interestedl I've tried Double-DOS; its too slow. The problem is the OS and the 8088 chip, not your system.' -

1141

11 do not have either Double-DOS or Desqview, therefore I have not bad the opportunity to run CommlnS as a background task. My
view of such a system is that it would e nice, but it is not necessary. Most of the time I run the system to receive aties is at
times when I normally wouldn't be able to am the system anyway (while I am sleeping or at school). Also, to exit the program when

I wish to run some other program is easy enough not to be considered a hasele. I do not fear missing some interesting article while I
am working on some other program. However, if my only source of news were the ComminS system, I would think sach mn
arrangement would be nearly a mandatory. The ability for the system to be run in background mode, as I see it, would greatly add

to the value of the system. For me personally it wouldn't make a great deal of difference, but that's because I me my computer
much less frequently for thinp other than CommisS tha the average person would. Therefore, acquiring a system to run CommInS
as a background system is low on my list of priorities.* - 1146

01 would like to ma the system with Mficrosoft windows' - 1147

0No - I don't have the background task facility' - 1148

01 have not run either. Doubk-DOS takes too muck memory for me to work on my normal tasks. I am interested is Desqview and

would like it runming under k43 but don't have the necessary hardware ow.' - IIW0

O1 have tried it miig Double-DOS. However, beeams I prefer ming RAM Disk (rather thea hd-die) for storage, then hm' really

enough room In 64K. ! fld that for rapid scanning of summaries, evesn hard dish Inat quite fast enough.' - 1152

@I do not yet have thin software eaebillty.' - 113

'NGO - 1150

•No, software sot available to us right now. I think this would be nice, but we leave the computer on nll might a d get lots of
arkleles anyway. Would Double-DOS or other background ue slaw down performanm? - 1100

of would he very interssted In such U arragement. - 1162
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'We're not really Interested a we have enough PC's with hard driven around that we can dedicate one exclusively to ComminS. It
would be a bassle if we had to invoke the system <no matter bow fast it I> explicitly compared to the present situation of walk
up, sit down, read.' - 1163

'No but I'm Settini Windows. Wil CIS rum ader Windows? Nf it does I'd like to me it.' - 1165

41 would like to be able to rum CommaS as a background task because my wife is currently using the computer frequently for a
project and there i little time for me to me the system.a - 1173

'Sorry, I have so experience with such system and am not familiar with how they differ from a standard system. I am for any
improvement that lessens the risk of mising articles of interest while putting computer to other uses.' - 1174

"! don't rum it, but I am interested in running Commis software ua a background task in the future.' - 1176

81 don't have Double-DOS or Desqview (yet), but am very interested in the ability to run CommlnS in the background. I'd like to

leave the news filter running 24 hours a day, but currently have to shut it down whenever the PC is used for something else.' -

1178

01 have tried Desqview on AT and XT for CommInS, but my rev of Desqview won't work on the new AT I have on loan. I'm
expecting that the XT with Desqview will be bow I me it, and will report on the performance penalty experience I have.' - 1180

61 do not own the software to run CommiaS in the background. I have only bad the CommlnS for 2 months but am convinced that I
must be able to rum the program in the background to get the mast from it. The ComminS program needs to be run every day for a
long, uninterrupted period. This cannot be dome if the program cannot run while other programs are being used. I am thinking of

acquiring Deeqview or some similar program so CommInS can be run In the background. I would like to know bow others have
made out before I get my software. The CommnlS software should definitely come with the capability of stertng the program then

'going to DOS' to run other programs while CommlS is running.' - 1181

' 1 do not plan to me the fesvure.' - 1184

'Not to date. I have recently received Double-DOS, but must copy to 3 1/2' disk. It is a definite must to obtain maximum use of

your computer. Will comment on next questionaire concerning my me of Double-DOS.' - 1187

'jFirst User:! No. Very interested. We have ton of RAM and the system is In high demand. Thus, such a system would be of great
value to us and also would be relatively easy to implement. Please send infol [Second User: No we do not have background

capability. We would be very interested in such an environment.' - 1186

'1 use Desqview all the time, though I do find I bang the system much more frequently with Desqview installed. This is a Deqview
problem though. I hope to get Double-DOS soon to replace Desqview, which is not reliable enough.' - 1192

'No - would like to know more about this.' - 1194

of have attempted to run the CommlnS software under Microsoft windows. Unfortunately, it doesn't quite work. The software ca
be loaded into memory and switched with the other applications, but it doesn't actually run - i.e. access the receiver and download

data - unless it is in the foreground. lextensive randomness about running ComminS under Windows, why he thinks the program is
great, bad reception, rabbit ears, etc., ete.!' - 1196

'No, at this time I do not have any interest in such an arrangement.' - 116

al didn't know It was possible, but it seems like a good idea. I dedicate a PC to the CommlnS software and it seems ans though the

system does not have many spare cycles so maybe it would only be practical on an AT.' - 1201

'No. It would be nice (though I suspect infeasible) to have the software be DOS resident so it can be run continuously from

PC-DOS.' - 1202

'Sorry, do mot me It that way. Have been in Mexico most of November on bulnmes therefore the reduced me of the system.'.- 1204
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•Don't we. No experience. The hardwaire required (expense) does not warrant it at this time." - 1206

oi don't use the system a a background yet though I'd like to. I run it while rm doing other things including working on the other

computer but fere my storage capacity isn't set right for constat use. I am so buy, rm niways missing the news and often missing

lunch sad remembering to get the paper. This project is the solutiont I love ill' - 1206

%1 do not run the CoemlaS software that way because at present I do not own those packages - if I am able to purchase them soon

I will then be a lot happier I think with the way I need to use my computer - right now everytime I or someone else needs to use the

computer for a database search I am often in the middle of rending as article - or printing. I intend to purchase something like

Double-DOS or Desqview eventually - also more memory.' - 1207

*Have not done so. Find that nsnrly-dedicating a machine to ComminS is very awkward. Therefore if a background system can be

made to work at reasonable cost, it would be of great interest for office applications. At home, since there is les demand for
computer time, this is lees of a problem.' - 1208

of don't now, but would like to. Looking for memory board - or might get Double-DOS.' - 1210

81 haven't tried this yet but am about to use Double-DOS, or Concurrent DOS or Windows to run CommlnS and a BBS for college
teachers. Since both require frequent disk I/O the result should be intereating - something like the 1812 overture I expect. Il let you

know if it works and what happens.' - 1211

'Pla to implement Deaqview in Jasuary.' - 1212

'Don't use it but I would be very interested in having such features in the future. The CommlnS system should be on ll the timel'

- 1213

'I have run Double-DOS with CIS and found the combination useful for receiving articles while still using the computer for other

work. It is really an ideal set up. Currently I do not use CIS with Double-DOS for one reason. That reason is that the reduced

memory available under Double-DOS forces a lower total system budget due to memory requirements for database maintenance. I
therefore cannot receive the number of articles that I would like. If the software could be run so that articles are only put on disk,

with no database maintenance, then I would use Double-DOS with CIS more often.' - 1214

01 own Denqview, however I only have 64K in my computer. When I tried to use the ComminS system with my normal activities I

did not have enough memory to avoid swapping to disk. Thus at present I haven't used the software in a background task. If I could

limit the system size to 100-150K I would use it as a background task - is this possible? Perhaps sacrifice (i.e. a separate receive only

module) some features for the ability just to receive in the backgroundt - 1216

'I have just acquired DoubleDOS and intend to use it for this purpose. It is not yet installed so I have no experience.' - 1216

'No, I do not run it as a bvkground task. I use the system with an 80286 turbo board for software development, which makes

background tasks impossible. I usually just set up CIS to run for a few hours unattended during the day ad then read the article$ in

the evening.' - 1217

'I don't run under these operating systems because I don't own them. I would be very willing to try using them in the future it

provided for me. I am not sure how great a use they will be though because of the memory limitations of the 80M. However, an AT

with n-Meg would be more suited for this applicaton.' - 1218

'Yes. Works fine 171I difficulty.' - 1219

'No. However have a AT&T 300+ capable of running MSDOS as a process under UNIX. Plan to bring up UNIX sometime and see

what worksl' - 1220

'Pease explain what background task is?" - 1221

'We do not use the system in the background. However we would find it very useful if it didn't tie up our system when trying to

carry out our other telecommunications tasks.' - 1222
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1've been too busy to try to set this up yet - but I pin to try it in the future". - 1223

"As I indicated on the questionnaire, I would like to be able to run the news service as a background task, because I have to use my
computer for work (mostly word processing) a much as 64 hours a day, during which time I am cut off from the news. I suspect
that since I have a turbo-charger hoard, I ought to be able to handle both - at least it would be worth finding out." - 1226

OAs of yet I have not run the CommilnS software as a background task, however I am very interested in setting up such a system. I
have found, however, one problem with leaving the system unattended for a long period of time. The self-maintenace features of

the software are very crude, and thus it is very difficult to specify which articles to delete when the system is over budget. if there
were some sort of self-maintenance feature (i.e. the ability to delete all articles more tha x days old in a certain filter), the system
would require much Im user maintenance, such us manually deleting old muread articles to make room for new articles. I think that

such a feature would allow the system to be left unattended or us a background task for longer periods of time, without the user
having to read and delete articles every few hours.* - 1227

0I would be very interested in running CommlnS us a background tusk, but I don't have enough RAM (only 320K) in my computer

right now. I find that I am using my computer lea for non-CommnS programs since I got CommlnS. I leave it running about 24

hours/day and tend not to turn it off for word processing or modeling tasks." - 1228

oNo - I do spend about 20 hours/week using my system us a word processor. It would be nice to run the radio in the background. I
have not purchased multi-tasking software because I have never found a need. I am interested in multi-tasking software." - 1229

01 would like to ue Double-DOS as it would enable me to get more use of the radio broadcast. if only my computer could receive

whole articles." - 1231

2 1 hope to get Double-DOS very soon for the express purpose of using CIS. Sounds like a great use for it.0 - 1232

01 do not use Double-DOS or Desqview." - 1233

ONo, I would be interested in background ctapnulity. - 1234

2(1) Just got Desqvlew lest week. I can't get Desqview's earn' feature (keyboard macros) to work right with your program. (2)

Otherwise, seems to work OK. (3) It would help if you allowed more load-time switches, particularly something for <Mtt-B> and
<Alt-S>, (4) Desqview still doesn't solve the problem of Iog pases in the priuting." - 1236

61 don't. I think we don't want to do this because our machine is heavily taxed by my husband's doing CSD activities on it. (He's a
technical llustrator.) He needs every bit of speed be can get from the maechine. (We actually have 2 machines, one 10MHs and one

12MHz, and both ae in constant demand during daytime. I used the ComminS system in the evelng.)" - 123

OThis is my second questionnaire and I am again unable to respond to the esay question. I do not have the appropriate software to

run CommlnS as a background task. Since I leave the system running overnight, I see little need to use it as a background system. I
am more concerned with fie-tuning the filters. I ind that I am unable to catch articles I wish to read, while my hard disk fills up
with unwanted articles I had hoped to use CommlnS for most of my newspaper reading, since I usually read the main news stories

and selected columns. I find instead that I must use both means to get the coverage I waat." - 1240

01 don't currently bsve enough memory to run CommlnS under Double-DOS or Desqview, but I would certainly like to if I did have

the msmory." - 1241

81 have grave doubts that the system would be very usable in background mode on a standard PC, although it would probably work

better on asn AT. The programs I tried that use background mode (mostly for printing) have slowed the foreground operations to the

point of annoyance. On a PC, with the slow processor and the slow disk drive (I'm assuming a hard disk - on a diskette it would be
impossible ... , I think the BostonCommlnS program would take big chunks out of the usable operating time of the system while it

was writing articles to the disk. Perhaps with a filter set much tighter than mine (10-26 articles/day), so that articles would be
caught much less frequently (2-3/day), it would be a reasonable system. I am an impatient person (st least with my computer), sad I
insist on having a very responsive system at all times because I am under constant time pressure in my work.* - 1242

miave so interest in running in the background since the MM PC XT's performance becomes very poor in the foreground task
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processing. The system's hardware is really mat designed for multi-taskmg or foreground/ background tasking. Thus I have no desire
or interest is the future for each an mrraagememt.0 - 1243

'Slounds interesting - I don't have enough memory to do this mow. Also I'd need a hard disk since both Iloppys are in -es for
ComminSl.9 - 1244

"Would be very much interested in its ate in the future with multi-tasking but would have a more immediate need to mse it with the
'progransswapping' program Software Carousel." - 1247

01 do not.!I would be interested in knowing more about this.' - 1248

p December 1986

question
# Text

Respo-ae Minimaim 2SIth1 %die 5th, %tUe 76th %tile MaxImumi Averag

30How much RAM memory does this machine have? _ Kilobytes [in De, phrased My computer has _ Kilobytes of RAM
memory and .. 321

114 256.00 512.00 640.00 640.00 4000.00 764.5

32 If yes, how large is the bard disk? _ Megabytes Jin Dee, phrased 20.. and _ Megabytes of harddisk capacityl
112 0.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 120.00 17.74

44 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last mouth : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommlnS _

Minutes/Day
112 0.00 60.00 240.00 720.00 1440.00 432.56

46 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month: Browsing Summairies caught by your Filter: _Mlautes/Day

109 0.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 180.00 16.30

46 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month :Browsing Pull Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
109 0.00 5.00 £0.00 11.00 120.00 13.01

47 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month :Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter: _

Minutes/Day
106 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 120.00 13.31

48 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
103 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.50 240.00 6.09

49 Average number of artile round using Boston CommInS during the last month : Articles Caught: _ Number/Day
109 0.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 1017.00 103.49

50 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminSl during the last month : Summaries Browsed: - Number/Day
107 0.00 11.00 30.00 50.00 400.00 50.58

11 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS during the last month : Articles Drowsed: _ Number/Day
16 0.00 5.00 15.00 24.00 100.00 19.15

62 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month :Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day
106 0.00 3.00 8.00 10.00 65.00 10.24
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53 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS during the last month Articles Printed: - Number/Day
106 0.00 0.00 .20 2.00 40.00 2.08

55 1 find that the information available is of: little interestr-reat interest
115 1.00 6.00 7.50 8.00 10.00 7.10

56 1 use the system for: personal use-both--professional use
118 0.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 4.18

57 For important news, I rely on the system: not at all-some--exclusively

115 0.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 8.53

S7 Using the system, I feel: awkward-OK-comfortable

10 2.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.97

70 1 find the system has: no value to me-some-great value to me

118 0.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 7.11

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system

116 0.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.50

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-ue the system
117 0.00 2.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 4.73

74 On the system, I miss the stock prices: not at all-some-very much
114 0.00 0.00 3.00 7.00 10.00 3.82

75 On the system, I miss the graphics: not at all-some-very much
113 0.00 0.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 3.76

81 1 sit at the keyboard and use the Boston CommlnS system _ minutes/day on average.

100 0.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 205.00 31.19

82 On the system, I would like classified ads re articles for sale, job opportunities, housing, etc.: not at all-some-very much
117 0.00 2.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 4.98

83 1 would like detailed TV schedules on the system: not at all-some-very much

117 0.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 10.00 4.24

92 For important news, I rely on the system: not at all-some-exclusively
116 0.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 5.81

03 My interest in the system is: decresing-uachuaged-incresing

117 0.00 4.50 5.00 7.00 10.00 5.85

94 On the system, I would like schedules for academic seminars at local universities: not at all-some-very much

117 0.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 10.00 6.50

05 On the system, I would like schedules for Boston Computer Society meetings: not at all-some-very much

118 0.00 2.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 5.40

37 On the system, I would like schedules for movies, concert@, & plays for Boston area: not at all-OK-very much
118 0.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 10.00 7.30

104 With the system, I feel: less informed-same--better informed
116 4.00 7.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.61
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129 1 use the modem connection for two-way acem: not at aiI.-mom.-every day
112 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.24

130 Of "hi time, I use the two-way features with my modem _ inutes/day

105 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.00 1.97

131 Average number or atcles round using Boston CommiaS since the last questionnaire, via modem :Summaries Browsed:

Number/Day

78 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 40.00 3.04

132 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS since the last questionnaire, via modem -Articles Browsed:__

Number/Day

75 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 20.00 1.8

133 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS since the last questionnaire, via modem: Articles Rend Carefully:__

Number/Day
74 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 18.00 1.23

134 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Printed:__

Number/Day
72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 .33

136 Average time spent using Boston GomminS since the last questionnaire : Computer Receiving Data via modem:

Minutes/Day

105 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 45.00 2.0

136 The modem connection is: hard to use-OK-easy to usei

65 0.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 4.91

13? Ilfiad the modem consetion buy: aever-sometimes-always

54 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 10.00 1.87

IV* ON average, I use the modem connection: less this month-same-me

92 0.00 0.00 4.00 5.00 10.00 3.22

141 With the new software, I flnd printing stories: hard-OK-easy

97 0.00 5.00 5.00 9.00 10.00 8.48

54 On the system, I read owe full articles from: New York Times 10 Associated Pross wire III
101 56.00 111 40.00 TOWn 06

130 1 run the ComminS as a background task under: Double-Doe 101 DesqViewlf Not Applicableflf _ OtherI3t

101 9.00 111 5.00 (21 60.00 131 3.00

For those of you who had experience with the original ComlnS software, do
you like the new key assignmentst better than the original? Can you suggest any
further changes - perhaps ones that add functionality?

*The new keys are fueO .- 1005

01 rind the new key assignment@ have improved, but not enough to cause me to use one system or another. I can easily adapt to

using either 'key set'. One improvement might be to have the function keys displayed on the last line at all times vs. hitting '/'to

get the mienu.* - 1006
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1I reel tha, the new system keys are very good compared to the old software.* - 1007

,Yes [better than originall. Built-in print spooler. Built-in 'Double-DOS' program to allow running in background.* - 1009

01 like it better. I don't need the IAIltHE combination to execute a command.* - 1011

*Not much difference one way or the other. Better, context sensitive, interactive 'help' would be valuable for new users. Easier

correction of filter lines.0 - 1013

'The new key assignments are a significant improvement! Thanks. The beep on error, which ws removed, was useful in orienting

the antenna.' - 1019

"I don't understand what benefit you've achieved by changing the key assignments. I find myself hitting the wrong key (annoying)

more often now. For instance, ALT-Y instead or ALT-E. I can't say one's better than the other, but why bother?' - 1024

*They seem about the same-that is, equally learnable or arbitrary, just different from what they were before.* -1025

"New key assignments are good EXCEPT for Alt-X AI-E sequence.* -1032

@Yes'! -- 1038

*Yes* - 1051

*1 have had a little trouble shifting from the old software to the new. In particular, the change of the confirm key from alt-y to &lte
initially caused me to blank the screen and cuss softly several times. Time and use have fixed that problem now. The new
assignments are about as good as the old ones.' - 1057

'No.' - 1068

'Yes lbetter asaignmental. NEED MOST: ability to browse summaries from F4 without a preceding AMt-read, i.e. to, from first menu,
move cursor to desired filter line, be able to use F4 key to see summaries and then have a single key to read (like FS) or then give an

AIl-r on tcle.' - 1070

11 dislike the way to exit from the program. How about allowing a simple Y to confirm. I dislike Alt-c intensely. It is inconsistent

with every other program. The other assignments re fine.' - 1072

'The new key assignments are somewhat better, but I still find the interface confusing. It is convenient to dive from the list of filters

to the summaries for the current hightlighted line by pressing ENTER, but i1s surprising that you cannot dive from a summary to a
story by another ENTER.

In general, I find ALT-keys awkward. I think that you should just be able to press plain, unshifted keys to execute
commands/navigate - It' for 'Read' etc. Instead, the default seems to be that unadorned keys are input to a new filter line. I spend

far more time reading/navigating/commanding than I do typing new filter lines. Therefore, I feel that the 'modes' should be
reversed so that plain keys command and that you have to give a command to get into building a new filter - that may well be a

heretical view.' - 1073

*I think the key assignments are good. In general, once I learn the keystrokes, I would rather stay with what I know than change -
even if the changed keystrokes are easier. - 1077

of like the new key assignments better.' - 1063

'Yes!' - 1064

' Yes, except that some people use them without de-activating lightning, which has different key assignments--leads to freeting the

system.' -1087

'They are fine.' - 108
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* OK' - 100t

*1 like the new key assignments better than the original. I can't think of any further changes.* - 1008

'Better than before." - 1100

11 like the new key assignments better than the original one. I however like to see that the pae down key would bring to cursor

down to the bottom of the page rather than flip immediately to the next page. I find this to be annoying and inconsistent with the

existing software on the market.* - 1106

'The new key assignment. (after a bit of initial confusion) seem to be somewhat easier to use. However, there are two problems that
I encounter. First, I don't like having to type A-X and A-E to exit. I find it awkward. Second, everyone always has 'their' favorite set

of key assignments .e. the Quit key, the Browse key, the Page Forward/Backward Keys) that they use for other popular software
packages. It can be particularly unnerving to switch from an editor with one set of keystrokes, to the CommlnS Project with a

different set. I would like to see user-assignable keystrokes. That way everyone could customize their definitions to match the other
software packages that they use and that way I wouldn't keep bringing up the command menu every time I want to quit., - 1100

'On my AT keyboard (the 'old' one) they are both pretty awkward for some keystrokes. I do not prefer one over the other." - 1112

@Yesl* - 111

'The old and new key assignments make no difference to me. Since the program has menus, I don't need to know the key

assignments.' - 1116

'At first it was confusing because I kept wanting to use the old key assignments but once I became acclimated I liked the new ones

much better. The slash key in place of the escape key is definitely superior.' - 1118

aI am ambivalent about the keystrokes - the new ones are just as easy to use as the old ones although I find the definitional menus
very helpful. One function that would be particularly handy would be one that would write a 'modem' article from the telephone line

to the user hard disk.* - 1119

'No difference, just a matter of Setting used to them.' - 1120

'Took a while to switch comfortably, but they're slightly more convenient.' - 1121

8I like the new key assignments. They're not all that different from the original.O - 1124

'Consistency: I think the new command set is an improvement over the old one. New users will find the lotus-like use of the '/' and

Esc key far more intuitive. Only one aspect that I find inconsistent is the use of 'CR' key. In the filter window, it acts as an 'execute'
key, in that it processes the current line. In the Summary window, I expect it to select the summary being pointed at and present it

in the article window. Of course, it doesn't, instead it resubmits the filter line. I still find this counterintuaitive, although I realize that

there are some good reasons for making it work this way.

'The use of Emacse-style key assignments in editing the filter lines is OK, but there are some sub-optimal key assignments there too.

The 'delete' key deletes the whole line, which is bizarre and the 'end' key takes one to the end of the filter window, osing whatever

filter line was being edited. I've made these errors several times, even though I use an Emacs clone for text-editing. I think better key
assignments could be created for line editing, including more attention to the cursor coptrol keys. (For example, include movement

by words with a ^ or shifted arrow key.)' - 1126

'New keys work fine.' - 1130

*How about an 'accounting' system in the software so I don't have to guess when I fill our the hours/day section of the survey? The

software would tell me how much time I spend in reading surveys, reading articles and letting the system work on its own (in

'bounce' mode). - 1137

'1 have adapted to the new key assignments and am able to retrieve the information I want easily. The only problem I have been
experiencing, is when I am ready to exit to DOS, the box appears on the screen. I highlight execute and press return and sometimes I

exit and other times I have to repeat the procedure several times before saving and exiting.' -- 1144
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OYs, I like the new function keys better, but the Fl key should be a menu rather tha a help file. It is very frustrating to be
working and accidently hit the F1 key and have to wait for the help file to load and print on screen. The help file should be a 2 key
stroke command or at least an obecure key.* - 1146

*In general the key assignments are better; they follow industry norms for PC applications. I would prefer not to have to make
continued alt-key combinations to do things though e.g. if I choose wipe all articles', I have already used an alt-key combo and
should only have to type 'y' or 'n' for confirmation. One inger is better than two." - 1160

*Prefer the new ones. Would like 1) ability to 'tag' articles for printing (from several filter lines at one.). 2) ability to delete all
articles (other than 0, lenter, alt-k, alt-e).' - 1162

"I have trouble printing on arrival.' - 1169

We don't have a new manual so we have had to find them (the new key nssignmenta) out by trial and error. They seem fine, but I
have mixed feelings about having to hit Alt-e (execute) to get out. It's a good protection, but requires more keystrokes.' - 1100

'User bindable key bindings. Don't always be in the mode to enter a search string. I shouldn't have to use the ait key for 96% of my
use of the system.' - 1163

'I like the new keys, but I can't get the modem system to work.' - 1166

'I still have trouble printing to a non-3dM printer. And located on 128 in Canton, reception is only marginal. Overall, though, I am
still very excited about the system.' - 1171

'Move A-H from F1O menu to F2 menu, so remote connection can be terminated ms well as Initiated from same 'location'. Printing
on no-BM printer seems to have '2nd clas' status. I there a way for the software to create a queue for printing several articles on
sos-IBM printer, without requiring cloe operator attentiont' - 1174

'The key assignments are fine - '/' to get men window is very haudy n a quick reminder, quicker than using 71' Help. '' should
get a quick help pointer to 71' and/or a quick menu.' - 1178

What changes or improvements would you suggest that the ComminS Project
make in the next year? What do you think that the CommlnS Project should
accomplish in 1087? Would you like to see:

1. additional newspapers?

2. news magazines?
3. regular magazines?
4. professional journals?
5. schedules for meetings and the arts?
6. new software features?

7. new hardware features?
Please be specific or general in your answers!

'Globe, Time, Newsweek, Byte, Science, Nature, Boston area hedules for meetings ad artl. Run in background by itself. Include

stock prices.' -1006

at am a very happy cuatomer/tester of your system. There is not a geat need to have more functionality and I find the system very

stable with one exception. When I leave the system up over the weekend, it is not uncommon for the budget of 200 to be reached.

Usually, at this point the system hangs. What I would like to see for 1967 Is the availability of more information (Professional
journals and calendar of events to be specific yet vague). Software tools to organist and search unique database will probably need

to be re-written.' - 1006
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i1 feel that more newspapers, magainee. computer related magsiass would be a definite plan. Schedules of the Boston Computer
Society ad other professional orgaau ase would also help. Softiwr: COLOR, COLOR, COLOR - PLEASE - would like to set
some budget items so will only be deleted by me aad also set budget to only keep 'x' items. This way I would keep my towa budget

equal to al line item budgets. - 1007

'Washigton Poet, LA Times, Wall St. Journal, Aviation Weekly' - 100

11 don't like Asseiated Press articles. Too much of it is of no interest. rd like to see more Boston coverage and better quality
articles like from proteeeiosal jourals or Time magaine.' - 1011

'All of theue sound peat. I'd particularly like to get schedule for local events. It would be particularly valuable if you could come up
with a query interface to check on events according to time, type or place.* - 1013

'Boston Globe, suburban (local) papers. Trying to download software would give some new experience to some of your community
and the experience nay be something you would find intereeting to observe - however I don't feel you should try to become a PC
bulletin board. Adding items like classified, tv & meeting schedules will be more (or lea) useful depending on the unique
search/filter techniques you devise. Table of contents of the stories and articles in current issues of various magazines and journals

might be more useful and less expensive than attempting to abstract them.' - 1019

OA problem we have with using the system on our office computer is that the system competes for time with too many other uses.
Over the past month or so the system has consistently lost. Our office subscribes to the WSJ and the Globe finds its way here each
day as well. So, the system seem to be used only during special events - Chernobyl, Shuttle explosion, etc... - rather than as a
matter of routine.0 - 1021

*Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe, U.S. News and World Report, too many fregular magazines and professional journalaj to choose
from unles user can select. [Schedules for meetings and the arts is aI good idea. How about the Wall Street Journal? If you can add
only one service that's itl Modem: How can you cut down on-line times! Will I have to tie up my phone 4-6 hours/day? Radio is
better this way - have you any idea I'd like to see some batch files for installing on a hard disk mad for booting the program disk. I
wrote my own but you need to think about future commercial users.' - 1024

OThe software could still use improvements. An 'undelete' key for sccidentaflly removed article sad a more efficient way to filter
out duplicate articles come immediately to mind. The new key assignments seem OK, although the reason for changing

FI-F3-F6-F7 to F2-F4-F6-P8 escapes me. In the future we would like to mee a selection of proemional academic journals and
possibly local film or TV schedules. Some of the categories need better definitions: for example, 'column' catches all kinds of text

besides regular columns. We haven't used the two-way system much but value it has as a backup. So far its main effect has been to
make us les insistent on keeping valuable articles, since we know we can always recover them.' -1025

*Schedules would be a welcome addition. Professional journals and 'freeware' would be pteat!O -1032

'Boston Globe, PC Magazines sad especially weeklies. I need some way to increase my 'hit rate', i.e. the % of stories collected that
are genuinely interesting to me. The problem is the 45 minute/day to wade through the material. I view this as a system
engineering ine; but better software filters would help. (eg. 'variable' - user defined ugglomerations of search words, which could
then be used in further compound expressions).' - 1038

"I think the most exciting challenge is to investigate how ComminS could be integrated with, or at lest, connected to, other

information systems so that information or functionality not practical for it can be accessible via getways and/or coordinated with

other softwre.' - 1041

'Additional papers - eg. Washington Post, Wall Street Journal would be welcome. I am happy with software and hardware as is.
Key assignments and fatures are definitely better than original software.' - 1043

'Yes Ito all information source additional. Your system has terrific potential in its features. The thing that's missing is the

information and the quality of the rendition of the information (is. not graphics).' - 1046

'Globe. Yes Ito all other information source additionsj.' - 1051
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'A sorely needed improvement to the system would be a better way of reducing the incidence of duplicate articles. Very often I find
the same article in my queue four times, with only trivial differences (if say) between Incarnations.

In the statement for this question, several suggestions were made: additional newspapers, magazines, journals and so forth. Most of
these would lead the system away from ia original purpose (or at touat what I see as its original purpose), which is to provide rapid
and flexible delivery of the news.

A few additional newspapers might be added, but be careful about how it is done. If the broadcast channel winds up sending each
article les frequently, those whose systems are not running continuously will miss more stories. Also, adding newspapers may result
in more duplication of stories.

My suggestion for other newspapers would be the smll-cle, local papers that will not print stories carried by the AP and NYT
wires. In my location (Brookline) those ae the TAB and a paper published by the Citizen's group.

A system in which journal abstract and a good search system are available would be of great interest to me. I have used the
computer-based search services available in the MIT libraries, and would like to have something like that more readily accessible.
This would be, however, something quite separate from the existing system. To be useful, it would have to incorporate several of
the major abstract databases: I suspect quite a bit more information than you now have on line. - 1067

eThere is a limit to what I can read. Th: New York times is usually all I'm interested in. I would be interested in software
distribution. The feature I would like most in the system isa babyl like filing system. There are certain articles I would like to save,
but there is no convenient way of doing this with the current system.6 - 1066

OWSJ, Time or US News, Scientific American, New Eng. J. of Medicine. Faster rematking after a reboot (put the (0) that tells you
the total # of articles on the top line so that you know if other lines are filled on a separate page. - 1068

'As stated earlier, would pay a fee 81110 a month for market prices and ability to get news on specific companies. No ladditional
newspapers or news magauinesa. HI level PC tech like the ARPANET PC information. Local a lchedules for meetings and the
artsl like the Boston Magazine. Ability to have a network version or present version work on a network it's acceptable that only one
user can edit the filter window, delete or print but others should be able to read - not and infringement I hope of the license
agreement. (i.e. needs access to the directory to select files). An index to reviews of 1. Movies, 2. Video Cassettes, 3. PC Program.
Review should give source i.e. reviewer name and mag title.0 - 1070

01 would like to see an expansion of the dial up data base to at lest include the AP wire service. I would also like to see additional
newspapers. if your database were improved (and I could capture things as files instead of being forced to print them) I would use
the database exclusively in place of the radio.' - 1072

01. The new key assignments are somewhat better, but I still find the interface confusing. It is convenient to dive from the list of
filters to the summaries for the current hightlighted line by pressing ENTER, but its surprising that you cannot dive from a
summary to a story by another ENTEU.

In general, I find ALT-keys awkward. I think that you should just be able to pres plain, unshifted keys to execute
commands/navigate - 't' for Read' etc. Instead, the default seems to be that unadorned keys are input to a new filter line. I spend
far more time reading/nsilting/commanding than I do typing new filter lines. Therefore I reel that the 'modes' should be reversed
so that plain keys command and that you have to give a command to get into building a new filter - that may well be a heretical
view.

2. The 'bell' is atrocious and offensive. Worse, the new software seems to have lost the mechanism for shutting it off. Try to use it in
a room where someone else is trying to do work!

3. It is hard to manage stories by date/time - I often find that I would like to flush all stories before X dat/time in the database -
sometimes I just would like to do this on a filter. Also for some Items, I would like to just keep the last one - weather report, for
example.

4. 1 have trouble making filters that get just what I want. A lot of my catches wind up being omnibus packages of small stories - on
a day's financial news, for example. I have to read a fair distance to find out why the item was caught -- the summary may not show
it. It might be nice to be able to jump to the occurance of the word(s) that triggered the catch.
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6. If I don't keep my computer on all day lis"ning, I feel that I have mised thiags @Ad cannot rely on the system.

6. 1 have not tried the phone-in aesm to the database.

T. 1 think it would be nice if the system abstracted persnal computer magazines and computer-related profemional jourmals. It would
also be nice to have a schedule of meetings, courses, events related to computers. - 1073

*The modem connection to a databse of articles i of more interet to me than daily news articles. I work on a computer all day, so

I prefer newspapers or TV for my daily news stories. Regular magazines and professional journals would be more important to me

than additional newspapers or news magazines." - 1077

*How about an index to prof. journals (1M, ASM, etc.)? Background mode so I can run other programs at the same time (I don't

have double-dos, etc.)? How about detailed weather reports for pilots (NOAH) movie listings, club listings' - 1083

'Yes ladditional newspapersj. Yes, maybe Inews magazinesl. Dont eare [about regular magazinesl. Yes 1professional journalsi - data

processing & archeology only however. Don't care Ischedules for meetings and artal. 1. Would like to search within articles caught by

filters - refliter articles. 2. Would like to be able to set the colors on the screen. 3. Want stock and Mutual Fund Prices.* - 1064

*1) The most important improvement would be the ability to receive data in the background. There are several communication
packages that can do that. Why not CIS? 2) It would be very useful if we could seat at the PC and get some job done, such as

literature search, scientific news, professional journals, etc. 3) It would alo be nice to have some bidirectional communication, i.e. a
sort of bulletin board or mailbox. 4) Isn't the need of a modem defeating the philosophy of the whole thing, i.e. cheap, direct

communication, from your computer to the outside world, no umbilical cord, etc? 6) Could all of the above be delivered without
going back to the traditional modem-phone method? 6) Thank you very much for an exciting experience!' - 1086

'Magasines like US News and World Report, Christian Science Monitor, schedule for meetings and arts.' -1087

'Wall Street Journal. General scientific journals: Science, Nature. Capacity to download articles into text files from the modem, as
per the subfrequency carrier decoder. Background printing on epson-compatible printers!' - 1088

'1. A local newspaper 2. A national news magazine 3. Local arts schedules 4. Science magazine' - 1092

' 1) Walt Street Journal 2) Bulletin board for users? (use sloan school's?) 3) Boston Computer Exchange database. 4) Collection of

PD software?' - 1096

'I would be nice to have more newspapers available, but I think one or two news magazines and professional journals would be more

useful. You should definitely get concert schedules on-line. And if you are serious about doing classified ads, you should try it in '87!

The software should have the following improvements: 1. Longer filter lines 2. Subdivision of filter lines similar to sub-directories in

UNIX for example 3. 'Local' filter lines which can be activated at keyboard and would operate only on captured articles not on

incoming ones.' - 1098

'Run in background' - 1100

'My interests are pirmarily in the area of international, national and financial news. With the exception of the lack of stock prices

the system does satisf most of my needs and interests.' - 1106

'1. I have an IBM-AT system. I found that if I use the menu to exit CIS, the command must be entered twice before leaving the

program successfully. I have not experienced this problem when using the equivalent key-stroke commands.

2. I'd like to see a feature added to include a set-up option such that the user can select a desired interrupt vector and address

location for the corn ports being used. I installed 6 additional serial ports to my AT and they are not DOS compatible. I managed to
change the CIS.EXE file by using DEBUG to make the program access my Corn 3 port. However, I still have problems changing the

Coin 2 port to address my Corn 4 port for modem connection use. Maybe Dave Segal can help me with this.' - 1106

'Yes jadditional newpapersi. No [news magasinesj. Maybe Iregular magazinesl. Yes, desperately needed Iprofessional magauineal.

Yes, desperately needed scedules for meetings and the artsj. Yes jnew software and hardware featuresi.
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1. Create electronic mailbox for users who might want this feature, so they can leave or retrieve messages for/from other users.

2. Softwsre: create status command help line on screen so all commands are visible6 - 1107

'1 would like to see local newspapers (e.g. The Boeton Globe) carried by the ComminS Project. Also national newspapers like the
Wall Street Journal and USA Today. I still read the Boston Globe and USA Today because they carry interesting human interest
stories that aren't carried by the New York Times and the Associated Press. In terms of msgazines, U.S. News and World Report
and Newsweek would make good additions. Professional journals like ME Spectrum or some such similar journsls would be nice,
especially when combined with the dial-up database. Schedules for locl and on-campus events would also be handy. The prime
advantage I have found with the CommlnS Project is the ease with which I can researcb/find information of interest or use to me,
whether it is for a paper on the Iran/Contras Affair or the information on the latest forecast. Any information that is put into the
system is eaier to aceess electronically than in its comparable paper form. The only problem I see with the system, is what I don't
see, and that is graphics. Even a rough approximation of the photos and diagrams presented in the newspapers would be extremely
helpful in many situations. The lack of graphics is the main reas why I still read many of the main stories and almost all or the
Science Section. In terms of software features, I would like to be able to shell to DOS from the system. It's not necessary for the
system to continue operating in the background (although it would be nice), but it would allow me to do things like printing a short
report, or some other small task, without having to bring the system down and then bring it back up (something that can take quite
a while when there are many articles.6 - 1100

'More on modem connection. The software is OK but I think that more features would be nice - and maybe some new hardware
features too.0 - 1110

"-Scheduls for movies, plays, lectures, concerts would be very nice. -Have a software switch that would allow me to save only those
articles which originated after a specific time/dato (i.e. when I last went thru my articles) -It would be nice to have abstracts of
articles in magasines like the economist, New Republic, Atlantic monthly, time, Scientific American, Byte, etc. -Would it be possible
to get abstracts of professional journals thru the dial-up line= - 1112

'Newspaper: Wall Street Journal, Manchester Guardian, Washington Pos. Magatinee: Business Week. Software Features: printing
in background with on-IBM printer, delete by date. Hardware features: more lines on remote. I have bees unable to get one' -
1116

• The Information I would like to see on the system would be stock market and option market quotes. Other than that, I find that
the New York Times and the AP provide mest of the Important news that I want to read. If the technology ever became feasible, it
would be nice to have pictures pertaining to the news stories.' - 1118

01 would be very interested in receiving articles from computer journals and news magasines like TIME and Newsweek. Meeting
schedules for local lectures and users group meetings would be very helpful, and graphics would be a big plus.' - 1118

OWSJ, Washington Post, Boston Globe, Economist, Busines Week, Fortune, Time, Newsweek, Journal of Finance, Econometrika,
Academic, school, professional organizations schedule for meetingl. Allow for dumping of modem articles to disk. I think that the
group is doing an outstanding job - one thing I am interested in is 'what is a typical user? How much does he/she use the Stem?
What are their uses? etc.' The addition of the modem feature was tremendous! Perhaps retrieval >90 days would be of value to
some. The modem feature clearly reduced my use time since it allowed for a much more focused session than just scanning article
after article. The system became an active tool rather than a passive window! The group should focus its thinking on how people
could optimize their use of the system. Some users, I am sure, haven't the faintest idea of how to effectively use a dbuse. Perhaps
some points would be in order to assist those who may be mired in all the 'good' data available to them?' - 1119

'The addition of professional journals and newspapers - specifically the Boston Globe - would Improve the software.' - 1120

of would like to see this as a combined vehicle for the material now covered and as an access point to the many large databases out
there now accessed via Dialog, etc. - In part aeem to bibliographic databases including 'current periodicals' would be a special case
of this request and deal ntil a number of issues posited above.' - 1121

'1 would like to see the addition of Dow Jones data to the data bae. Also, I would like to see the next version of software run
under MS-Windows.' - 1124
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'The Commin system is general works very well, and provids a useful service. Some sugggetlou for improvementa are presented
below.

Softwaw.

Longer Filter Lines: I have suggested this many times is the past, and I still think they are a seemity. Often there is a lot stuff

that I want to keep out of a filter line, and deflning the 'not' stuff ca take up a lot of the filter lime. For example (defense I
g 01)' i about on long - I can make a filter. There isn't much room for

pmuing in new terms, like '-Imra. The imability to make filters more restrictive is quite a uimmace - it means I have a lot of articles
caught by overlapping filters, which slows down the browsing proces. (ea. an article on the Irangate businesm that has the words

defense, soviet sad Iran, will be caught by three filter lines) Even if longer lines could only be input into the filter file, rather than
edited from within the CommInS software, It would be a big advantage.

Global or ierarcehical Filters: I've suggested gobl filters before. rm not much interested in sports or the stock market, so it would
be handy to have a global flter that would get rid of them without having to put a separ entry in each filter line. IllernrchicAl

filters is a new (for me) idea. if one could define a common filter for a set of filter line, one could cree groups, and again reduce

filter lime clutter. For example, one could cluster all of the NYT sad AP articles into separate sets by using one 'upper level' TYPE

filter. Hierarchical Filter System (category: -spor I -stock) (type: NYT) <bunch of filter lines that apply only to NYT> (type:
AP) <bunch of filter lines that apply only to AP> I don't know enough about your database system to know If a hierarchical

system is practieal, but if you're going to add several more services clustering and specialising there filter line makes a lot of sense.

Features: I think that the news coverage provided by ComminS is excellent. My only complaint is that there is a great deal of

repetition - AP seems to send 6 or S revision of stories, cluttering up the system. If your software could lter out stories which
supersede old ones sad only re-tran smit the new one it would perhaps help a bit. (I note that some of the AP stories include

'supersede liste.)

I am not terribly enthusiatic about adding news magazines. First, they would not much benefit from ComminS's rapid delivery.

Second, mance they depend mor on graphics, more would be lost. Third, I don't think very highly of Time or Newsweek anyhow, if
you do want to put a news magane on, then I think the best choice would be The Economist, which provides a wider range of
news, and doesn' rely heavily on graphics.

One magazine that would work well on CommlnS is Inforworid. It has short newspaper-type articles, can do without some of its

graphics, is timely, and would probably appeal to ComminS users. (Infoworld is a microcomputer weekly) Perhaps as an experiment
they might be wilng to let you transmit their text 1 week after the paper is published, thu avoiding direct competition with print

sales. Other general-interest magazines might be worthwhile, but many of them suffer the mine problems as news magazines. I have

no psrticular recommendtion to make.

Schedules for movies, meetings, etc. are a very good idea. That is one of the rw thing that ComminS doesn't offer that a local
paper does. They would alo take up relatively lite transmission time." - 1125

'Globe [yes to additional newspapers, news magazines, profesiowal journals and schedules for meetings and the arMt. Documentation

needs to be much, much better. We can't get the modem onnection to work satfactorily.' - 1130

'Based upon use of old system, which I haven't been able to ae for a couple of months: I would like to me general business and
eurrnt events magazines on the system: Business Week, Time, Newsweek. Local Boston cultural events and meetings would be of

interest. I cannot comment on the software/hardware.' -1131

'The software should be smart enougl to do the Duge data collection. Would provide much more standardized
interprtation/collcetion of much of tho data of interest. When questionnare arrives, select 'summarise umage' and then copy data

to the form sad complete the data that cannot be tracked by the machine.' -1133

'Penny stocks and New leues/IPOs. Industry analysis ex. semiconductors, pets, shoe. Dept. of Commerce - foreign bminess
opportunities. Support for more PCs especially CP/M Tandy Mod IV, Xerox, Zenith, Osborne and Apple 1f. Faster directory

load/rsve.' - 1184
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'Even it you can't get full profeisonal journals, tables of oateag would be nice. - 1137

'Being part of the Boston ComminS Project, I feel much more in touch with the world and national events as they are shaping our
society. News magazines, professional journals in education and computer technology would be of special interest, also schedules of
meetings and the arts and a job line would be terrific to include. The datU base features, key words make it much easier to access

informsation instantly and fill specified needs for information. With a 1200 baud modem now available to me, I am especially
interested in accessing the data bue for information via modem. ° - 1144

'Some improvements I would like to se added would deal with improvements for printers other than the IBM. Such as background
printing for my Star s&10 printer. Also, as mentioned in the questionnaire, graphics would be nice. But, what I really would like to

see done (i9 possible) is the tansmission of pictures as well. The graphics on the IBM should be good enough to get a fair
representation of wha the picture actually looks like. The final improvement I'd like to see, as mentioned above, is a schedule for
arts, msic and entertainment (including TV).' - 1146

'The Washington Post and the news weeklies would be useful for my purpocss. - 1148

'Why I enjoy the Wall St. Journal - 1) good writing, 2) serendipitiou contact with areas I didn't know would interest me 3) quick
scasm. Why I like Smithsonian - 1) well written 2) wide ranging topics. Why I like Car and Driver - 1) well written 2) specific to my

interests 3) unique information. Why I like Infoworld - I) timely information 2) good reviews.

How does Commins Compare: -writing at AP is featurelem. News for news sake. NYT is a littie better. Remedy: special interest or

news articles, well written. -the system doesna't catch peripheral articles of interest. Remedy: a 'specials' heading or category.
-in-depth information is lacking. Remedy: special interest articles -Timelinesm; ComminS is king in areas it covers -Fs of use.

Magazines are nicer to read but its not jut the pictures; its type faces and paper. Remedy: wait for new technology in screens.

I would really like a more powerful signal. Can't receive easily in Leaington.' - 1150

'Still arguing for ll solid-state machine. I run my system on Ramdisk but I do get tired of the hard disk whine.' - 1162

'Wall Street Journal, Christian Science Moutor.' - 1160

Of think the news quality is fine. I love the idea of having clasfied job opportunities ads seat to my system. Similarly, arts sad
events schedules would be very much appreciated. (My husband thinks the main disadvantage of the system is that it doesn't have

comics. Maybe you should have a 'jokes' ctegory)O - 11W0

More flexible filter. Eaier to ue modem start-up (for non-Hzas) Add local reference material (movies, TV. etc.).' - 1161

'Into sources meeting schedules more CIS info fall stock istinp Rights to use Info for longer than 90 days, etc if we subcribe to the

Times.

User bindable key bindings.

Don't always be in the mode to enter a sarch string. I shouldn't have to use the lt key for 96% of my we of the system.

For sA dat have program monitor It, show it to user and ser ca then report it to you. i you want the data make it easy to

colect. - 1163

'News & business magaines would be helpful. So would additional newspaper of high quality (eg. Washington Post) and news
services (e.g. UPI, Reuters). The more the better. Movie and TV schedules would be greAt.' - 1166

'PC Week. Newsletters not jut journals. Text compression for storage to diskl ie in to desktop publishing software that recreates

NYT/Newspaper 'look'.' - 115

a[ like the new key assignment@ - more Lotus like. I still think it would be even more intuitive to use the function keys only - for a
given filter line, F4 would display the summaries and F6 would display the highlighted article. The Wall Street Journal is the

publication I would most like to see added to the databue. - 1171
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I have had some difficulty using my Quwrs modem (iteal) with Comm sftware. I sopec tW this relafte to the tact that
the Qurse Takes' the DTR signal mad will not disconnect if DTR is 'dropped'. This could be circumvented by using the on line
eseape sad ouing the han up command 'atO'.' - 1178

'Would like to see modem acems extended to AP databases, even i It only Soe back a week or so. I min the beep-on-error feature.
It wa useful for antena orientation. WSJornsl. Would like to be notified (flagged) by system when one's favorte films (previously
entered) were to be shows on TV or anywhere in Greeter Boston (including the obecurer campus file series) with as much lead time
a possible. Stock prices would be welcome (mutual funds as well). How about CIS - origina bulletis on stun, including
percentage of valid data transmitted on previous day; anticipated outages; any other items of daily Interest (numerical or otherwise)?
Would like to see all news mad publicity releases from Smithsonian Atrophysical Observatory, including notices of public meetings.

- 1174

*Specific - 1. ability to temporarily comment out a filter line 2. ability to edit a change to a filter line, then have It take effect
without losing accumulated articles under that filter. 3. ability to abort modem retries with Alt-H (when hayes is losing). 4. support
of longer queries in filter lines - <80 chars is not enough! 5. when remote dil-up queries are used, the qualifiers appended to the
filter fine make it too long - eats up half of the le Don't waste precious space with blank charaters, use '%' instead of 'and', etc.
6. in remote retrieve, ability to go from aricle window back to summary window without clearing out and retrasmitting whole
buffer 7. better screening out duplicate articles 8. better printer support, wsing standard print spooler running in background 9.

compatibility with MS-Windows. DESQview

General - 1. I'd love to apply some filtering to Usenet news and ARPAnet boards, since there are some real useful gems of
information buried in the torrent of data coming in every day. This would be incredibly useful for my work.' - 1178

0i would like to see you add regular magazines to the service. Including Sports Illustrated, Time, Newsweek, and USN&WR. Maybe

add the Globe.' - 1184

'Acem to Fortune 500 news releaes at the same time made available to the AP. Definitely more stock information.' -1187

'Pleae make it possible to select sad go to next window by pressing IRETURNP I'm tired of finding myself back at the first
summary instead of in the article I wanted to read. Cartoons would be nice (a bit on the whimsical side, but worth a shot). Wall
Street Joural.' - 1188

•1 would like to see the Poet included and schedules for meetings, etc. Prof. jounals table of contents would be preat.' - 1192

'1 still have not decided whether it is more reliable to get important-to-me news via CIS or regular newspaper. Seems a toe-up so
far." - 1194

'Wall Street Journal, Globe and Mail (Toronto), Tlmes(London), The Economist, Science News, New Scientist, News sections from

Nature, Science.

Support for MS-Windows.

So far, the system has served me best not as a general news source, but as a device to alert me to items in areas of interest which I
would otherwise have mised. This function would be vastly improved if the system had aeems to current isues of the various
'current contents' bulletine in the sciences, the 'Readers Guide to Periodical Literature', and other similar indexes. The system need

not carry the text of all the articles - I'm sure that would be impossible anyway at this point - but even just titles and (where
available) abstracts would be very helpful in keeping up with progress in areas of interest.

At the moment access to system resources is severely constrained by the absence of a modem in my computer and by the inability of
my present hardware/software to support background operation of CIS. I hope to remedy one or both or these conditions in the near
future. However, my experience with CIS to date makes it clear that a system which relies on a single FM chanel for
communicating data is Inadequate as a general information utility. Obviously, adding modem capability for 2-way communication
will help, but then the system is significantly more resource intensive (modem, phone line: cost) for the user. Perhaps a system can

be built on multiple FM channels, thus multiplying the effective communication bandwidth at low cost to the end user? I should note
also that as long s the system depends on modem for useful bandwidth, It's not much different from existing on-line services,
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except that it doesn't cost anything to the user - but zero cost is surely and artifact of the system's experimental status, and could
not be continued In a commercial system.' - 1156

'Yes jadditional newepaperol. Sure [profesional journabl. Yes sehedules for meetinp and the artel. If it is possible to add more
newspapers, that would be great! In particular, it would be great to get local news. rd also be very interested in getting stock

quotes/into. Would it be possible to find out when/where a particular article appears in newspaperst I would like to be able to refer

friends, family, colleagues, etc. to a published article.' - 1201

'Addition: Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, US News mad World Report. - 1202

*-A means of marking sad storing blocks of copy from the articles for later viewing or printing. -An undo feature for restoring
mistakenly deleted articles -An on-line search facility for getting quickly to the part of the article that is of interest -An on-line

editing facility for deleting or adding notes to different parts of an article. -A means of changing the margins of articles for easier

reading on-screen -A gateway to DOS -A mean of doing background printing on an EPSON LQ-1600 printer. -A means of knowing

what line of an article is presently being printed to determine bow long before printing is completed. -A meaus of selectively

marking and then deleting articles through the article summary rather than deleting all at once or one at a time. -A way of limiting

the number of articles in a given filter line without having to fill available storage first.

To these I would add a request: %) for making the software fester to exit - with more than 100 articles stored (on a RAMdisk) this
can now take over a minute. b) for adding an larm whenever as article In a designated category is stored.

I am in favor of adding all the extra services you mention and would love to see the Loe Angeles Times mad The Wall Street Journal

on lime.

I would Imagine a conferencing feature with specific topies listed mad accessible through filter lines would also be a popular feature.'

- 1204

'Yes jadditional newspapersl. I would like to be able to access specific stock prices, and mutual fund prices. I wme my system for
specific information, but prefer to se the evening news for general news. I would also like to see classified ads that can be filtered,

and the entertainment schedules. My interest in the system is diminishing becaue I can't filter specifically to my interests. For

instance, under the heading (dentist' or dental or teeth or tooth or perlodon or periodet$) I get mostly unrelated crticles. I like to

pick even the browsing reading that I do during the day (twice being such a factor). If I browse, I nusuy pick up something that
might catch my interest. Take the subject of travel, for instance. rd rather pick up the New York Times travel section than read the

travel flter. I pick my browsing articles with more speed, and seem to get engrossed in full rending more easily.' - 1206

'Yes to all suggested addltion/modificationsl. The project is so valuable it would be good to cover more newspapers and

magazines. Washington Post etc. rd love to see the pbotographic. before editing (wire photos). Can you do this? I notice more now

how different TV news in. Can you Incorporate that?' - I06

of would greatly appreciate receiving news from other wire services, e4. the UP! or Reuters if possible. Also, if other newspapers

around the country could be acquired, eg. Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, LA. Times. News magazines would be something else

I would like to see, and possibly transcripts of news programs - MacNell Lehrer News Hour, Washington Week in Review, etc. Also

professional journas, but that list is so extensive that I would suggest stieking with news oriented stories' - 1207

'Software features - make remote database use more 'goof-prool' (alt.d makes system crash). Would be very, very useful if the
software were designed to run as a background task In high or upper-low memory. Generally, softwar is very nice to use. More

international news would be very nice. As a Canadian, Canadian news is Impossible for' me to find. However, even other non-USA
news would be fine. Les financial prices would be nice. Hard to monitor financial features without filling the filter with quotes on

March potato futures. Adding more features, commentary would be great. Local arts mad meetings also interesting.' - 1208

'1Mske the program a background RAM resident program. I'd prefer a dedicated board or interfaee so I don't have to swap RS-232

devices. AP and NYT are fine. Maybe add WSJournal. Need a delete all function fot times when I can't read the news for several

days sad its all old. Also need a way to eliminate duplicates." - 1200

aYou still can't beat the newspaper for general information - far-rung, features, Items that catch the eye. But the system beats It
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for reference, laIt-breaking news, and specific information. I'd like to see the Boston Globe os-line for local reference and be able to
search back in the AP wire. Would like to see more reference ability; not so interested in schedules (movies, meetings, etc.) which re
available in the newspaper or now on-Has with CityNet. Would also like to search further back thea 90 days in NYTims or

anything ele for that matter. - 1210

Glntroduction

My only specific comments are about a new software feature I think you know has the potential to restore my (and others'?) initial

enthusiasm for the CommlnS system, which has declined a little.

likes

Getting jest the news I want

Getting interesting stories unexpectedly

Dislikes

How the CIS system ties up my computer

By talking about Double DOS and DesqView, you have planted in me a seed of an inexorable dissatisfaction. This occupies the
foreground of my view of the CommlnS system such that it obscures all other things I might have thought to mention.

It would be GREAT to have the ComminS system running along side my other applications. Because I do not have Double DOS or

DesqView, I usually run the ComminS system for several hours when I am home AND unable to sit and work at my PC. Often I
must shut down the CommlnS system to use another application or to turn off the PC without having had the chance to spend time

checking what was captured. Here are some of the implications:

1. Sometimes I never Set around to the news articles

2. My system cannot capture articles when I'm using the PC with another application, even though at those times I am in the best
position to invest some time in looking at what has come In.

3. My use of other applications 'punishes' me, reducing the amount of time my system can spend capturing articles for me, again at

the times when I am in good position to look at some articles.

If the system came with a memory partitioning utility, I could just leave it on all the time (which is how it should be), not only to

capture articles but also to pop out of what I am doing and quickly peek at what han been captured.' - 1213

'1) Better database maintenance capability - delete articles before a gives date - lock articles against deletion - speed up database

rebuilding x2) Better memory management for Double DOS users - allow system to be put in 'receive' mode where matching articles
are only placed on disk. Database management is not performed. This will not only allow article reception to be done as a
background task with little memory, it will also not came a lower system article limit as a fault of too little memory for database

management. Later, the program can be run in full memory for database management. - support extended and expanded memory 3)
Eliminate 'bounce' and make a blank screen default 4) Improve modem connection (make it easier) and document its usem - 1214

'Articles from News Commentr Magaszine (e4. the New Republic, The Nation, Atlantic) would be useful. Professional journals in

my field (medicine) would be of tremendous interest to me. I would also suggest creatcu of a Users Group with 1. regular meetings

2. electronic bulletin board.0 - 1216

61 would very much like to see text from Forbes, the Washington Post, and computer magahines such as Byte and PC Tech Journal.

The only new software feature of interest is the ability to run the program in background without Double DOS or DesqView. Finally,

some sort of graphics ability is necessary, even if only able to reproduce line drawings and simple charts.' -1217

"Other news sources would be useful, say the Washington Poet, Time, etc. This would probably be too much for one packet channel

so it might entail a second radio frequency with either software or hardware switch in it. Also, more regional news from other regions

than this one if possible. Software key response is slow. Perhaps put an on screen echo of keystrokes by Intercepting PC Interrupt #9
(KbdHit). Ability to save to disk things downloaded via modem.' - 1218
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01. Would be nice to revamp software, add Color sad Graphics. 2. 1 would use the system extensively if stock prices (even slightly
delayed prices) could be obtained. 3. Entertainmieat listings for Baston would be of prsat value. 4. Setting filters should be made

eagier to implement. 5. Would be preat to receive scientific joural articles of a specific type or fleld.* - 1219

'More local news and features. Stock prices. Maybe a user-driven electronic bulletin board updated by modem.' - 1220

6Yes 1profeusional ournals. I would like to see specific professional jouras in the area of astronomy or space.0 - 1221

OA hardware feature allowing to switch from receiver to modem would be a real plus. People who are heavy modem users are not

likely to find the attractions of CommInS preat enough to sacrifice the convenience of their modem installation. Also, expanding
service into ares covered by Compuserve, Citinet, etc. seems like re-inventing the wheel. How about a link with universities.* -1222

'Yes [additional newspapers[ especially foreign press (pie in the skyt) Yes [professional journalsi. Yes schedules for meetings and the

artal. Many articles seem to duplicate information found In others - any way to screen these out? Still haven't had a chance to try

modem - in January. I hope I'll have the timel I haven't found it all that useful for newspapers alone - not much in it that I don't

get from reading the morning paper. Adding general mngszines and professional journals would be a preat help.6 - 1223

olmprovements: 1. More timely stories (not just stories that have already appeared in the newspapers). Perhaps you can't do

anything about this. 2. News stories tend to get repetitive. It would be useful to see more drama/movie/tv/radio listings and
reviews. 3. 1 especially like the Times 'Roundup' reatures, where they describe what events will be covered in the net day's news. I

always enjoy reading the 'Man. Daybook' feature. These aren't the kinds of things that appear in the newspapers, and its the 'inside'

nature, as well as the brevity and timeliness of the features, that make them Interesting to me. - 1224

0I have very little to suggest except 'more of the same' - i.e. save of the items mentioned in the questionnaire: stock prices, TV

schedule, local/regional arts and entertainment information, etc. I Sum the remote feature needs mirror improvement. I find I'm not

clear on how to disconnect, and I sometimes have my query re-submitted when I don't want that done. The manual should include a

separate section on remote use rather than having the information interspersed with the directions for radio reception. I have

purchased Double-DOS so that I can have the news services operating 24 hours a day, but have not been able to implement it yet

because of 1) your software writing directly to the screen and 2) finding that G40 memory is inadequate to run your software and
my word processing software. Have telephoned your office for advice. - 1226

at think the system could definitely be enhanced by the addition of other newspapers (i.e. the Wall Street Journal) as well as certain

magaines. Professional journals lend themselves especially well to this system since one is generally looking for very specific

information (or specific topics) in these journals, for which the query system is well suited. One software feature I would really like to

see is an enhanced self-maintenance capability, where the user has more control and flexibility over which articles are automatucally

deleted and when.0 - 1227

'Overall, I am extremely plead with the system. The only major suggestions I have, I made 2 (maybe 3) months ago in my essay.

Other than those, I would enjoy some content additions (local arts and movies, stocks). For your sake (during the testing phase), you

might want to put some atomatic recording features into the software. I know that for the 1st couple of months I only estimated

my usage. Now I am recording my use while at the computer - but still miss a few minutes or articles. Another thought - such a

system would allow you to learn how often people don't use the system at all. (By the way, when you ask for average use, do you

want us to include days when we don't use the system at all, or only those days when it is used?)." - 1228

a1 do not feel that additional newspapers will help because most carry the same national and state news. I would, in any case, still

have to read the local town paper for the community type news. Believe it or not, ads are still an important part of newspapers.

Magazine articles would be nice.' - 1229

OYes schedules for meetings and the artal. In addition to schedules of meetings for the arts, academic, community interests (a great

ideal), additional focus on info dispersion would be nice. Abstracts from some of the major research magazines would be nice to keep

us up-to-date on Important research in the arts and sciences. Since I use the system for busiess/information uses, a wider range of

articles & info is useful to me as opposed to longer more in depth stories. Other suggestions: Business Week, Science, Fortune,

Airlne/ANrport status.' - 1232

"Having seminar listings is a preat idea. My system cannot print in background. How can this be fixed? Also how about offering a

background option (suggest last month) for the system.' - 1234
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SReuters, for more international coverage. Weather forecasts direct from NOAH. [schedule for meetings and the artel would be a
mice addition. Filtering improvements: wildcards inside phrases, shorthand way to may (category: not sports). Fast way to look at
first screnful of an article (without the automatic caching now done). After 2 months, you service is settling into a regular purt of
our daily routine. I now leave the machine on and running your program any time its not being used for something ehe. Our use of
TV and Radio news is now down to aero. But our use of newspapers is down only a litUe. Because of computer hardware problems,
the system was off for several days, and my wife complained so strongly tha I moved in a substitute machine. There's a lemon in
that; she rarely has time to read the papers, but your system's ability to focus on jut a few topics got her hooked. Stripping away
the clutter made all the difference. Looking ahead, I would suggest two main trust for your efforts: 1. more material. eg.
international news, local papers, 2. productivity improvements: faster printing, faster review of articles (summaries often say only
'Editors please not ..'), more precise filtering to save time weeding out Aray articles, eliminating redundancies (eg. check serial
numbers against articles rve deleted in put 2 hours).' - 1236

mYes [to suggested information additionsi. Better printer support. Improved documentation. I would like additional sources of
information to be included in the project - not only news media, but special interest magazines (computers, music, etc.). Radio and
TV schedules as well as concert/lecture/movie schedules would be desirable. For example, I try to see as many Italian films as
possible, but I often miss them when they are shown because of lack of information. I would like to be notified of all the Italian films
playing in the Bostn area. The greatest single improvement in the Project would be to improve the documentation. An index should
be high priority (very easy to do with a word processor such as WP 4.2). More examples should be given. The transmitted material

should be indexed more fully to allow better searching.' - 1240

'Yes (additional newspapers, schedules for meetings sad the arts, and sew soware fatures. Local paper (Middlesex News). Use of
color, not jut pretty - but useful if used to denote such things as already read, age of article, repeat status, etc. Way to ovoid
duplicate article saves - both within a filter and acroam system. Way to both limit total aticles saved for one filter - some go way
over budget sad also to avoid having articles deleted before you've looked at them.* - 1241

OI don't think magazine articles would be very useful. I use the system more for news than for feature-type information. Schedules of
meeings and the arts, however, would be useful. Also useful would be some means of information exchange (uploading - although I
understand this would add lots of work). A classified section would be very interesting. It would be nice if someone could modify the

software so there'd be les snow on a LU (") display - it's really awful and it in possible to do.* - 1242

'lIcluding 'News Magazines' (Time, NewsWeek, etc.) would nicely complement daily newspaper articles.' - 1243

'1 am seriously thinking of getting a hard disk because of this project - diskettes are SLOW! I reel like I am wasting my time when
browsing through lots of duplicate articles and waiting for things to be deleted - also I am probably missing articles of interest due
to limited disk space. I'd welcome any other types of information such as calendars of events, advertising, etc. Scanning classifieds in
a newspaper is tedious.' - 1244

'The greatest improvement in the system for 1987 would be to expand the information available on the system to include full
journals such as computer magazines and professional journals. Although it would be preferable to have the entire text of these
journals, selected articles on a wider range would probably meet with more general support and interest., -1247

January 1987

Question
# Text

Responses Minimum 36th %tlle 50th %tlle 75th %tlle Maximum Average

44 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Computer Receiving Data from Boston CommieS

Minutes/Day
98 0.00 00.00 180.00 00.00 1440.00 381.62
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45 Average time spent using Boston ComminS during last month : Browsing Summaries caught by your Filter: - Minutes/Day

97 0.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 180.00 17.92

40 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS during last month : Browsing Full Articles caught by your Filter: __ Minutes/Day

96 0.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 120.00 16.12

47 Average time spent using Boston CommluS during last mouth : Reading Carefully Articles caught by your Filter:

Minutes/Day

97 0.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 120.00 14.61

48 Average time spent using Boston CommInS during last month : Printing Articles caught by your Filter: _ Minutes/Day
91 0.00 0.00 1.00 6.00 120.00 4.64

49 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Caught: _ Number/Day
100 0.00 26.00 60.00 100.00 2000.00 118.31

60 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the last month : Summaries Browsed: _ Number/Day

97 0.00 10.00 26.00 70.00 400.00 61.03

51 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlnS during the last month : Articles Browsed: _ Number/Day

97 0.00 .00 16.00 20.00 300.00 23.41

52 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the lst month : Articles Read Carefully: _ Number/Day
98 0.00 2.00 6.00 10.00 100.00 10.26

S3 Average number of articles found using Boston CommInS during the last month : Articles Printed: - Number/Day

98 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 30.00 2.21

5 1 find that the information available is of: little interest-great interest

lt 1.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.96

S7 Using the system, I feel: awkward-OK-eomfortable

108 4.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.83

TO I find the system has: no value to me-some-grest value to me
110 0.00 6.00 7.0 8.00 10.00 7.02

72 When looking for specific information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system
111 0.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.47

73 When reading for general information, I prefer to: read the newspaper-use the system

111 0.00 2.00 4.00 7.00 10.00 4.47

81 1 sit at the keyboard and use the Boston CommlnS system _ minutes/day on average.
102 0.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 420.00 36.66

88 At the end of this experiment, I would be interested in subscribing to a commercial service using this technology: not at all--
some-very much

114 0.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 6.92

87 For the service exactly as it is, I would be willing to pay a total subscription fee or: $ /moth
110 0.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 100.00 12.42

88 At the price named in the last answer, I would subscribe to the service with probability: zero-one-half-one
109 0.00 6.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 7.38

90 if possible, I would be interested in buying only a partial subscription, say only to sports or a few other topics, in order to reduce

the monthly fee: definitely no-maybe-definitely yes
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100 0.00 1.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 4.47

91 For a commercial system with classified ads (on jobs, automobiles for saWe, housing, st.) I would be willing to pay as EXTRA
$_Jmonth

101 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 15.00 1.75

33 My interest in the system is: decreasing-uncbanged-increaing
112 0.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 5.91

104 With the system, I feel: less informed-same-better informed
111 0.00 6.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 7.64

121 For a *black box" that would receive articles of interest while my personal computer was turned off, I would be willing to pay
a (one time) coot of _._

106 0.00 37.50 50.00 100.00 800.00 80.64

122 At the price named in the last answer, I would buy such a "black box" with probability: nero-one-half-one
102 0.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 15.00 7.39

120 1 use the modem connection for two-way access: not at all-some-every day
106 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 8.00 1.66

130 Of this time, I use the two-way features with my modem _ minutes/day
97 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 100.00 3.75

131 Average number of articles round using Boston CommlnS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Summaries Browsed:
Number/Day

67 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 100.00 4.18

132 Average number of articles found using Boston ComminS since the lost questionnaire, via modem : Articles Browsed:
Number/Day

64 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 25.00 2.17

133 Average number of articles found using Boston CommlaS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Read Carefully:
Number/Day

64 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 20.00 1.41

134 Averge number of articles found using Boston ConmlnS since the last questionnaire, via modem : Articles Printed:
Number/Day

64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 .40

185 Average time spent using Boston CommlnS since the last questionnaire : Computer Receiving Data via modem:
Minutes/Day

89 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 00.00 46

140 On average, I use the modem connection: less this month-same-more
as 0.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 3.76

143 For business/profesonal applications, I find the system: not useful-very useful
111 0.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 5.79

144 For bome/personal applications, I find the system: not useful-very useful
111 0.00 4.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 6.13
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142 If paying for the system, I woul prefer to be charged: a f moeuy feel"-. umasemmtlve ree~ll
75.00 Ii 2.M ToW 110

Please tell us your thoughts on (i) the desirability of and (ii) the methods for
the possible commercial extension of this technology at the end of this
experiment. Please be as specific in your answer as posible!

01 think It would be a good commercial product. I owe fimesalal info - stock prices or aeess to public domain software it would be

better.8 - 1006

0I find the system very useful in trapping articles of particular interest, but I would rather read 'printed' material for general
information. I am split on whether I would subscribe to the Boston CommIWS service. For archival resources, I view CDROM
technology as a more viable media than the news service. But, for instant news service, I view the Boston CommInS a a needed

service. To make the system commercially probable, I would limit the functionality of the program if cost became a factor. My use

for the system is limited, but what I use, I use daily. The modem connection could So, graphics i not needed, and the ability to

capture articles without the PC being on is needed. Also, the system eeds to rm more than IBM PC's.6 - 1006

ml feel that the charge should be cloe to the cost of a newspaper or magazine subscription. Between $10426/month would be shout
right. The system could be advertised in computer periodicals sad magazines where there would probaly be the greatest interest.' -

1007

Tbe system seeds to work with a printer I didn't have a printer until sow ad enjoy it more reading on paper. The desirability

depends upon the news service subscribed to. Its like asking if I would buy a newspaper. It depends on what the newspaper s. I don't

like the AP service but do like the New York Times. - 1000

'1) The price has to be reasonable. Critical for me would be the quality of information provided. I would pay much more for NYT

than AP. The right price would be in the sume ballpark as subscribing to the equivalent delivered paper. has some for the stuff you
don't trnnsmit. 2) The main change I would want to see would be a way to collect info silently - I can't rum at night while deepnL

more flexible, reliable filters and uny people would want a lem confusng user interface.' - 1013

6I think this type of service is desirable and will be more so in coming years with multi-tas ing home computers. LUke cable TV and
videotex, it is very price sensitive - since it does not replace but supplements newspapers ($150/year magazine (*25/year), TV (I
donate $100/year to channel 2), etc. That is why I think the price of 510/month is a good target. At $20/mouth you'd lose me.
Reading from screen at today's resolution (COA) is barely acceptable sad you can browse a newspaper faster. On the plus side, the
concept of the filter and getting news topics (with certainty) sad also le obvious topics is unique and useful. As to marketing it, I
would target groups with high PC literacy such as BCS, libraria , high tech firms (an employee activity fund, benefit) and count on
uing referrals (use high cost advertising).' - 1019

°1) Does this system have a real competitive edge over AP news (CompuServe and other information systemn)? You may find you're
in a tight squeee price-wise. 2) Commercial extension - I haven't a good idea really, If you're looking for a place in the market find
a need not being met presently - How about speifie articles aimed at specific industries (i.e. Realtors, travel agencies, financial
salyss, et.).' - 1024

'This system offers schools a wonderful potential to teach student. how to develop research strategies. While schools (public) tend to
be very conservative, there is a constantly growing interest by librsrins sad teachers. It It were to be marketed to schools there
would have to be more supplementary mat rials (i.e. teaber's guide, student sctvitls). - 103

'Very desirable to commercialize. I would be happy to discuss my methods if suitable business arrangement. could be established.'
- 1062

'1. Target the business market - clipping service customem, for example. For one thing, tbeyl pay more for the right service. L
More A[ in the flMters, e. filter which observes which article I actually read, and eventually point. this out to me. 3. Ability to
create multiple target subdirectoris and specify which filter limes send articles to which subdirectories. Thus 'Sam's articies',
'Articles related to our home care divison', sad Everything ese'. Ech subdietory can then be searebed & maintalued
separstely." - 10s
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fBroadcastlng info as you do could be viable If It a be Ahown to be more economical (subetantially) than centralized filterin mad
distribution (via phone or broadest) of the selected material (as e. with your clippig service). Have you made such comprson?
As I've said before, the maimn question is whether this fncility can be integrated with various info retrieval and other fuactionsliti.es

-1041

@Any handicapped individual would derive a great benefit lom such a system. For me, having shis eytem hus enabled a more

rounded personality. The information ha alowed me to make informed decisions with respect to my persons flanees, without
having to rely on someone eke's eyes. As you can me, I appreciate this lmesing of the nformation gap' made available to me.
However, while the system hus been md helpful, I feel some changes should/could be made to further enhance the usefulness of
the program prior to its commercial me. 1) configuration to run in the background, while other software I being used. 2) A 'black
box' for receipt of articles, while the computer is off, would be most desirable for home mers (not having computer in the office). 3)
configuration to allow a choice of acces to database either through corl or corn! without clearing the buffer in unused com. (for

speech etc.). - 1061

"The format of the system is good as is. It should be non-intruve (no fan, no effect on system performance), aad some of the
negative feature. of this system (duplicate and old articles) should be cleaned up. The bus of news services should be incressed.' -
1067

Oit is certainly desirable to commercialize the teebnology, but it will be difficult Itol perform the commerciaiation without some
infrastructure. Just a television needs programs, a communiation system will need various information prograsm. Just replacing a
newspaper won't be enough. You will need a whole array of information services to offer. The line between what your doing ad
videotex is very slim. What I would do is come up with the equivalent of a radio schedule of services offered. There is no reason that
the same information has to be repeatedly rebroadcat. Have time dots for specific information. Also have multiple broadcasting -

1066

OfN it isn't cheap, I wouldn't take it. It's very nice, but, basically, a luxury.' - 1068

'I'd like it to continue enough to pay $10-$16/mouth for the NY Times and Boston weather, i.e. a is. The analog is to cable TV
services and pricing in my mind - on a personal household budget; higher if corporate. Since I moved it to the ofice to shape data
with our [Oxfam Americal Press office and Ex. Dir. I have lez discretionary leisure time to browse at 6 am than at home. low

about the corporate & personal package price as ittle more than the corporate package. I think that PC users not in the Arpanet
would pay for a quality forum - bulletin board like Arpanet. and better then Bytes Idno-Pix - to include full text product
announcement. and reviews, both terse off-band and publication quality. Perhaps funded or moderated by a Boston retail micro
chain. Corporate info center managers would pay a premium I think and house sere might pay a itte.' - 1070

oI like the system but it has not become indispensable. If it could be commercialized at low cost, I would most likely take advantage
of it. if the cost becomes comparable to most existing commercial databases I would not me it.' - 1072

'(i) software must be improved for commerial succum & manual need. improvement. on uingl filters (example) to really zero in on

topics of interest. I can never get filters to zero in enough - partly this is because they catch omnibus stories with lots of little
stories iside - need also to understand broadcast cyce so do not miss (or minimize missing) stories if computer off some or most of

time. Think that program cossumes too much of a PC or XT to succeed as co-procem. (l) Maybe more likely on domain like al
computer mngasines/trade publications/tech journals that does not suffer cheap competition as news does. I would be interested in
an abstract system of that domain.' - 1073

'Commercialization would be desirable to keep the system going. The problem of paying for it might be soved by some sort of
advertising method. For example, if subscribers interest profiles were available, an advertiser would be able to target a very narrow
market segment. Thin is somewhat the same as the profiles used in some technical magazines 'bingo' cards to send out literature. If
subscribers didn't want this advertising, they would pay a higher price.' - 1076

,I enjoyed the system very much in the beginning, but the novelty has worn off and I am busier now so I find it easier to get news
from newspapers of TV news.' - 1077

mi. Desirability - depends on copyright (see below) and price. If I can't keep the articles, sad bave to pay lots for it, it's just an
expensive toy to sell to hackers. ii. It could be marketed as a way to never have to read the part. of the paper you don' car about,

never have a soggy paper and be able to save relevant articles on disk.* - 1000
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"The desirability of the system should be high espeeisly since its 'non-hard line' coot is low (except for modem use). Commercial
extension of this system would be based upon how speialized or bow umn specialized compartment eua be handed to please a

wide range of interests with detail. (Increased sources). - 1064

0Our lab has a big problem with the software - we have many incompetent users on the system who freeze it or simply neglect to
return to it after using other programs: so everybody loves to get 'their' stories but finds it frustrating. This should not be a problem
with mot users where there re a limited number of people and less turnover on a single machine.. - 1067

al think that this service is valuable to a large population of people. Its practicality will depend on either a peripheral device which
can be left running when the computer is off or being used for other applications. When the 80286/80386 chips are running with true
multitasking systems, the modem connection will be especially useful. Even now, I feel the modem sysem would be cost effective
for me.* - 1088

'1) Need a 'black box' for storing information off line. 2) Need larger database - more specific information than in AP and NYT
(eg. government announcements).' - 1092

'Develop a menu-bsed query system for searching a classified database. Charge fees automaticslly to charge cards. Consider some
of CitiNet features. Modem software should be more configurable.9 - 1006

'(i) I think that there would be great interest in this system if it were commercially available. Its greatest smet, in my opinion, is
that nothing needs to be done - once the system is configured and running - to capture articles that are of interest. Current systems
require one to tie-up his phone line and laboriously search for items of interest. (ii) I like the idea of the 'black box'. How about
renting this box as the monthly fee? Boxes which are able to receive more topics or journals could have a higher rate.' - 1008

'No comment* - 1100

*I feel that this experiment is very suitable for commercialization due to the fact that news comes directly to the computer almost
as it happens. The ability to collect a massive amount of information on the computer and being able to manipulate the information
with normal computing tools that are available to current PC users should attract a large number of subecribers.' - 1106

4(i) I think the ComminS system has great desirability as a commercial product. It offers an easy way to quickly browse specific
news items. If I hear about interesting news (say on the radio), I can quickly get more information by jut adding a new filter line
(or calling up the server). It offers a very interesting new alternative means of information retrieval. The cost of the system will be
an importaat factor in its desirability. (ii) The best commercial implementation would be a sort-of 'pay-per-view' type of

arrangement, where you pay not for each news item, but rather for each news category. People could subscribe to sports news, stock
quotes, financial news, local/metropolitan news, etc. This way the service costs could tailored better to each subscriber's individual
interests and budgets.' - 1100

01 like the modem set up. Being able to get information from the telephone line is great.' - 1110

'This type of service is desirable for those interested in specific information (news). I don't think it will completely replace the
newspaper, although a list of a11 articles with a summary printed in the paper would go a long way to solving the diversity of a
newspaper that seems impossible to capture on the system. Commercial extensions should include some community information
(tv/movie/lecture schedules). Method: a monthly fee for the equipment and the service.' - 1112

0(i) Great commercial potential. Is there some way to eliminate identical files in the same filter line? An on-line message to the CI
operator would be useful through the modem connections. (ii) The expansion to other news services (eg. Wal St. Journal, Business
Week, etc.) would allow application of this technology to commercial area such as Investment, Engineering, Military, etc.' - 1115

'As I have stated before, the desirability of this technology should be compared to that of a newspaper. if I can purchase the service
at a price comparable to that of a monthly newspaper subscription, I would find this service attractive - equivalent to getting a
second newspaper. If you wanted to find possible commercial extenson, then segment the market. Offer a separate stock
pries/commodities/options service that would be cheaper than Lotus' Signal. Offer a separate service that would send articles from
different magasines - Time, Newsweek, Byte, etc. Use separate subearrier frequencies for the services and charge the user
seaordingly.' - 1116
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of feel anyone with a computer would be Interested In having seem to news articles, stock pricee sad/or classified ads. The earn
with which you ea urn the CE propam with your PC makes It Impossible to find it inconvenient. It is such a enhacement and
computer users ae naturally inclined towards flding ways that computers ca make information processing eager. The subscription
fee would be more than worth It to seam timely sews go easlly.0 - 1118

81 find the systems to be quite useful. I DO NOT eel the FM receiver is commercially viable since queries are impossible ad the
short time horizon inherent Is the technology. I feel the modem connection is extremely useful sad would be as amaslg success if
properly priced (properly mews low) The existence of Dow Jones News retrieval sad Compuserve or Mead's Nexus sad Lexus
provide illustration of how to price a modem service so high as to discourage anything but 'business' expem subsidized ure.' - 1119

' The systemr is basically fun. It business utility depeads on the business you're siNgq to. Il's partiularly good at folowiag specific

issues. However, its not clear what measurable beseit the system is to my organization. In short, does the additional information
have ay sctual value? N I could answer that question I could market the system.' - 1120

01 think there is a widespread market if the price is rightf Particularly for news sad B type communication devices.' - 1121

of really Ike the idea of a 'black box' buffering the information while the computer's off. I do't se ay other rate structure other

then a fiat tee. How can you regulate FM!* - 1124

*I think that the eis technology provides the basis for a commercially succesful product. Is order for it to be successful, though,
the software may need a bit more work, and the purpose of the system must be better defised.

The software is fairly easy to use as it is, but some exte nioss, such as more printer support, and a way of pasting 'addateads' onto
articles would make it easier still. The ability to archive information, to save articles is a separate database for future use (an
electronic clipping file) would also be very useful. I lso think that a wider range of information services should be provided.

More important is the question of bow to market the system. First, let us consider the packet-radio put of the system. BCIS
provides an alternative to other new services, primarily the newspaper. But what advantages does it provide? Cetainly, it is more
timely than the newspaper (but not the radio). But it requires leaving a computer running fo hours at a time, doesnt provide
graphics, and occasionally the filters capture only parts of stories. For these reasoa, I don't think that a packet radio BCI-type
service could be priced at much of a premium (if any) over a regular newspaper. Given a choice between pMying 18 per month for a
Times subecription of BCIS, I would choose the Times - it gives me much the same information, and rm not tied to the computer
when I want to read it. I also suspect that most people prefer reading print to displayed text, even those of us who are used to using
computers extensively. Therefore, I don't think that a premium over the newspaper price could be charged for a packet radio news

service ....

Finally, let me expand on the legal restrictions issue. The current setup is very restrictive. Are we really supposed to purge our files
every 00 days of printed copies of aticles? I can keep a clipping from the Times for as long as I like - what is so special about the
version I printed on my Okidata? (Of course, it is the difference between buying and licensing the data.) I realise that there are

tricky legal question concera*ng who owas what sort of information, my point is that these questions may be crucial in determining
the success of the technlogy. I would like to be able to keep an electronic file of data from the service. With the current legal

restrictions (not to mention my limited disk space) this is not fesible. Yet keeping a 'personal database' seems to me to be one of

the most useful aspects of this tehnoloy.

To sum up, I think there may be a small market for this technology if it is priced carefully. It won't soon displace the newspapers for
the average user, but with an expanded range of services and les legal hullabaloo it might find an expanding niche amongst those

with computers, modems, and the wilisgmss to try something new.' - 1125

'General sews info is already avilable at relatively low cost (newspapers, radio, etc.). Therefore, you compete with Nexus and other
search services. To be worth the cost of searching, you would have to expand the databank - eg. Wall St. Journal, Forbes, Barron's,
etc in the financial world. That would be worthwhile.' - 1127

"1 think there is a possibility for a home market for an information service that is inexpensive and provides current interest

(newspaper, weekly magazine type) information. I must run in the background or unattended overnight. Reception, though, is going

to be an obvious problem. The average consumer "ioen't want to fuss for hours establishing the setup, especially if there is an initial
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cost factor involved. I don't think there will be a large emough market for profemiona information to be transported this way.
Databases I would like to see: Time, Newsweek, Boston Globe, local info a Is community seem cable chansels.' - 1131

"Excellent u a 'clipping' service, except that only a few publications are represented. Classified ads, jobs, houses, etc. sound very
promising if the user can electronically sift through the ads, i.e. a '4 BR house <8212K' or 'Cambridge'. The value would be
proportional to the ability of the system to substitute electronic scanning for my time reading. I suspect business use would be &

promising market. Differential pricing should consider which services/topics are of interest fo business/residential users. I suspect the
two sets have a small area of intersection. Consider time-of-day pricing for dial-up access. I would be reasonably happy to file a
search request and have the results returned the next morning it there was a large cost differential.8 - 1133

'Clipping Service. Satellite distribution.' - 1134

'I'm undecided whether it would be better to have a black box that caught broadcast articles or whether it would be better jut to
have an on-fine system. I don't think the idea of using a PC as a filter/receiver would sell, even if the CIS works in the background.
Perhape people would 'download' their filters to a centralized filtering facility and call in occasionally to pick up their 'mall'. That
way, people wouldn't have to leave their computers/black boxes on all the time and wouldn't have to type in search commands for

the on-line system.' - 1137

'One method of extension would be to offer a repackaged receiver (in the form of a card) in order to install into a portable
computer. Ideally, it would fit into the slot provided for a modem and be able to run off of the unit's power pack and/or AC. I'm
very interested is the commercial prospects of this technology.' - 1138

Of would very much like to continue this service. I think a flat fee per month would be great depending on the number of services
you subscribed to. I am interested primarily in international and national news. I would definitely prefer to use my computer for
other services while have the news captured by the black box.' - 1144

@I think the system is valuable for bot-breaking news. I find it vague on specific topics. Sort of like the Boston Herald vs. the New
York Times; eves the Times articles. I would not pay more than my newspaper subscription (y 26 cents a 30) per month. PC week
and hWoworld both offer free subscriptions. Won't they supply text in electronic format if you can get ads inserted? I don't mind
advertisements if te ares of focus is armow enough.' - 1160

0(i) A stand-alone all-solid-state (i.e. diskiess) system with radio link would be highly desirable. Modem link has proved muck less
useful than I thought - perhape because data base is small and services limited compared to, for example, CompuServe. The simple
system could, in principle, have your daily newspaper pristed out for you every morning. I would buy such a gadget and suspect it
would almost sell itself. (ii) I'm not sure what you mean by 'methods' but it seemo the obvious path is to sell the dedicated hardware

and then rest the moatbly service.' - 1152

'(i) I don't have a real idea of what your market would be - perhape you do from your data. The key question is bow many
people/organizations who don't already pay clipping services need database maagement style aceem to information too current to
be on extent on-line services? (ii) I would advise advertising in the sorts of periodicals you cover. The idea of a 'black box' that could
capture data without computer sounds like a really good idea to me - that allows people like me with antediluvian, small-core
machines to use the machine and system son-competitively.' - 1163

OI think it is very viable as a commercial product. Reception needs to be perfected however - i.e. if our ... getA moved t all, etc
reception gets hopelessly screwed up. Also, what if you don't have a window facing the Prot Reception is the biggest problem. Also,
bow would you transmit the comies?' - 1160

'A commercial extension of this technology is very desirable. I find the system very usefd. Perhape following the same pattern u

cable T.V.' - 1152

'I think the system has a great deal of commercial use. For business people interested in tracking particular markets and companies,
it is of great value. It would be even better if WSJ and other publications were on-line. Also, the interface should be improved to

reduce learning time.' - 1168

'fSell, with mor information sources.' - 118
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"I would rather bvs the ComminS service than saecribing to the N.Y. Times. 1 would proba* prefer the local pper for loal

news, but CommwS for nasual Ad reina news, if priced at level of.nwepaper subseulptiou. - 1171

ml find the current system very dea sad would me it more except for caceras about the effect of cotinous use on the lifetime
of my computer and especially of my hard disk. If it would be pomible to combine the reeiver, le and stome capabilityn Ja

diskls 'black box' as suggested I would find it more appeliag - have you considered uung magnetic bubble memory. 1-2

megabytes may." - 1175

'hiome random comments about how to improve the user intertmeel ... Though the system would probbl appeal to a great many
people sw is' I suspect that its attactiveness could be enhanced considerably with the addition of a few features or rule-chaages

1Ability to work in the background, or better yet, on a separate 'black box'. I find sam frequently reluctant to me my PC for

necessary taks, so as not to risk missing incoming a"ls. This creates conflicts. 2.Ability to 'fTa' certain flm showings or cultural

events per uer-specifled filter, as I suggested in Nov. or Dec. reply. S.Ability (i.e. permission) to retain & are clippings ad full
rticle. 4.Ability to create a print queue & to print in background on non-3M printers (the majority today?). And item for sale,

common interests, homing, etc. bulletin board feature could be a most attractive addition, provided there were a way to avoid

overwhelming the mer. Perhaps you have in mind an extension of the filter concept to keep things selective & avoid clutter. I would

certainly hope so.* - 1174

0(i) As a reminder, I am visually impaired person. For myself ad others with my impairment, a commercial offering would be quite

attractive. for business as well as for personal me. With the system, I am clearly better informed. I would be surprised if anyone

would sot find the system Increasing their productivity. (ii) My mse of the system would not include me of the modem option. This

leads me to prefer a fla fee scheme nd retention of any modem feature as an option, the 'black box' ability to capture material

when I am not at the computer (home and business office seems msadatory." - 1176

*I would be very interested in subscribing to some type of Commias system. It is very difficult to ay what I would be willing to pay

without knowing what will be on the system ad what is available on other competing systems.

The Commnll system is a combination of two different types of systems. ThI broadcast system Is very useful for keeping track of

current developments in specific areas or on specific subjects. The modem system is very useful as a starting point for looking into

eurrent topics.

I would assume the broadcast system hs the greatest commercial possibilities for a low cost information system became Its cost is

independent of the number of users. It aso doe not require the om e or small business uer to dedicate a separate telepon line to
the system. I like the Commn system sad would be willing to pay for it - how much may depend on the competition. I have bard

that cable TV is considering some type of computer news system. ... Some of the information you talk about addinL such as

employment advertising, is available for free now on a very limited basi from services such as Boston CitINet." - 1181

,I would be interested is commercial extension - especially with the cost begie a function of the frequency of use. Cost geared to

selected topics should also be made available. The black box Idea is also good as is the feasibility of being able to run other programs

simultaneously.' - 1184

MCommercial extension of this technology is a must. Limited applications already exist, such as Telenet, Alexandria, Virginia and

other services which integrate news and data in the sme medium. Companies like Leading Edge are exploring low cost alternatives.

Becamne Information is time sensitive, I prefer the use of the FM receiver for continuous date. However, more specific subject

headings would lmiae extraneous data.

In general, excellent proven concept. There is no reason why continuous data could not be received over telephone line for a fiat

monthly fee. (maybe even a cable transmision).' - 1187

8(i) On-lie news is one of the 'great things' many people have been expecting from the 'electronic revolution'. When speaking to

family ad friends not acquainted with computer technology, many ask why it isn't already available to the general public. I think

that indicates a strong desire for the service on the part of the general public. Perhaps equally important, Mend in the newspaper

business (reporters) don't feel as threatened by the idea as they do by TV sews. Advertisers, however. are another story. They could
conceivably threaten to drop contracts with newspapers supplying stories to the service. AP, UPI and Reuters would not be affected,

but syndicated features sad individual newspapers (like NYT) might have problems. (ii) It seems to me that there is already an
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example of this sort of commercialization In cable TV - especially the ell-mew. channels. I definitely think that receiving via radio is
a better way to Introduce the service: no telephone meseage unit charges, no effort to set up the communication, and the telephone
lne is left free for normal use. It's probably not fessible to broadcast seh database separately - not only would the on-line news
supplier have to broadcast on several frequencies, but the user would have to make a choice about which frequency to tune in aad
when. So, at leut at the beginmning it's probably best to offer a given package, say, AP sad NYT, with the only options being

unalterable filters. The biggest problem I see is protecting yourself from piracy. Phone #,s can be pased by word of mouth and even
radio receiver caa be rigged up. Perhape you could look into a system like cable - even after the hardware is in place the supplier
maintain control.' - 118

*This system has great potential as a commercial service. The key is to keep the price low; with the exception of the remote service,
it should be priced at a flat rate. Also, the memory requirements should somehow be reduced to allow it to run in background with a
full power up program in the foreground. Methods: because of the united and specialised market, you could get best results through
user groups, BCS, and computer dealers. This is not as easy product to make commercially succesful (i.e. make SS) given the low

penetration of PC's. if you could tap the non-home market, the prospects improve greatly (add Wall St. Journal). Reception in
downtown office buildings may limit the appeal of the radio service, and the remote service is already well-served with existing
databams. - 1192

'What I'd like to see - Hardware: subscriber's choice of a 'black box' which can receive information while the computer is off (rd
pay $200) or a similar box incorporating a dedicted modem to allow addition of the 2-way feature (100). Software: Allows
downloading of data from black boa to computer sad optional access to central database via modem. Runs in background as
'windowable' tak under MS Wiadows (or optionally Apple Macintosh or any other popular windowing system), and can signal
through other applicatios when m-set fiter ar matched. Information offered: ... Clmssifled ads would be useful only if they were
(1) very comprehensive in coverage and (2) eaily filterable to cut down the amount of junk through which the user must sift.
Filtemble display ads paid for by advertiser and optionally available at no charge to user might also be nice.

Some general remarks - As matters staad, this system is not a direct substitute for newspapers, becaumse for many people - myseff
included - half the value of a newspaper is discovering the unexpected, not just stories which match our existiUg 'mental filters'.
Using this system - or probabLy say computer bend system at the present state of the art - for extended, general interest browsing
is impractical because of badwidth ad storage problems and above ll becaue of the ergtonomic drawbacks of even the best pc

keyboards and video displays available today.

Nor is It a likely substitute for radio or 7V, becasme of these media's richnem of audio and/or video content and their unbeatable
price - usually nero after you've bought the receiver. Thus this system will have to be better/different in some important way in

order to be more than a niche product like current on-lne systems. Some possibilities - 1. price: make it so cheap that the crude
filtering abilities and somewhat limited database are worth having at the price. 2. broaden the coverage of the database to alow the
user timely aeem to developments in ares of Interest not widely covered by daily news media. 3. Make it easier to use than existing

media. E4. the filter which is not always sa advantage for general news, could be a great tool for sifting clasifled ads - it the ad
database is as comprehensive s that represented by, say, a typical daily newspaper. 4. broaden the potential market beyond the
current - and fairly limited - range of users who are very comfortable with PC's as they exist today or who are for some reson
motivated to use them anyway. Poesibilities to make the system more 'user-friendly': -Market the 'black box' a a simplified,
inexpemive, free-standing terminal such as the French use in their national videotex system. -integrate it into a Jef Ruskin style

'information appliance'.

I think that the system's most practical function and most realistic market in the near future would be as an inexpensive news
sesaner/filter for those people who for ome reason - profesional or other - mst keep un in a timely fashion with developments in
arem of interest. Expensive scaner/filters are already available in many areas for then whose busanme/profesmlon can jusify the

significant co.' - If9

eWe view the service as exciting, interesting and useful - all to a degree. City of Boston is a large governmental iUtitution under
continuing budget premeres. To this degree the service could be viewed merely a a frill if we had to pay a full commercial rate. On
Its present (exp. volunteer/free) terms Its a positive boon. We have employed it to save executives' time to stay abreast of
developments in government and technological fields of interest without having to perue the NYT daily. Most mers continue to
rend the local papers anyway so there has been some overlap in coverage. We mom to be approaching the service as two distinct
entities. One, the on-line cumnt wire, ha received the mast Intensive ue; although we have not succeeded in installing It via
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DoubleDOS became our version of the program needed to be updated to rn under DOS 3.2. Two, the 2-way system has been used

almost exclusively to rench a particular topic. It appears to u that a pricing mechanism that separated (unbundied) the
over-the-sir snd two-way portions af the service might maximize ultimate subscriptions. Also Usage sensitive pricing might apply
beet to the two-way service.. - 1208

61 am very eathusletic about the idea of CIS going commercial. I am far less certain about who else might be interested, though.

My Sue is that CIS works bet Ua a research tool rather thun as a source of random information. The %erendipity' satisfactions of
sewapaper renading, casually scanning pages with a cup of eoffee in hand, looking a the pictures, etc., is pretty much ahes is a
computer. I find it physically wearing, even painful, after a short time to san a CRT for news and often can miss important

information because my eyes have become tired. i don't know if others hare my low threshold in that regard.

rm pretty confldent, though, that anyone needing the latest information on some topic will find CIS appealing. And adding
consumer values like classifleda should be a big attraction. As someone once said it is not the features that sell product in the long

rum, but the value. Being able to flip through on-screen summaries quickly loa its pliants, being able to get quick information on a
used car or new job opportunity is a joy forever.

Is my own work Us a television writer and producer, CIS serves s a source of fresh ideas. I have set my filter to catch as many

homn interest stories as possible (with category: people and category: names, for instanee and type: nyt category: domestic) and
usually get inspired once a week by the articles this nets me to do some stories of my own. Other people in the media like me might
find CIS similarly Useful.

The intellectual appeal of a product (4this might be garet for me, maybe I should try It') and the visceral ('I love this thing - gimme
morel') swe two different things, though. I have discovered that it takes a while to warm up to CIS's potential and I might not have
kept at it if I were paying for it. The first few months, after the initial thrill wore off, I found little to appreciate in CIS - the

information was bard to filter properly, I couldn't harem its power, ad I got tired reading everything it threw at me. During the
last mouth, however, I have suddenly grown far more comfortable with and enthusintic about it. This may be a natural proess of
Jacclimaingi, of getting to know what I really want from it, of 'getting down my chops' with a new instrument. I would imagine, on
that basi, that I might take several months to 'book' a commercial subscriber and, to keep him interested until that happens, extra

features that give instant gratification might be desirable. A conferencing ability might be one of those features, clasified personal
ads, even an occasional rafle, to be crass.

It's herd for me to same an acceptable price for such a service Us Cs. Im often stunned by bow much I shel out for softwre I
rarely me. I do think, though, that Charging a monthly rate can discourage a 1o of first-time wers ('Gee, I better know a lot more
what I really want it for, 'caue it's going to be Coating me every second') whereas a fee for use attracts more novices, makes them

feel comfortable, since It encourages experimentation and greater involvement and Use in the long run. !, for instance, subscribe to
CompuServe rather than the Source because the first doesn't charge a fixed monthly fee and the second does. And if anyone had told

me at the start how much I was going to spend on CompuServe at the start I never would have subscribed. No doubt there is some

marketing law that covers this, like 'the les you know about what it's going to cost, the more youll pay for ite - 1204

of find that I lke to use the system for very specific information, such as exchange rates. Often when I try to get this information, I

find yesterday's information on my screen. So I am learing to rely less on the system. I would be very interested in classified ads for

real estate, but only for the period of time that I was selling or buying such. I would also be very interested in a system that would
let me follow my stocks or mutual funds. I find that for professional purpose this system has very limited value. For instance, I can

sy that I have not mismed an article in the NYT on dentistry. But the number of articles that appear having no relevance to the

subject of dentistry is too geat, and ually we hear about important news in the Aeld by being made aware a day or two later by
colleagues, or in ptofesslosal journals. The fact that I have to detach my system in order to run any other software, is also a

contributins factor to my slowly decresing Interest. have shown my system to many people Us a novelty and to show how 'with it'

I am. However, I find It even awkward here when strangers see my menu of interests - sort of an invasion of privacy.' - 1201

"You must offer this after the experiment: we're hooked I'm concerned about expense of course. It's also a problem that you can't

save what you print: I should think researchers would be more attracted if you could adjust that restriction since a lot of Us don't
write our stuff In 90 days. If would be ice if the databae would bold more than 90 days worth too. But that wouldn't entirely solve

the problem. Don't link up with one of the phenomenally expensive eommercial services. It would ruin everything.' - 120
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O1 personally would subscribe to the system but would only be willing to pay a small sum per month. The college I work for could
pay much more and the information could then be distributed by them as needs or interests arose. I personaly would not like Itol see
limits on the type of information acquired as with cable TV where you pay extra for sports, HDO, etc. I think most people would be

interested in a general news into bank that included classifieds as well with a flat fee or per use tee. Definitely would be preferable to
use you computer while ame was collecting in its memory - I think people are ready for this type of service - there is immense
popularity for videotex in France for instance. - 1207

01 would very much like to continue msing this service at the end of this experiment, but would hove trouble justifying it at a cost
much above that of a newspaper subscription (I miss newspaper ads. I find them a valuable source of into.) The value of thin service
would be enhanced if it could receive info while performing other tasks. (I presently leave on the CommlnS whenever I am not using

the machine for something else. Admittedly, thin might change It I had a modem.) Also, enhancing its ability to use ram-drives would
be an aset. The present software seems to crash if you hWve less than 368K available.' - 1208

01 would we a commercial application of the filter could be more sharply defined. I'd pay s much as I would for the NY Times but

prefer a one time fee. It would also require a lot of work on the user interface. I believe that many time sensitive businesses would
subscribe to the service. Keep it inexpensive and pay for it over time.

Now that I've used it, I can see how valuable it is to have my news rm iatrued by filtering AP for specific topics and believe that
has significant commercial value. rm suin smased that a filter for 'turkey' (the country) gets me stories about truck lot prices ...
Gotta fix the filter before people will pay. Also the slash commands need to be put on the function keys and I need to be able to edit
filter lines on the fly.' - 120

O(1)I'd buy at $10 a month as it is. (Already pay a fiat $12 a month to BRS whether I use it or not. However, I dropped my 'Source'
subscription becese I found I wasn't using It enough. I use 'CompuServe' on a pay-s-you use basis and like that. However, neither

offers me what Boston CommlnS does and I want and need that (general sews and some availability to search). I would like
availability of more searchable databasso (encyclopedia, Boston Globe, Wall St. Journal - all more than 90 days) I'd still pay a
monthly minimum to have seess and would then agree - as I do on BRS - to pay for say luareadablel in use above the minimum
my monthly fee would buy. (2) The 'black box! capture of Iaformstion would be very useful and I'd use the system more.* - 1210

mI would find the system desirable, but not at a high eost. Many sources of informaticn ae already available at modest prices: TV,

newspapers, and magazines. Also, the software needs to be made easier to use. It requires too much knowledge and thinking to use.
TV is brainless. You just watch and Noten. As far as Implementation is concerned, separate prescription topics could be made
available by using a 'black box' in which special crystal modules controlling receiving frequency could be installed. As an alternative

everything could be broadcast over one frequency and the black boxes programmed to receive, via transmitted codes, particular

topics.

If a new topic is desired, a phone call to the service will result in a special code being broadcast. This code, when received, will

program the particular usr box to now receive the new topic. In a likewise manner, service could be terminated for non payment of

bls.' - 1214

61 think the syatem has potential as a commercial product. Its desirability would increm with more sources of news (i.e. in addition
to AP and NYT). I like a flat fee approach, one that is affordable, so that I wouldn't have to limit my usage because of fear of
incurring too many charges. A black box that collected data with the computer off would be nice. I don't like the idea of leaving my
PC on over night or during the day unattended. Chiuifleds wouldn't be a seling point for me. I can find them in the newspaper.

Multitasking is definitely a big plus (or running background with programs like Dsqvlew I'm looking forward to getting the AST
Premium hoard that I hasve ordered, so I can run the system while I do my other work. This will signifie nty Increas my usne and

the benefits of the system. I would buy the system as a supplement to the daly newspopor. I find it valuable in following breaking

news stories. My usnge tends to be Issue based, ll change my fler to follow aspects of a given news Item, for example the

Iras•Cotra s da.@ - 1216

'CommeW extension would be useful for my profession - med1lcne - a a qqsem to fte specific subject of interest in a large
member of journals. My Internet in general news Is usually smisfled with newspapers. - 1216

'The system would hasve to contain a much greater depth of Information, from a wider range of sources. I would strongly

recommend Increased flnancial/businesm Information, available on a simely bas. Fees should be a flat monthly charge, as the radio

receiver meeds to be used as much so possible to Increase the number of Interesting articles captured., - 1217
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•Commerclal exte suio is very pomble sad probebly toot effective. Commercial extension should include more services, Washisgton
Post, magslunes, et. Perhaps special purchasing services. - 1218

' With present softwsre, I would not be willing to pay very much money for the service. I would only pay flat moty fee, sad fee
should never exceed a daily ewspaper eost. - 1219

OIt Is tough to find a man market which cn be served better ths by competing techoklesl A member of ideas come to mind: (1)
business related (to markets) (2) classified ads (paid by sellers) (3) local happenings such as cisem, presentations, etc. There re
already two-way outlets - some sponsored by ads - that provide acces to similar information. The advantages of (1) rel-time
information (2) powerful selection criteria ad (3) low variable cost might be more apparent if ther were more iformatio ores

available.' - 1220

'1 would be willing to subscribe to a commercial system. My only objection would be tkat the advertisements should pay the cost
(entire cost), not the person reading them.' - 1221

'A number of commercial services similar to the one suggested are alrsdy available. Unless this system could offer something

unique - a professional or academic network, for example, it is unlikely it could compete.' - 1222

'Probably bas possibilities, especially for business - professional use - information on specific topics best.' - 1223

al would definitely be interested in subscribing to a commercial version of the system. After all I have invented is sa I/O Board sad
DoubleDOS in order to have the system operate 24 hours a day. Because of the poor reception of WM in my ares I would urge
that delivery be by cable (perhaps that's the user's responsibility to pressure the cable compray). Mnor quibbles: It seen to me that
when a story is garbled, it's almost always in the heading sad/or in tbe lead sentence. Why? By numbering sad tenmpoarily saving

the story numbers, could the msay duplicates be eliminated? Could take 1 be queued before take 2?' - 1226

01 feel the system has reat potential for commercial feasibility, provided that the subscription rate is kept reasonable, sy between

$10 - $16 /month. In order to stain prester commercial appeal though, I think the user interface han to be refined a bit. The

experiment is now limited to a small range of users who, for the most part, are familiar with computer and/or computer languages
sad therefore have little problem dealing with the query language. Other people, however, with les experience, might find it difficult
or cumbersome to deal with the query system in order to get the information they want. As for classifieds, I think the system lends
itself very well because it allows you to filter from thousands of clasified ads land select a few which fit your criteria.' - 1227

01 would love to keep this service; many of my friends (who have seen it) would JlikeJ to have such a service for home me. BUT, I
can't see going too much higher than $15 or $20 a month - that is not out of the rough price range of a newspaper. Admittedly, I
get much more value than a paper (les, too, in that I can't catch the full raage of stuff I'd like with my 2-floppy system). Still, as a
private user, I can't see spending a lot. Multi-tasking would be preat. I don't have a 1200 baud modem (1 hope to get one soon) - so
I hate to turn off the ComminS program.' - 1228

'Yes. This appears to be a very desirable product for busines - it will keep executives informed. I will have to defer marketing to

marketing people, I have litle experience.' - 1229

'The information of the system is very useful to me, however the substitutes available (radio, TV, newspapers) limit its exclusive
hold on a niche. I'm sure that this attribute would chauge had I accsm to a modem on my business PC which would allow me to use
the DB features. In fact, that is where the system is unique - the DBing (a word?) of current, real-time news. Most other

commercial DB services are 2 weeks to 2 months behind in their cataloging of articles. Also the idea of a 'black box' to capture
useful into off-line is appealing. Many people would prefer not to leave their muhinh on round the clock (even though its probably

better for the machinel.' - 1232

'Good for current literature searches.' - 1233

*In thinking hard shout this prospect, I find myself les keen on the idea thau a couple of montha ago. Here are the pro sad ons as
I se them: Pros - up-to-dae weather on demand; up-to-date ski report on demand; up-to-dat stock report on demand; up-to-dat

top-of-the-news on demand; info on local towns (andover area); Into on companies I deal with; Into on out-of-the-ordinary topics (eg.
antitrust). Cons - Yet another 'thing to maintain' in my life (at a time when I'm very stretched already); too technical - I can't
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delegate it to my wife or secretary; still ha too much clutter, eg. redundant articles, too much on Iran, too many articles which turn
out to be only adviaories; limited by scope and depth of AP mad NYT - I often find myself wishing the coverage was broader. Price
and Packages: should be something skin to table TV. About *20/month max. Fee Structure: flat monthly rate. I would be turned off
by per-item charges. Classified Ads: no interest. Existing sources are less hasle (maybe there would be a small market for highly
specialized kinds of things, e.g. computer programming). Modem 2-way Link: I would be willing to pay a small per-item charge for
infrequent use. Enhancements to add value: Reuters, Dow-Jones, Arts/Entertainment calendar, lectures/speeche/conerences
calendar, software improvements (better filterinL 'global' filters, faster display of 1st screen of an article, comment lines in filter,
blackout of articles I've already deleted), stores' special sales and promotion calendar, filtered TV and radio listinp. - 1236

"1 believe that it would be definitely worthwhile to make this system available commercially. Many individuals and businesses need
to keep up to date in their fields, and would find a system such as this invaluable. However, the system needs to be greatly improved
in a number of ares. The number and diversity of information sources should be expanded. Articles should be better indexed so that
less extraneous information is captured. The user interfaes is poorly designed, and the documentation should be substantially
improved. Better printing capability would also be required. Finally, it should be moderately priced. - 1240

eYes I think it should be made commercially available. There should be a flat fee which covers rental of receiver and bae usage
amount, plus fee schedule for extra usage - although I don't know how you'd track this. Also, if black box were available, it could be
purchased or rented for additional amount. I think the system would have a lot more commercial appeal it it made use of color.0 -
1241

2I) Desirable? Absolutely. ii) Methods? I would be most Interested in seuing it included as part of a CompuServe-type on-fine service.
You could set your filters and let articles accumulate while you were off-fine, then log in to look at summaries and download
interesting articles. It would be espeeially handy if the requested articles were in *ARC or some other compressed form, to reduce
download time. An alternative method would be the current broadcast system with an expanded receiver with its own storage
system for storing filtered articles. This would eliminate the need to keep the PC on all the time and would allow articles to collect
while the PC was otherwise engaged. A foreground/background OS that really permitted simultaneous operation could also be used,
but there might be a problem when storing long articles and trying to aeam the disk for other reasons at the same time." - 1242

I1 think it would be very desirable to sell or leae this technology for commercial use. It would be great if the technology could be
built into existing 3M portables or clone portables available today or leased as a complete system with computer, firmware and
several different filters built Into keyboard function keys. With added computer speech synthesis it would be great for the blind or
visually handicapped or people in hospitals that ar undergoing long treatment.0 - 1243

*I would be extremely Interested in the service particularly if it were to include most of the fetures of a newspaper (ads, elhsifleds,
etc.) and was comparably priced. I see little reaon that it should cost more than a newspaper. I bought an inexpensive used
computer just for CommieS, so obviously I was willieg to invest in a one-time hardware ebarge.0 - 1244

OTo adequately service a large enough #I of customers to be profitable, response bandwidth must be enhanced, including the use of
LPTV (low power television) liceses for packet video and dats. For a scanner to keep up with data flow, preprocessing of word
indices must be truamitted. - 1246

OHas great value to the visually impaired for personal use as well as employment use. I believe that both a fist rate and a metered
rate should be made available. Limited service, i.e. non-modem, should also be available. Journals of particular interest to the
visually impaired professional and blind computer users would meet with greatest succem in advertising this system.0 - 1247

0... I would not pay to have the system installed if it were made commercially available. This derives from two conditions, both of
which might be overcome. First, I have been restricted from operating Is the receivik mode due to other uses of my computer.
Perhaps this could be obviated by nighttime receipt of input, or by somehow implementing dual use of the computer system, for
which I do not have adequate knowledge, and perhaps not even the hardware-software capability. Second, I have found the time
necessary to browse and print too much for me. I have not successfully printed rticle, having used the print-screen mode. - 1249
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I would definitely want to subscribe to these topics:

'movies, Cibsibt - 1006

Obuma...s wall stueet* - 1I0

ajobs, mews, for "a - 1007

agoverasemt. ad general maws. financial, science ad technology, coinpoters.6 - 1000

-hard mews, NYT' - 1013

8bumnes, teebaalogy. medial' - 1019

acompater info, daity headlies' - 1024

'mes, (subject- arica o a w)5 - 1025

'too $pecisc - 1082

'news, basinessO - 1036

'commentar, mews' - 1043

ONYT wire' - 1045

anews, travel' - 1067

aNew York Times' - 1065

'mews' - 1066

ONYTimes, Stoks, top quality PC Info met' - 1070

'travel' - 1071

'commentazy, business' - 1075

'entertainment/ifestYle, wine/cooking' - 1060

'financial, commentar/editorisa - 1064

'science/medicine, Internatinal1 mews' - 10OU

'mews, sporu' - 1006

'nsasnl new, foreign sews, buulam'e - 1100

'mew, stock markt' - 1106

'mew, local events' - 1100

Ofinnacee, wsp",ee - 1115

'category: mew, subject: mewesummauy* - 1116

'finacil ad economic news' - 1119

Oeavronmemtal Iasues, sports' - 1120

'mew sad computer topics' - 1121
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*Wall Street, science'* - 1124

*New York Times - news only' - 1126

'financial' - 1127

*financial, technical/computer, recipes I??!' - 1130

'domestic and international news, buuss news (general)." - 1133

'innanciall, science' - 1134

'financial, investments, general news' - 1138

'foreign affairs, politics' - 1141

'international news, national news* - 1144

'varies from month to mouth' - 1150

'news, science related topics, computer related topics' - 1153

'business' - 1161

'ffinancial, sports' - 116

'finance, business, health' - 1173

'international and editorial, scientific, technological, fiancial' - 1174

'NYT, electronic news' - 1176

'business, financial, local news' - 1181

'finaial, stocks' - 1187

'(category: news) ('high priority'), patents and technology* - 118

'political, telecommunications, sport.' - 1102

'science, medicine and computer related categories' - 1105

'taxes, law' - 1197

'I'd like to be able to change it dynamically' - 1201

'exchange rates' - 1206

'site, washington briefs' - 1206

'would no4 went limits on the smice' - 1207

'news, international sews, finaness, comment.' - 1206

'lateatiosal' - 1209

'news (local and national), weather and TV ll~t. 8 . - 1214

'buseles headlnes, medical news' - 1210

'stock ticker' - 1220
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'nw'-1221

@Foreign affairs, computersO - 1223

'NYl' features - 1225

onews service* - 1227

abuainess/financial/news' - 1232

'business, local (andover awe&) info' - 1236

'aviation, computer technology' - 1242

'computers, huma interest' - 1247

I would definitely NOT want to subscribe to these topics:

'sports' - 1006

'spor"S' - 1006

Sports, personals' - 1007

,sports, weather, hard news' - 1009

'associated press' - 1011

'sports, tv schedule' - 1019

'sports' - 1024

'massachusetts day book' - 1025

'sports' - 1038

'unknown, undefined' - 1043

'AP wire' - 1046

'sports, classifieds' - 1067

'AP' - 106

'sports' - 1068

'sports, ads' - 1070

5sportall - 1078

'sports, financial' - 1060

'sports, travel' - 1064

'sports'- 1IO8

'Ports' - 1096
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'sport.' - 1100

-sports- - 1100

'sport., lottery, - 1116

'massachusetts dayvbook' - 1116

advertisements, movies, schedules, etc.' - 1119

"wall street news' - 1120

Reports, entertainment' - 1121

k @sports- - 1124

*sports, stock market' - 1120

'general daily news that I read about and hear on TV news* - 1130

'sports' - 1133

'sports, cooking' - 1134

'sports, stocks@ - 1137

-sports- - 1138

'sports, features (domestic)' - 1141

'sports' - 1144

Ovaries from month to month' - 1160

'sports, Aascial' - 1163

'sport. - 1161

'sport., pop culture' - 1174

'governor's calendar, sport.' - 1176

*sports, entertainment' - 1181

&sports, general sewas - 1187

'mass' digest, movie" - 118

'sport.'- 1197

'sports. 1199

'I'd like to be able to change It dynamically' - 1201

'-so sport.' - 120b

'sports, price of chese' - 1206

'would sot want limit. on service' - 1207
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"sports" - 1208

•sports" - 129

*sports* - 1214

'sports' - 1215

@sports, local news' - 1219

Rsports' - 1221

Dsports, daily news* - 1223

"sport*s - 1225

.sports, entertainment' - 1232

esports, Iran, etc.@ - 1235

"sports' - 1242

Dsports, weather' - 1247

If you were a participant in the Boston ComminS last May, please tell us
whether and how the availability of the 2-way system has changed your
opinions about the desirability of possible commercial extensions of the
technology.
'The two way ability would enhance the commercial spects, especially being able to query a financial databse.' - 1006

8I do not use the 2-way system because the information I deem important is what happens today. I will use a library for past
articles, provided they are on a suitable media, such as CID Rom." - 1006

'I use it periodically to get articles I might have missed on a certain subject. I feel that it is a very welcome addition to the system.'
-1007

oHave not used 2-way system.' - 1011

'I'm afraid I very rarely find use for it. I have enough capacity in my AT to capture most of what interests me 'on the fly'.'- 1013

'Sorry, but haven't tried it yet. Planned to hack up a modem over Christmas but didn't get to it yet. Seems like a good idea for
someone who is away for a few days or needs to research a topic of current interest.' - 1019

'1) I'm having trouble running the 2-way system. 2) Don't like the idea of tying up a phone line for hours daily. 3) Like idea of a
black box which would receive while I use my PC otherwise. Personally much prefer the radio system of reception.* - 1024

'I haven't used the system yet.' - 1023

'I haven't used the 2-way very much. I need a better reason to use the modem connection for data.' - 1032

'Yes' - 1039

'The 2-way system is a major step forward. Ultimately, acces to larger databsess is vital and this is one mechanism for so doing.'
-1041

'2-way makes it too much like other services - (e.g. CompuServe), although query approach is nice. Probably, radio-only system
could be sold to a wider audience at lower cost.' - 1043
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*Not at all: I have not really given the 2-way system much of a chance, but my Initial impression is that the data base is too

limited. Such a system should have a lot of information to be really attractive.0 - 107

*No real change. I don't use it.* - 1068

'Just haven't had time to hook it up. I will as soon as I get it working on the network ... Now I kave to switch Hayes settings on
modems 3 ways on PCs - for FIDO incoming, Qmodem outgoing and Banyan asynch PC to network. Hope your settings are soft or
similar to one of these.' - 1070

"1 prefer the 2-way system and could probably do without the FM broadcast entirely if some of the improvements I have suggested
in previous questionnaires were made.' - 1072

'Haven't used yet.' - 1073

'no' - 1076

'1 have not used the modem connection.' - 1077

I rind the 2-way system virtually impossible to use. Also, it's not very useful to me. I can use it to search for articles in NYT or AP,
but I can't keep copies of these articles for extended periods (up to 6 months), nor can I distribute CommInS articles around my
company, therefore I have to use ComminS as an index and obtain hardcopy for files or in house circulation. For personal use,
therefore the majority of my usage, it's just fun to read articles and browse. For business, CommlnS isn't any use - also it doesn't
have the NASDAQ stocks I need, so I have to buy NYT in hardcopy. For pleasure browsing, why bother with the 2-way feature?' -

1080

'The availability of the 2-way system has made our view much more favorable. We will use it when our modem is repaired.' - 1084

'2-way sounds great although we have not been using it.' - 1087

'The 2-way system is the only part of the system that fits into my lifestyle. It offers complete searches at my own convenience. I
feel it is commercially viable and I'd be likely to subscribe at moderate prices (eg. up to $15 per month).' - 1088

'Not using this feature.' - 1092

OI haven't tried the 2-way system yet.' - 1006

'I think the 2-way system makes the system more desirable simply because of the flexibility it provides and the security or having a
complete base of articles to filter in case you may have missed something. Unfortunately, I am not able to use the 2-way system, but

I would like to.' - 1098

'The availability of the 2-way system has added versatility to the current basic system in that categoried information such as
chassified ads should be suited for this application.' - 110

'The availability of the two-way system has made the system much more commercially attractive to me. However, it raises some
questions concerning scale. The system without the two-way service has the benefit of very small incremental cost increase per
subscriber (only the cost of the box, software duplication, and manual reproduction). Adding more subscribers to the two-way
system means adding more modems and telephone lines, more powerful computers, etc., thus increasing the incremental cost.' -

1109

0I like the 2-way system and use the system a lot more ... - 1110

Of have not used the 2-way system.' - 1112

'1 have found it impossible to get into the remote system - possibly because of too few linest - 1116

'Though I haven't had a modem to use the 2-way system, the commercial extensions of the technology are similar to that of the
I-way system. Target a market that would pay a price for recent up-to-date Information. Perhaps lawyers would be willing to get
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the service if they need to do research on recent eases that have not had time to appear In law journals. It al depends on finding
people who need a certain type of ihformat on.' - 1116

61 do not have a modem at the present time.* - 1118

'The modem option has increased the strength of my opinion reprding commercial exteaios of the system. Quite frankly, I do not
see many people paying much $ for just the FM receiver fenture due to its extreme limitations.' - 1119

'Has not changed it at all. I have only one port on my XT. Bt too Inconvenient to disconnect the local system and reconnect the
2-way nystem. Therefore, I have only done it once.* - 1120

'Uncbanged.' - 1121

*I think it's a great innovation, but I haven't really taken advantnge of it. The end of the term crunch left me with little time.
Obviously, the 2-way features make it a more desirable commercial product.' - 1124

m... For general use, I find the modem system useful for getting caught up on past news after not having read it for a few days. It
also has an obvious potential for research, replacing or supplementing the printed indexes for the Times. How useful the database is
for research depends on how far back it goes, and this runs a foul of your 90 day limit. Pricing of the modem connection may be best

done on a connect-time basis.' - 1126

01 don't yet have a modem.' - 1127

'I moved the equipment to my home in Tyngsboro, Ma before Christmas for anticipated use on my Epson Equity 1 system. I
discovered too late that it was very inconvenient to switch between a modem (my primary use) and the antenna with one serial port.
I therefore made the decision to install an AST board with additional serial port. I did this 1/30. To my disappointment, I have not
been able to get the system operational with my new configuration. No articles are being captured. I am doing the obvious trouble
shooting but will be calling for some more ideas on what I should try.' - 1131

'Haven't tried it yet. Look forward to it, but I need to set up comm. software to work with a non-standard modem. Seems good if

you've been off-ine for a couple of days.' - 1133

'I have been freed from wearing out my dual hard-disk. It's like life after the super-bowl, that is up until the Sox opener.' - 1134

'I'm not too interested in the 2-way system. I have no need to accese the database.' - 118

0I have just received a 1200 baud modem & will be accessing the 2-way system. I think I will like this even more for retrospective

searching.' - 1144

01 think the two-way system is better but I find the interface kludgy and it holds my phone line open. A primer on what information
is available would be helpful.' - 1150

'The two-way system has impact for me only if a much larger database were available. I catch items of interest to me 'on the fly'
and have had little occasion to search for yesterday's nsews.' - 1152

'not at all' - 1163

'We don't have a modem, but it we did we'd surely use it with the CIS system.' - 1160

-N/A- - 1162

'Not at all. I don't have the modem needed to use it.' - 1166

'Really hven't used it.' - 1108

'For research on specific topics or items, the 2-way system is tremendousll Where as the receiver is great for intercepting 'breaking'

news, the modem connect to the database is good for background research on specific topics.' - 1171
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'I find the 2-way system cumbersome to use - msanly because my Qubie 1200 interior modem is not exactly hardware compatible
with Hayes. If laser disc read-write devices become available it would seem like a reasonable approach to *sedingl the entire

database to the remote jsitel with automatic purging after 90 days - let the database inquiry occur locally - at the remote site
rather than via phone line. Laser disk might provide enough storage for pictures as well as text.0 - 1173

*1 view the 2-way capabilities as a valuable enhancement, but secondary to the main value of tht system - that it is based on
immediacy. The two-way query system is reat if one is an active researcher referencing the NYT, or for hindsight generally, or if
one's computer was off-line for a significant period of time.... And why not an AP archive as well? - 1174

*I was not ia participant] last May." - 1176

'The value of the modem system depends on what information is available. The limited information available now is very useful for
someone who is not willing to pay for a 'regular' service such as the Source or Dow Jones. If some more services could be added to
the system and not make it very expensive, I would subscribe. I find the current modem system very easy and quick to use.0 - 1181

-N/A" - 1187

-N/A- - 1192

'... the 2-way system, has been used almost exclusively to research a particular topic or check facts regarding news coverage
(treatment) of a particular topic. It appears to us that a pricing mechanism that separated (unbundled) the over-the-air and two-way
portions of the service might maximize ultimate subscriptions. Also usage sensitive pricing might apply best to the two-way service."

-1203

"Since I signed up in October, but didn't use the remote until January, I'l answer this anyway. It's definitely a better service with
the remote if you don't have the computer on all the time for real-time news. I've had a lot of trouble with it though. It crashed on
me 3 times today for instance (1st it said put disk with com.com in A (it was there already); then it froze when I asked for the
summaries after reading an article; then it said stems must be at least 2 characters ... and I couldn't get it to move to the next
query) - very tempermental The remote is very useful for research; for instance I'm trying to look at all the Alzheimer's stuff and
when new material came in, I had a crash and lost it all, so I could get it off the remote. I would sy it's really an essential part of
the system it you commercialize. - 1206

'Sorry - no modem.' - 1208

'Not a participant in May.* - 1217

-N/A- - 1218

'Not a participant.0 - 1221

*I make practically so use of the 2-way capability of the system - particularly now that I can, through Double-DOS, have the

system 'on' 24-hours a day. Let me put it this way: I don't think I would pay very much extra for a 2-way option. If there were

access to other daft banks (libraries), I think I would want the service.' - 1226

01 was not in during May. - 1228

"N/A" - 1220

01 did not participate' - 1283

-N/A- - 1286

'Not a participant.' - 1241

'Was not a partlcipant then.' - 1242

Of was not a participant last May.' - 1243
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